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BACKGROUND
eing the seventh conference in the series, the Diamonds – Source to Use conferences target the full
spectrum of the diamond pipeline from exploration through to sales and marketing. The last conference in
this series (Diamonds – Still Sparkling) was held in Botswana in 2016 and it is now returning to
Johannesburg, where it was last held in 2013
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OBJECTIVE
The objective of the conference is to provide a forum for the dissemination of
information relating to the latest tools and techniques applicable to all stages of
the diamond industry; from exploration, through mine design, processing, to
cutting, marketing and sales.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND
 Geologists
 Mineral (Diamond) Resource Managers
 Mining Engineers
 Process Engineers
 Consultants
 Suppliers
 Sales/marketing
 Diamantaires
 Mine Managers
 Mining Companies
 Students.

TOPICS
 Geology and exploration
 Mine expansion projects
 Mining, metallurgy and processing technology
 Rough diamond sales and marketing
 Cutting, polishing and retail
 Financial services and industry analysis
 Industry governance, beneficiation and
legislation
 Mine-specific case-studies
 Value optimization.
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Platinum — A Changing Industry

Co
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he Seventh International Platinum Conference, entitled ‘Platinum — A Changing Industry’ was held in October 2017
at Polokwane, Limpopo Province in the heart of the northern limb of the Bushveld Complex, the world's biggest
platinum-producing region. The event was held in association with the Precious Metals Development Network of the
Department of Science and Technology’s Advanced Metals Initiative. The Southern African Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy convenes regular platinum conferences in order to disseminate recent technical developments in the industry
and to facilitate stakeholder engagement. Previous themes have been ‘Platinum Adding Value’ in 2004, ‘Platinum
Surges Ahead’ in 2006, ‘Platinum in Transformation’ in 2008, ‘Platinum in Transition — Boom or Bust’ in 2010,
‘Platinum — A Catalyst for Change’ in 2012, and ‘Platinum – Metal for the Future’ in 2014.
Platinum and the other platinum group metals (PGMs) play an essential part in modern life. PGMs can be found in a
multitude of applications from autocatalysis to medical uses, fertilizer production to investment, and fuel cells to
jewellery. In fact, it is hard to find a facet of current civilization where PGMs have not improved the quality of life as we
have come to accept it. Our world, with a growing and rapidly urbanizing population, will inevitably require greater
quantities of PGMs for the supply and storage of energy, and for cleaning the gaseous emissions from transport
systems.
PGMs are crucial to the transportation and energy industries in establishing environmentally-friendly technology,
and the long-term outlook for platinum group metal demand is positive, based on growing industrial and jewellery
usage, tightening regulation for emissions around the world, and a lack of substitution possibilities coupled with tighter
long-term supplies. The near-term challenge facing producers is how to create a sustainable supply situation that will
endure short-term variations in demand and pricing.
Despite sustained lower PGM prices since 2014, arising from shifts in demand patterns and market oversupply, the
South African platinum industry will continue to be the mainstay of supply for decades to come. Continuing speculation
on the rate of adoption of electric vehicles in place of internal combustion engines across the transport industries and
the resultant mix of battery electric vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles, and fuel cell electric vehicles has impacted shortterm demand patterns and associated metal prices. Despite overall demand being roughly static over recent years, the
demand from the industrial and jewellery sectors has continued to grow, with the current split across sectors being
roughly one-third each between the auto industry, industrial, and jewellery.
The papers published in this edition of the Journal have been selected from across the core disciplines of mining and
metallurgy, aspects of measuring and monitoring, and the broader sustainability elements of social licence to operate
and energy conservation. This selection from the Conference proceedings is intended to share knowledge, provide
insight, and hopefully tempt you to engage with the full proceedings. Enjoy reading them, and we look forward to your
support at the next platinum conference.
Lastly we would like to, again, express our heartfelt thanks to the organizing committee, the conferencing team of
the SAIMM, the delegates who supported the event, and our willing and generous sponsors for their extensive support,
without which this conference would not have been possible. Thank you and Keep Safe.
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Wits, Sibanye-Stillwater join hands to take mining digital
In a technology-focused partnership that will help make mines safer and
more productive, the Wits Mining Institute (WMI) at the University of the
Witwatersrand and leading mining company Sibanye-Stillwater have
launched the Sibanye-Stillwater Digital Mining Laboratory (DigiMine).
DigiMine is a simulated mining environment in the Chamber of Mines
building on the West Campus of Wits University, whose facilities now
include a vertical shaft in a stairwell, a tunnel and stope in the basement,
and a range of communication and digital systems to enable research that
will create the mine of the future.
With a total investment of R27.5 million from Sibanye-Stillwater
between 2015 and 2020, Wits University is supporting students, strategic
projects, and growing the DigiMine programme, which leverages a
growing range of on-site facilities with multidisciplinary research that
%#&%%%!$&%$&%$& %!%!&#" $& !$
draws on expertise from other departments at Wits University and from
partners locally and abroad.
Sibanye-Stillwater CEO Neal Froneman highlighted the importance of the mining industry harnessing the fourth industrial
revolution and fully benefitting from advances in digital technology through close ties with research institutions. He remarked,
‘The launch of DigiMine establishes a unique programme that is instrumental for the application of digital technologies in
support of safer and more efficient mining operations.’
This sentiment was echoed by Professor Tawana Kupe, Wits Acting Vice-Chancellor and Principal: ‘The DigiMine speaks to
the University’s strategy of integrating technology, teaching, learning, and research in academia. This development ensures that
we can continue to develop specialized skills and knowledge as we move into the fourth industrial revolution.’
‘This partnership between WMI and Sibanye-Stillwater paves the way to develop digital technologies that will reduce risk in
the mining environment,’ said WMI director Professor Fred Cawood. ‘Safety and competitiveness are cornerstones of a
sustainable mining sector, which can contribute to the National Development Plan by reducing poverty and inequality.’
DigiMine will also host the Chair in Digital Mining and Mine Automation, which will advance digital innovation relating to
the mining industry as part of a larger Wits initiative to establish Wits and Braamfontein as a digital innovation precinct.
‘Our exciting research agenda already includes projects on systems for underground communication, risk-monitoring,
positioning, and navigation similar to what is achieved above ground with GPS – as well as automated abnormality detection to
manage mining risks,’ said Professor Cawood. ‘Our interventions will explore any innovations that can apply real-time digital
solutions for reducing mining risk and increasing mining efficiency.’
As a Wits flagship programme dealing with Mining 4.0 and its Future World of Work initiative, DigiMine will conduct
testing, research, and development to transfer surface digital technologies to underground operations. It will also be providing
the skills required to operate technology-intensive mining operations of the 21st century; this will include developing a modern
skills-set for mines at the artisan, technician, and professional levels.
‘Our DigiMine programme fills a vital role alongside the other complementary divisions within the WMI – the Centre for
Sustainability in Mining and Industry (CSMI) and the Centre for Mechanised Mining Systems (CMMS),’ he said.
Some world-first initiatives currently underway include visual integration of mining technology systems, multi-purpose
WSN systems for real-time communication and positioning, and underground remote sensing through UAV and scanning
applications.
In a week-long programme to celebrate the launch of the DigiMine, a two-day seminar showcased the work of some
postgraduate research students and partner organizations, while keynote presentations on the digital mining theme were
delivered by Sibanye-Stillwater and the National University of Sciences and Technology (NUST) in Pakistan.

S. Braham
On behalf of the Wits School of Mining
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Climate change: the impact on the
mining sector

T

here has recently been a lot of talk about global warming and its impact on weather patterns,
i.e. climate change. A keynote address at the recent Infacon conference in Cape Town focused
on climate change. Some people believe that this is all a lot of hype. Others (myself included),
like the keynote speaker, believe that there is some evidence pointing to climate change – dry
seasons becoming longer and wet seasons becoming shorter. Rainfall is reported to have become
more variable than before, with rain coming in more concentrated, violent bursts. The end of
March, for instance, saw a lot of rain leading to floods in Gauteng. A number of roads were closed
due to bridges collapsing. In Cape Town, in contrast, there are serious concerns about water
shortages, with Day Zero being a common topic of conversations at events and functions.
Similarly, if you tune into the radio, you hear more often than not that the next world war will be fought, not for land or
some other resource, but for water. Then I look around and see families, friends, and neighbours busy with water
harvesting projects.
There is clearly growing concern about changing weather patterns and climate stability, and the effect on the
consistency of future water supplies. Most research, mine design, planning, and monitoring has focused on the impact of
mining activities on the environment and water resources. We are all aware of acid mine drainage, which has been a
constant source of concern in the mining industry. But what about the impact of the changing weather patterns on
mining activities? Research on industry perspectives suggests that climate change is an emerging concern for the mining
industry. While climate data is one of the facets that are incorporated within mining projects, the changing weather
conditions are not always considered, and as such, not much action has been taken to plan for or adapt to these
changing conditions.
Extreme weather events such as recurring droughts and floods can pose a number of challenges to the mining
industry. Mining infrastructure such as containment facilities and buildings, energy sources, storm water, wastewater
collection and treatment systems, tailings and waste disposal ponds, transportation infrastructure such as bridges, roads,
and pipelines can all be easily affected by extreme conditions caused by changes in weather patterns. The health and
safety of site-based employees can also be affected. Mostly importantly, considering that water is a huge necessity for
mining, a change in water supply levels can have an adverse effect on a large range of activities, including exploration,
drilling, dust suppression, cooling and extractive metallurgy processes. The literature is filled with examples of temporary
halts to plant production due to a reduction in available water supply for processes, or in some cases, power cuts due to
severe storms. The lack of fresh water supplies has, for example, forced some Chilean companies to consider the use of
seawater for the processing of copper ores.
What does all this mean for the future of the mining and metal extraction industry? It can be argued that the mining
sector is one of the major emitters of greenhouse gases, and furthermore produces fossil energy resources that also
significantly contribute to global CO2 emissions. Although the mining sector does seem to be taking action and playing a
part in reducing greenhouse gas emissions in certain cases, mitigation alone will not solve the problem. There is a great
need for us, as engineers in the mining sector, to recognize the reality of climate change, understand how these changes
will impact the sector, and develop strategies that will minimize the impact on infrastructure and operations. There is also
a great need to effectively communicate the risks caused by changes in weather patterns and their potential impact on the
mining sector. Although some companies are aware of these changes, they are not proactively planning for the impact on
their operations. But, more specifically, as engineers it is important to start considering cost-effective technologies and
measures that allow mining operations to adapt to the changing climate. We also need to look at designing and
developing infrastructure that can withstand extreme weather challenges. We need to develop appropriate technologies
and processes that can not only work effectively, but also efficiently, in whatever climatic environment we find ourselves
in. The mining sector contributes significantly to the economies of Southern African countries, and we need to keep the
wheels underground turning. We cannot afford to do otherwise on account of the weather.
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WORKSHOP
Interoperability and Underground Communications
Infrastructure
Interoperability
This workshop aims to engage broad industry participation in
the GMSG Interoperability Definitions and Roadmap Project.
The project, to be complete by Q3 2018, will enable industrywide alignment and identify a collaborative path forward to
address mining interoperability including the identification of
initiatives and projects and fostering increased collaboration
across the sector. As part of this project, volunteers will join a
multi-stakeholder innovation ecosystem, sharing expertise
and building meaningful relationships with potential collaborators.
The outcome is generating input for the much-needed
iternational roadmap: a landscape of interoperability inititives,
projects, organizations and resourcing that are aligned, collaborative, and supportive of interoperability developments in
other organizations.
During the workshop, participants will work together to:
 Determine common industry interoperability
definitions, scope, principles and references
 Develop a consensus on what the desired end state
looks like
 Identify existing projects and organizations that have
developed/are developing interoperability-related
solutions
 Identify industry barriers and success factors to move
interoperability forward

Resource
Evaluation

Mine
Planning

Mining & Mine
Development

Materials
Handling

Environment
& Approvals

Mineral
Processing

Tailings & Waste
Management

Smelting
& Refining

Transport
to Market

Non-Process
Infrastructure

WorleyParsons adds value through our full scope of services from
pit to port including studies, mine planning, impact assessments,
permitting and approvals, project management, construction
management and global procurement.
Our Mining Centre of Excellence in Johannesburg has niche
expertise in underground and open cast mining and provides
quality project development and engineering solutions for small
to large projects across all areas of base metals, the coal supply
chain, chemicals, ferrous metals, alumina, aluminium and iron ore.
Supported by the WorleyParsons global group, we pride
ourselves on customising solutions for local environments and
committing to our customers’ goals.

Underground Communications Infrastructure
This workshop will enable participants to ensure the GMSG
Underground Communications Infrastructure guideline suite
is relevant and applicable to the Southern African mining
industry. This year, the project committee has made strong
progress towards publishing Section 3 of the guideline suite
– a high-level overview of factors for mine operators to
consider for their unique communications needs – by year
end.
The Guideline is intended to provide mine owners and
operators with an overview of best practices for electronic
communications across a mine’s lifespan. GMSG published
Section 1 and Section 2 of the Guideline in early 2017. The
Guideline is divided into five sections:
1) Positioning and Needs Analysis
2) Scenarios and Applications
3) General Guidelines
4) Business Case Development
5) Planning, Deploying, and Support Considerations
The published Guideline will continue to support underground operations developing their communications infrastructure into robust, cost-effective and user-friendly
installations.
Space is limited due to room size, therefore please
RSVP as soon as possible, no later than 18 June 2018 to
Yolanda Ndimande at yolanda@saimm.co.za. or for more
information contact Jennifer Curran at jcurran@globalminingstandards.org.
For further informaton contact:
Conference Co-ordinator, Yolanda Ndimande
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7 · E-mail: yolanda@saimm.co.za

Partner
Organizations

www.worleyparsons.com

wprsainfo@worleyparsons.com

http://dx.doi.org/10.17159/2411-9717/2018/v118n4a1

Incorporation of the socio-cultural
dimension into strategic long-term
planning of mineral assets in
South Africa
by G.L. Smith* and L. Brooks†

Extraction of minerals and metals has had, and continues to have,
material impacts on society. These impacts can be positive, enabling
technological innovation and stimulating economic development, as well
as negative, such as environmental and social impacts. The inability to
effectively manage these impacts throughout the life of mine (LoM) plan
can trigger socio-cultural risks. In fact EY (formerly Ernst & Young) have
ranked the social licence to operate as one of the top five risks to the
mining sector globally since 2008 (EYGM, 2016).
Strategic long-term planning for mineral assets enables delivery of an
optimized, strategically aligned business plan from a mineral asset
portfolio using a set of tools and techniques with a common language,
standards, systems, and processes to align decisions and actions on a
cyclical basis. The framework provides the basis for effective management
of large, diverse, and complex mineral asset portfolios while creating
shared understanding and a common language. It is an approach that
acknowledges the nature of the depleting mineral asset base, the
importance of a defined but flexible project pipeline, variability in market
conditions, and the requirements of the operating legislative environment.
However, effective integration of social and environmental
considerations into strategic and project planning still remains a challenge
for the industry, where social performance considerations manifest
predominantly as constraints rather than as optimization objectives.
This paper considers the inherent opportunities and challenges in the
effective integration of social performance issues into strategic long-term
planning for mineral assets in South Africa. It also sets out Anglo
American’s approach to integrating socio-cultural issues into LoM and
resource development planning (RDP) to ensure that operations are able
to secure and maintain an effective social license to operate (SLTO) as
well as deliver a lasting positive contribution to local communities.
)'#"
strategic planning, socio-cultural issues, impact management.
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Mining has a substantial impact on and
importance for both local socio economic
development and national economic stability in
many countries. The benefits of mining arise
directly from financial investment and project
development activities, ongoing operations,
infrastructure development, employee
remuneration, and taxation and royalties paid
to the government and communities. Further
indirect benefits arise from the multiplier effect
due to local business development associated
with mining operations (for example support
industries, catering, and accommodation
establishments) and the associated cash flow
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and employment benefits to the local
community. The positive economic effects of a
mine in a community can extend beyond local
employment opportunities and supplier
development programmes, to enterprise
development, the development of local and
regional health care facilities, transport
infrastructure, water and electricity
distribution infrastructure, agricultural
activities, educational services, and community
cultural activities. At a national level, apart
from contributions to the national fiscus
through taxes and royalties, the minerals
industry contributes to foreign exchange
earnings, technological advances, and the
development and transfer of skills across the
economy.
In contrast to the many positive effects of
mining at the national level, extractive
practices are often associated with costs
related to adverse environmental, social, and
cultural impacts at the local level. Mining
inherently requires large areas of land to
operate and the physical impacts of developing
and operating a mine often cause stress on the
natural environment and ecosystems. In some
cases, the development of mining operations
can trigger social impacts – such as
involuntary resettlement (including physical
and economic displacement), criminal activity,
social dislocation, inflationary pressures,
impacts on services (health, education, water,
sewerage), communicable diseases, and
gender-based violence etc., as well as and
environmental impacts such as dust, erosion,
vibration, and noise and water pollution.
Development in previously undeveloped rural

Incorporation of the socio-cultural dimension into strategic long-term planning of mineral assets
areas with low per capita income can lead to negative effects
on local social and cultural practices, by physically altering
traditional land use areas and through increased financial
inequalities resulting from employment at mining operations.
Given the wide range of potential positive and negative
impacts of mining, inter- and intra- community conflicts can
arise in relation to the appropriate distribution of costs and
benefits. While economic benefits accrue to a small portion of
the community (the mining operation cannot employ
everybody), the majority experience negative environmental,
social, and cultural impacts. Compounding this complex
situation is the number of entities or groupings with interests
in the mine development process, for example representatives
of local communities, and municipal, district, regional,
provincial, and national and non-governmental
organizations. The number of vested interests and opinions
increases the complexity of engaging and developing
appropriate solutions that are both legitimate and costeffective.
These conflicts of interest arise within communities as
well as between communities and mining companies.
Conflict, in turn, can lead to the disruption of mining
operations through protests, and damage to mining
equipment and infrastructure which, subsequently, has an
adverse impact on the profitability of the operation and the
continuation of such operations. The closure or suspension of
mining operations as a result of community disruption, in
turn, has negative consequences for local communities due to
the loss of wages, the closure of small businesses, and the
general contraction of economic activities.
Against this backdrop, sustainable development, effective
social performance management, negotiating conflicting
interests, and eliciting local support are a high priority for
both mining businesses and government.
It is thus fair to say that early, effective integration of
social and environmental considerations into mineral asset
development planning remains a major challenge for the
minerals and metals industry. This integration needs to start
during exploration and continue throughout the life of mine
(LoM), including project development, construction,
operation, and closure.

%#!%' &($ %'#(!$$&$
For a minerals and metal company to create sustainable value
from mineral assets, it is necessary to:
 Optimize the composition of the mineral asset portfolio
to align with strategic and business objectives
 Create and operate long term-assets within an
anticipated long-term business environment
 Create and retain a flexible, short-term tactical
approach that allows effective response to short-term
shifts in the business environment, i.e. a production
mix that allows variation of output in response to
short-term market variation, within a long-term
context.
Thus, the fundamental challenge facing mineral and
metal companies is how to create sustainable value while
operating within mandated strategic bounds, identified
constraints, and variable market and economic conditions
(Smith, 2012).
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This outcome is achieved in practise through strategic
long-term planning. The strategic long-term planning
framework is a logic construct that enables delivery of an
optimized, strategically aligned business plan from the
mineral asset portfolio using a set of tools and techniques
with a common language, standards, systems, and processes
to align decisions and actions on a cyclical basis.
This can be achieved by:
 Allowing the fixed physical nature of the mineral
asset(s) to drive definition of the optimal (lowest
capital cost, lowest operating cost, highest efficiency,
maximized cash flow) technical solution to mining and
recovery activities
 Defining and applying different business environment
perspectives, world views, or scenarios, to determine
possible economic viability under the different
perspectives, i.e. define the value proposition under
different scenarios – what are the options?
 Developing and resourcing a strategically aligned
portfolio of production entities from the mineral asset
portfolio that enables flexibility to cope with near- and
longer-term business environment shifts, i.e. creating a
production mix that allows variation of output
(minerals/metals, operating cost, capital intensity) in
response to market demand and pricing.
This approach and the interrelationship between elements
is represented schematically in Figure 1.
Interpreting Figure 1 from the bottom left upwards:
 The global and national business environments, in
conjunction with the characteristics of the market for
mining product(s), create the context in which world
views or scenarios are developed for application in
planning. Critically, this is creating the understanding
of the business environment in which the mining
company operates and also understanding of the key
drivers of change from one economic state to the next.
 World views or scenarios (the centre link part of the
diagram), inclusive of the socio-cultural dimension, are
developed and used to develop long-term planning
parameters (‘global assumptions’) that represent the
relevant underlying assumptions for each scenario, e.g.
metal prices, exchange rates, escalation, etc. These
planning parameters inform the financial analysis and
optimization of the business plan, and create the link
between mineral asset portfolio utilization and the
market.
 The annual cyclical business planning process is
conducted utilizing the planning parameters (global
assumptions) associated with the preferred, or most
likely, world view. The physical characteristics of the
individual mineral assets within the portfolio determine
the development of a mine’s extraction strategy, the
mining right plan, the budget, and long-term plan per
asset and collectively for a multi-asset business.
Concurrently, value is optimized through application of
value-based management principles – at mineral asset
level and company level for a multi-asset organization.
 The composition of the mineral asset portfolio is then
reviewed and optimized relative to the most likely
scenario, the current state of execution of projects, and
company’s strategic intent.
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 The business plan, which is the core output of the
strategic long-term planning process, is then
reassessed for a possible shift to the next most likely
world view. Real options arising from evolving
alternative trajectories are evaluated and a contingency
plan is developed, based on planning parameters
associated with the alternate scenario.
The business plan then forms the basis upon which the
organization is structured and resourced. Supporting, aligned
execution plans are developed for the necessary supporting
activities in finance, human resources, projects, engineering
and infrastructure, and sustainable development. All of these
activities take place in a regular planning cycle.
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involvement of social and environmental specialists in project
design, and stage-gate reviews has historically occurred only
after the core technical design decisions have been made, and
engagement is limited to mitigation and communication
strategies. Not surprisingly, some projects have faced
opposition and have been delayed by community concerns
regarding environmental or social impacts, real or perceived.
To address this risk, Anglo American has incorporated social
and environmental criteria in its capital projects requirements
since 2010.
Social conflicts and potential environmental threats
typically manifest during the early stages of project
development and often escalate, impacting on capital costs in
the project phase, and operating costs and productivity
during the operating phases.

It is becoming increasingly evident that the strategic longterm planning for an asset cannot be done in isolation from
the broader global operating context. Social and
environmental issues or conflicts are significantly affecting
the delivery of strategic projects across the minerals industry.
The EY (formerly Ernst & Young) Business Risks report,
(EYGM, 2016) indicates that the social licence to operate
remains in the top five risks for the mining and metals
industry (Figure 2).
Within this context, early, effective integration of social
and environmental considerations into mineral asset
development planning remains a major challenge for the
minerals and metals industry. As stated previously, this
integration needs to start during exploration and continue
throughout the LoM, including project development,
construction, operation, and closure.
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Taking a broader minerals industry perspective and
considering a new mine or an expansion project, the

Incorporation of the socio-cultural dimension into strategic long-term planning of mineral assets
Incorporating social considerations in the project design
process is seldom regarded as an optimization objective in its
own right, but usually as a time schedule constraint imposed
by the engagement process. This can result in a perception
that focusing on social or environmental issues will incur
costs, and delay, or even potentially suspend the project.
Project assessment, capital investment prioritization, and
portfolio optimization rely heavily on discounted cash flow
techniques, primarily net present value (NPV). It is often
argued that the discount factor applied in the valuation
accounts for risks associated with the socio-cultural licence to
operate, but this approach does not adequately capture
potential project competitiveness.
Creating flexibility in the project development process and
schedule may better incorporate socio-cultural concerns. An
approach that balances the trade-off between NPV estimation
and social and environmental impacts (positive and negative)
to evaluate several project options can produce a more
realistic business analysis (Corder et al., 2015). The ability to
systematically assess the difference between a project option
with a higher NPV estimate and higher social risk profile and
an alternative option with a lower NPV estimate and lower
social risk profile can be of great value for decision-makers.
For example, decision-making can be facilitated by defining
the value associated with increased spend on dust control to
reduce the impact on local communities and the extent of
associated community interruptions relative to the base
option.
Early identification of probable social and environmental
issues through risk assessments and quantification of the
impacts on capital, cost, and time schedules allows the
effective inclusion of socio-cultural elements into discounted
cash analyses. This approach allows potential threats to be
identified earlier in the process, with improved mitigation.
Considerable opportunity therefore lies in appropriately
including socio-cultural aspects within the strategic planning
and option valuation process so as to allow effective decisionmaking and reduced execution risk.
An effective strategic long-term planning process
identifies, defines, and values the optimized intersect
between a techno-economic solution and the probable social,
environmental, and cultural impacts of the development on
the local community. Given the risks to both the business and
affected stakeholders, it is critical to include socio-cultural
considerations in the strategic planning and option valuation
process to enable effective decision-making and reduce
execution risk.
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For every community there exists a set of specific physical,
social, cultural, economic, and historical circumstances that
drive beliefs, customs, practices, and behaviour. This is the
socio-cultural context within which a mutual solution should
be found to deliver sustainable value, to both the mining
operations and the community, over the anticipated life of
operations and subsequent closure. Critical to this is
developing an understanding of what the socio-cultural
context is, as it pertains to the development or expansion
under consideration.
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The significance of the socio-cultural dimension in
strategic long-term planning is captured in the following
statement by Chris Griffith, CEO of Anglo American Platinum
Limited (2015);
‘We have to work to build stronger relationships with our
communities, deliver real and lasting benefits to them, and
demonstrate that we are mitigating the impact on their lives
as a result of our operations’.
Achieving this intent requires:
 Impact management—Maximizing the positive
influences of mining activities on local development
and effectively managing any adverse impacts. This
includes respecting and protecting the human rights,
livelihoods, culture, and beliefs of communities
impacted by mining and processing operations
 Engagement—Building resilient relationships with key
stakeholders
 Fairness—Treating stakeholders in a fair and
transparent manner. This includes providing access to
mechanisms for redress, such as grievance procedures.
To achieve these objectives, Anglo American has
developed and implemented the Anglo American Social Way
(AASW) (Anglo American, 2014), which defines the
governing framework for social performance. The AASW is
structured around the following core principles.
 Delivery of a lasting and positive contribution to
affected communities—It is recognized that host
countries and communities seek significant socioeconomic benefits from the development of natural
resources and that the support of affected and
interested stakeholders is fundamental to long-term
success.
 Management of risks and impacts—Recognition that a
core part of delivering a positive contribution is the
effective management of actual and potential negative
social impacts. There is therefore a need to avoid and
prevent negative social impacts and, where appropriate,
mitigate such impacts.
 Respect for human rights—Recognition that effective
social performance is intrinsically linked with respect
for human rights. This means, in practice, avoiding,
preventing, mitigating, and where appropriate
remediating adverse human rights impacts.
 Engagement with affected and interested
stakeholders—To engage with affected, potentially
affected, and interested stakeholders in a transparent
manner to ensure that they are able to express their
views on positive opportunities, risks, adverse impacts,
and prevention and mitigation measures and to ensure
that we are able to consider and respond in a proactive
way.
 Empower vulnerable and marginalized groups—To
acknowledge that potentially vulnerable groups in
affected communities could be disproportionately
impacted or less able to benefit from activities due to
the fact that they are marginalized, historically
disadvantaged, and disempowered.
 Integration of social performance within relevant
operational processes—Effective social performance
requires coordination between business units and
business functions, suppliers and contractors.
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 Social risk and impact management—To manage sociopolitical risks and impacts (including human rights)
 Social performance strategy and social management
plan—To develop a long-term approach to managing
socio-political issues that supports the resource
development plan and LoM plans
 Stakeholder engagement—To build resilient
relationships with stakeholders
 Socio-economic development—To deliver a lasting,
positive contribution to communities
 Social commitment management—To ensure delivery
on commitments made to stakeholders
 Social incident management—To manage social
incidents (including complaints) in a fair and
transparent way
 Community health, safety, and security management—
To protect the health, safety, and security of local
stakeholders
 Contractors, suppliers, and other business partners—
To manage socio-political risks and impacts of
contactors/suppliers/business partners
 Social performance resourcing—To secure the
necessary resources (human and financial) to manage
social performance
 Context-specific requirements (resettlement, cultural
heritage, indigenous peoples, benefit sharing)—To
ensure that context-specific issues are effectively
managed.
Effective application of the AASW principles is achieved
through:
 Resourcing and appropriate skilling of staff
 Effective and inclusive engagement with local
stakeholders
 Proactive identification, assessment, and management
of activities consistent with the objective of avoiding or
minimizing negative impacts
 Having an integrated approach to socio-economic
development focused on leveraging core business
activities in order to maximize positive development
contributions to communities.
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At Anglo American Platinum Limited, socio-cultural
perspectives are integrated into the resource development
planning (RDP), life of mine (LoM) planning processes, and
the Anglo American operating model.
Mogalakwena Platinum Mine in Limpopo Province
provides an example of this integration, where the general
manager and senior leadership team have identified the longterm socio-cultural risks and opportunities in the broader
operating environment for integration into the LoM planning.
These socio-cultural issues are wide ranging and include land
access, socio-economic development, and environmental
impact mitigation. These issues are assessed through an
overall organizational risk management process, which
includes the bow-tie analysis methodology, to identify the
root causes and their appropriate controls (preventative and
          

mitigating). Bow tie analysis is a risk evaluation approach
that analyses and demonstrates causal relationships. The
application of the bow-tie methodology has been adapted to:
 Reflect the complexities of socio-cultural issues
 Map the often inter-connected root causes
 Distinguish the proximate triggers of an incident from
the underlying root causes.
Once the socio-cultural issues are understood through the
bow-tie analysis, they are formally integrated into the LoM
planning with a five-year outlook and operating model
implementation.
Additionally, the longer-term RDP includes the sociocultural scenarios that could affect the extraction of the
resource. At Mogalakwena, in particular, access to land has
been identified as a potential issue and the short-, medium-,
and long-term risks and opportunities are continually
assessed. This includes scenarios associated with population
growth trends, the development of other industries that place
demands on land, government priorities for land usage
(including zoning), emerging regulation (e.g. potential
biodiversity offset requirements), the sustainability of local
agricultural practices, impacts of climate change on land
productivity, etc. These scenarios need to be considered
against opportunities for technology development that have
the potential to significantly alter the land use requirements
of mining.
Through this process, the management of socio-cultural
risks and opportunities is integral to the business. A critical
success factor is the ability of general managers and senior
leadership teams to consider the often unpredictable and
sometimes uncontrollable scenarios presented by the mine’s
broader operating context.
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In order for a minerals and metal company to create
sustainable value from mineral assets, it is necessary to:
 Optimize the composition of the mineral asset portfolio
to align with strategic and business objectives
 Create and operate long-term assets within an
anticipated long-term business environment
 Create and retain flexibility of short-term tactical
response that allows effective response to short-term
shifts in the business environment, i.e. a production
mix that allows output to be varied in response to
short-term market variations, within a long-term
context
 Have an integrated approach to socio-economic
development, focused on leveraging core business
activities in order to maximize positive development
contributions to communities.
Given the increasing significance of socio-cultural related
risks to the minerals industry, there is a fundamental need to
adapt the drivers and principles for strategic long-term
planning. There is a critical need for meaningful engagement
and input into the front end of capital project development
(evaluation, prioritization, and execution) as well as longterm planning (LoM and RDP) to develop relevant
assumptions, inputs, and constraints in order to secure and
maintain the social licence to operate.
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The AASW also sets out ten operational requirements for
managed sites to ensure that socio-cultural issues are
integrated into core business and LoM planning:

Incorporation of the socio-cultural dimension into strategic long-term planning of mineral assets
First and foremost, this requires a material shift in
perspective regarding the potential impact of environmental,
social, and cultural issues on project risk and long-term
viability. Secondly, the effective integration of socio-cultural
dimensions into planning and execution of mining projects
requires resourcing and appropriate skilling of staff, effective
and inclusive engagement with local stakeholders, and
proactive identification, assessment, and management of
activities consistent with the objective of avoiding or
minimizing negative impacts while ensuring an integrated
approach to socio-economic development, focused on
leveraging core business activities in order to maximize
positive development contributions to communities.
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hatever terminology you wish to use, it is obvious is that the world of work
is changing rapidly.

The Mining Industry, along the Mining Value Chain, has to be a part of this in
order to remain competitive, and to reach its ambition of Zero Harm.
Mining businesses in Africa need to join this journey, to stay alive, or be left
behind. This event is a showcase and learning experience for everyone people
associated with the Mining Industry, to learn about Global Best Practices, to
network with global leaders in mining and other businesses, and to do so in an
exciting and interactive format that we have never used before.
Be prepared to be BLOWN AWAY and to come away excited, informed and
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Analysis and interpretation of fibre
optic temperature data at the
Polokwane Smelter
by R.L. Sakaran, Q. van Rooyen, P.K. van Manen,
and P.P. Mukumbe

To help improve the monitoring of the matte tap-holes on the matte
endwall to prevent failures, fibre optic temperature systems were installed
on the six-in-line electric furnace at the Polokwane Smelter. This was done
with the intent to provide more detailed and timely detection regarding the
change in condition of the copper coolers, refractory materials, and
associated freeze-lining components at the hot face of the matte endwall
and copper coolers. Fibre optics were selected to provide a significantly
higher number of sensors and greater spatial coverage across the tapblock compared to conventional temperature measuring systems. Two
types of fibre optic technology were installed; type A utilizing Bragg
gratings and type B utilizing Raman spectroscopy. Each of these
technologies were installed in different tap-holes and compared to the
conventional thermocouples and resistance temperature detectors (RTDs)
already installed. The characterization of the temperature responses was
generated from tapping in terms of magnitude, rates of change, and action
of specific events such as drilling, lancing, and tap-hole clay closing. The
benefits and limitations of the various systems in place, the analyses done,
and the way forward are described.
96':352
tap-hole, temperature monitoring, fibre optics, Bragg grating, Raman
spectroscopy.

1053-*0431
The Polokwane Smelter operates a single sixin-line electric furnace, nominally rated at 68
MW. The smelter treats mainly Platreef, and
UG2 concentrates from the eastern and
northern limbs of the Bushveld Complex and
smelts them to form slag, matte, and gas
phases. The furnace operates with three matte
tap-holes on the northern wall of the furnace
and matte is tapped periodically from the
furnace, with each tap being 25 to 35 minutes
in duration. Two tap-holes are utilized per day,
with one resting. A tap-hole is not utilized for
more than two days in succession to ensure
that it is not over-utilized and also to allow for
any tapping channel refractory preventative
maintenance.
The matte tap-holes consist of copper
cooling elements within which are refractories
that contain the tapping channel. The hot face
of the water-cooled copper tap-block is
separated from the molten material by
refractories. It is within, or on the surface of,
the copper tap-blocks that the fibre optic
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technology was embedded. Due to the higher
superheats of PGM matte compared to most
other types of matte (Shaw et al., 2012; Nolet,
2014), the matte tap-holes are subjected to
extreme process conditions which may render
the furnace prone to failures. The wearing of
these refractories introduces the risk of
explosions should any matte come into contact
with the copper block and then the cooling
water channel.
Fibre optic technology was installed
strategically at the hot face and within the
water-cooled copper tap-blocks and key watercooled copper coolers, with the intent to
provide a more detailed and timely detection of
temperature rises in the copper, refractory, and
associated freeze-lining components on the hot
face of the matte endwall, copper coolers, and
the tap-block. Prior to the introduction of fibre
optic technology, the methods of endwall
condition monitoring were limited to the
measurement of copper temperatures of the
tap-block and cooper coolers by thermocouples
installed at specific points, and the use of
resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) that
measure the change in cooling water
temperature. The selection of fibre optics was
made to provide a significantly higher density
of sensors with an enhanced spatial resolution
in comparison to the single conventional
temperature measurements.
Two types of fibre optic technology were
installed in different copper tap-blocks and
coolers, namely type A technology utilizing
Bragg gratings and type B utilizing the Raman
effect. The Bragg gratings reflect a wavelength
of light that shifts in response to variations in

Analysis and interpretation of fibre optic temperature data at the Polokwane Smelter
temperature or strain, thus allowing for any change in
temperature of a furnace tap-block to be characterized. The
Raman effect refers to the backscattering of photons. The
intensity of the scattering is related to temperature, therefore
a change in intensity would indicate a change of temperature.
Analysis of this data allowed temperature responses
related to tapping events to be characterized. The focus of
this paper will be the analysis of the different temperature
responses obtained from the different fibre optic
technologies. These responses were compared to that of the
conventional thermocouples and RTDs already installed, as
well as to the tapping temperature response from other sites
as described in the literature.

#!635'7374"5673/04*706*!13+3,'
Major industrial uses of fibre optic technology were first
developed in the late 1980s. This technology utilizes light
and the different properties associated with its wavelength
when scattered or reflected. The two types of fibre optic
systems that were used at Polokwane Smelter were Bragg
gratings (type A) and the Raman effect (type B) (Hopf, 2014;
MacRosty, Gerritsen, and Pula, 2014; Othonos et al., 2006)
Fibre Bragg gratings are patterns impressed on cables
during manufacturing and reflect a specific wavelength which
varies as the temperature changes. Temperature resolutions
are approximately 0.05 K, with an absolute accuracy of 0.2 K
(Hopf, 2014). The Raman effect relies on the wavelength of
backscattered light not being identical to that of the input
light. The wavelength of the scattered light is related to
temperature and this relationship determines locality.
Temperature resolutions are approximately 0.1 K, with an
absolute accuracy of 0.5 K (Hopf, 2014). A key difference in
the fibre optic technologies is that the Bragg grating spacings
can be inscribed at a higher density. The conventional
method of temperature measurement of the tap-block is by
type K thermocouples in thermowell holes in the copper
coolers. Temperature resolutions are approximately 1.1 K,
with an absolute accuracy of 2.2 K (REOTEMP Instrument
Corporation, 2011).
Previous studies were completed on the use of fibre optic
technology at the Lonmin Platinum smelter, Sudbury
Integrated Nickels Operations, and Portovesme smelter
(Gerritsen et al., 2009; MacRosty, Gerritsen, and Pula, 2014;
Cameron, Sriram, R., and Ham, 1995). The temperature
responses obtained from these sites will be compared to those
obtained from this study.

)4"5673/04*706/65.0-567.0.7.1.+'262

)4,-567&()4"5673/04*706*!13+3,'72612357+3*.0431274170./ "+3*2

Raw temperature data from the fibre optic sensors was
sourced from the points shown in Figure 1.
All sensors were characterized, and the choice of sensors
that were used for the study was based on which sensors
gave the greatest (most sensitive) response. By comparing
the different temperature responses from the different
sensors, comparisons could be drawn with regard to the
magnitude of the response. Point 3 in the Type A technology
and point 4 in Type B technology (see Figure 1) were chosen.
Both of these sensors are located in similar areas of their
respective tap-blocks. Upon the removal of the tap-blocks
during the latest endwall repair, this area of response was
indicative of the direction of greater wear within the tapping
channel. The tap-block was approximately 1 m × 1 m in
width and length, with a depth of approximately 0.5 m. The
‘D’ thermocouple in the already installed conventional system
was chosen to serve as a comparison to the fibre optic
technology, as this was found to be the most responsive
thermocouple. The locations of the thermocouples relative to
the hot face of the tap-block are shown in Figure 2.
The data from all the systems was analysed with an
interval of 10 seconds and the data-sets were corrected for
any effects of the variation in supplied cooling water
temperature using Equation [1]:
[1]
In order to effectively understand a tapping response, the
start and end of a tap are required to be determined
accurately (Nelson, 2016). This was achieved through
inference with the use of pyrometers directed at the matte
tap-holes to measure matte temperature. The initial rise in
the matte temperature is indicative of the start of a tapping
event and the subsequent drop represents the tap-hole
closure.

#!
Initial installations of fibre optic technology at the Polokwane
Smelter were based on systems that were mounted onto the
surface of the hot face of the respective tap-block. Although it
provided a temperature response during a tapping event, over
time the system was subject to severe corrosion, resulting in
erratic readings. Cast-in fibre optic technology was then
selected to provide a temperature response. This had the
effect of minimizing the impact of corrosion on the
temperature responses; however, it would also result in a loss
of sensitivity compared to the surface-mounted fibre optics
(Hopf, 2014).
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Analysis and interpretation of fibre optic temperature data at the Polokwane Smelter
The thermal responses of the two types of fibre optic
technology are described and compared to the current
monitoring methods in terms of:
 Delays in the response from the tapping start time
 Rise rates/shape
 Time interval
 Decay rates/shape
 Any other anomalies.
In order to achieve a matte tap, a sequence of events
must be followed (Nelson, 2014). Prior to each tapping event
the tapping channel is drilled to a predetermined depth, after
which an oxygen lance is utilized to open the tap-hole. Upon
tap completion, the tap-hole is closed by a mudgun utilizing a
resin-pitch bonded clay. The vertical black lines in Figure 3
are used to depict the start and end of a tap through the
inference of matte temperatures. Typically, at the Polokwane
Smelter, after a hole has been tapped, it is rested for a period
before being tapped on again due to the alternating
arrangement of tapping whereby one tap-hole is not tapped
consecutively. The data was analysed statistically by
calculating the coefficient of variation of the data across the
period of the campaign to determine if the sensitivities of the
fibre optic technologies differed. The sampling rate for all the
data was at 1 minute intervals.


The type A technology was installed in the west matte taphole of the northern wall. Figure 3 represents the temperature
response, over a 24-hour period, of sensor 3 on the hot face
of the tap-block equipped with Type A technology. Similar
types of responses are experienced over the time period, with
similar profiles and temperature rises with a 2°C range.
Figure 4 shows a temperature response for a single tap
for the type A technology. The response is fairly smooth. At
the start of the tap, the temperature decreases. This initial
drop is seen as characteristic throughout the tapping events
of the campaign. Thereafter the temperature begins to rise
during the tap and continues to do so after the tap-hole has
been closed, with a first-order response in the temperature
with respect to time. MacRosty, Gerritsen, and Pula (2014)
postulate that this occurs as a result of thermal inertia due to
the thermal conductivity and the heat capacity of the
refractory at the hot face of the tap-block. The temperature
reaches a peak after an average of 1.56 hours and begins to
level off (plateau), after which it begins to drop, typically in a
first-order decay. This continues until the temperature
essentially reaches the pre-tapping temperature
approximately 4.32 hours after the peak temperature was
reached. Averages are based on 50 taps.

)4,-567 (#'/6770./7562/312673%657$ 7!3-52
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The type B technology was installed in the east matte taphole of the northern wall. Figure 5 represents the temperature
response, over a 24-hour period, of sensor 4 on the hot face
of the tap-block with type B technology. There does not
appear to be a similarity between the responses due to the
noise present in the data. This is in a range of approximately
2°C with the noise.
Figure 6 shows a temperature response to a single tap for
the type B technology. The response is fairly noisy. At the
start of the tap, the temperature does not appear to be
decreasing as clearly as for type A. This also may be difficult
to visualize if it does occur, due to the noise. Thereafter the
temperature begins to rise during the tap and continues to do
so after the tap-hole has been closed, in what appears to be
first-order with respect to time, but is difficult to quantify due
to the noise. The temperature then reaches a peak after a
similar average of 1.6 hours. There is no evidence of a
plateau-type behaviour after the peak temperature is reached,
after which the temperature begins to drop in a roughly firstorder decay. This continues until the temperature again
reaches the initial temperature of tapping, on average, 3.69
hours after the peak temperature was reached. Averages are
based on 49 taps.

The conventional system was installed in all matte tap-holes
of the northern wall. Figure 7 represents the temperature
response of sensor 4 on the hot face of the tap-block. In this
case, the response of the east matte tap-block was used. A
similar type of response was noted for each tap; however, the
range of the data was limited to approximately 1°C for a tap
upon normal tapping conditions.
Figure 8 shows a temperature response to a single tap for
the conventional thermocouples. The response is fairly
smooth and the shape is more similar to that of the type A
technology than that of type B. At the start of the tap,
however, the temperature does not appear to be decreasing as
obviously as that measured by type A. Furthermore, instead
of rising during the tap only, the temperature may start rising
from the beginning of the tap (as seen in Figure 8),
indicating that this thermocouple may not be detecting the
postulated effect of thermal inertia. The temperature rises in a
fairly linear fashion and reaches a peak after an average of
1.3 hours (significantly, almost 20% shorter than the times
measured by both of the fibre optic technologies). The
temperature thereafter drops in an essentially first-order
decay. This continues until the initial temperature of tapping
is reached, on average, 3.30 hours after the peak temperature
(also shorter than for both the fibre optic systems). Averages
quoted are based on 45 taps.

# #"!"#  #
Successive taps in this paper are defined as those taps that
are initiated before the temperature of the tap-block recovers
from the preceding tap. At Polokwane Smelter, these
scenarios are rare due to the alternate tapping regime.

)4,-567(31%610431.+7562/312673%657$ 7!3-52
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Table I

-**6224%670.//41,7.0.
Variable
Maximum temperature difference (°C)
Rise time (h)
Rise rate (°C/h)

)4,-567(31%610431.+7562/312677241,+670./
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Tap 1
5.2
1.96
2.65

Tap 2
5.31
3.43
1.55

Tap 3 Tap 4
5.43
5.5
5.15
5.64
1.05
0.98

          

Analysis and interpretation of fibre optic temperature data at the Polokwane Smelter
For the successive taps, a typical response from the type
A technology is shown in Figure 9. There are a few points to
note from this tapping pattern. The difference between the
initial and final temperatures begins to increase (depicted in
Table I) as the number of taps increases. Based on the
measured temperatures, there does not appear to be evidence
of thermal equilibrium being reached within the tapping
channel. It is postulated that should more taps occur in
succession, there may be a point at which the temperature
will begin to plateau.

!! !" # " " #"!"!

)4,-567&(#'/6774"5673/04*7!307.*67

The fibre optic data was analysed statistically to determine
the sensitivity of the temperature responses through the use
of the coefficient of variation (COV):

[2]

This was applied to the data from all the sensors for each
of the fibre optic technologies (Figures 10 and 11).
The two data-sets presented indicate different responses
with regard to the spread of the data. The COV for the
different type A technology sensors at the hot face is more
spread, indicating different spreads for different locations in
the tap-block. This spread is not noted, however, with the

)4,-567&&(#'/6774"5673/04*7!307.*67

Table II

)4"5673/04*706*!13+3,'7*3/.542312

Instrument analysed
Sample number
Type of response (rise)
Type of response (decay)
Sensitivity

#'/67

#'/67

31%610431.+

Sensor 3

Sensor 4

Thermocouple D

50

49

45

First-order rise

First-order rise

Linear rise

First-order decay

First-order decay

First-order decay

All tapping events
generate a response

Some tapping events
do not generate a response

All tapping events
generate a response

COV (based on corrected temperatures)

%

2.87

2.79

2.73

Average corrected initial temp.

°C

46.43

41.57

47.32

Average corrected maximum temp.

°C

48.18

42.53

49.12

Difference (ΔT)

°C

1.75

0.96

1.79

Yes (0.3°C drop)

No

No

h

1.56

1.60

1.30

°C/h

1.23

0.84

1.46

Average recovery time

h

4.32

3.69

3.30

Recovery in temp. after 4 h

%

89.6

86.9

95.7

Average tap time

h

0.63

0.67

0.63

R2 of relationship between tap time and ΔT

0.15

0.11

0.10

Link to event detection

Yes

Yes

Yes

Evidence of dip in temp. after opening
Average rise time (time taken to rise from initial to max.)
Average rise rate
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type B technology, where all the sensors give almost identical
spreads. A comparison of all of the technologies with all the
various factors taken into account is given in Table II.
The implications of this are two-fold:
 Initially, it appears that the type A sensor was
potentially more sensitive than the type B sensor
 The decrease in the COV% in the type A technology
may indicate a loss in sensitivity with time.

 " !"!#"!"  !#
The thermal response for a single tap from the Lonmin
Platinum smelter is described in Figure 12 (Gerritsen et al.,
2009). The response is similar to that of the Polokwane
systems (both conventional and fibre optic) in terms of
shape. Furthermore, this system is similar to the type A fibre
optic technology, where there is a dip in temperature after the
opening of the tap-hole. The ‘bump’ increase in temperature
reported after the closing of the tap-hole is not evident in the
temperature trends for any of the Polokwane technologies,
while the temperature rise at Polokwane occurs during
tapping as opposed to at Lonmin, where the temperature rises
after the closure of the tap-hole.
The successive tapping at the Lonmin operation
represents a similar trend to that of Polokwane in the
continuous increase in peak temperature for the subsequent
successive taps. The maximum ‘steady-state’ temperature as
seen in some operations (to follow) was not noticeably
visible. A difference is noted in the range of temperatures.
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The range of temperatures, as depicted in Figure 12, can
reach 5°C, in comparison to Polokwane (shown in Figure 3)
where the maximum range in the fibre optics is
approximately 2°C.

#" #!#" ""



The Falconbridge smelter in Sudbury sought to characterize
the heat loads applied to a tap-block and the attached
faceplate during tapping (Cameron, Sriram, and Ham, 1995).
Due to the temperature and superheat of the matte flowing
through the tap-block being the driving force of the heat load,
the heat load reported is somewhat analogous to the
temperature reported from the current Polokwane monitoring
systems. The patterns noted are similar to the Polokwane
operation, with a sensitive response to tapping. Further
indications of increasing heat load (and therefore
temperature) upon successive tapping are also noted.

" !#!#" #" #!
The temperature responses from the Polokwane fibre optic
systems are very similar to that of a single tap at the Sudbury
Integrated Nickel Operations (INO) in Canada, as shown in
Figure 13 and described by MacRosty, Gerritsen, and Pula
(2014). This is despite the fact that the tapping time at
Polokwane (approximately 30 minutes) is much longer than
that at Sudbury (approximately 5 minutes). The main
difference between the fibre optic responses at Polokwane
and Sudbury INO is that the initial temperature rise at
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The thermal response for a single tap in the Portovesme
smelter in Italy is depicted in Figure 14, as described in
MacRosty, Gerritsen, and Pula (2014). The tapping time for
this site is comparable to that at Polokwane and the tapping
response occurs with a first-order rise upon the opening of a
tap-hole. A steady-state temperature plateau thereafter
develops during the tap and a first-order decay develops
directly after tap-hole closure. The method of measurement at
this smelter is conventional thermocouples in the tap-block,
and the amount of refractories in the tapping system is less
than at Polokwane.
The type of responses from the Portovesme smelter
allowed for tap-block diagnostic systems to be developed as
described by Plikas et al. (2005) utilizing computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) and principal component analysis (PCA).
This would allow for the detection of statistical variation in
the tapping response. Further work will be required to
develop a diagnostic system in the more complex tap-hole
arrangements. Similar PCA-based matte endwall event
          

detection analysis was recently reported for Polokwane
(Groenewald et al., 2017). The range of temperature response
from the Portovesme smelter is higher than that for
comparable conventional technology at Polokwane, with a
range of 5°C as opposed to a 1°C range for the thermocouples
at Polokwane (shown in Figure 7).

842*-22431
The types of responses exhibited by the fibre optic
technologies and the conventional thermocouples are
comparable to those that appear in the literature in terms of
shapes and the type of response experienced, albeit with a
few differences. Each of these systems detects a rise in
temperature at any given point during or after the tapping
event, and the temperature reaches a peak before decaying in
a broadly first-order response. In terms of the fibre optic
technology at the Polokwane Smelter, the type A technology
appears to have the smoothest response and the most
sensitivity to changes in process conditions. More noise is
experienced with type B technology. This could be due to the
other technologies utilizing discrete temperature
measurement points, whereas type B measures temperature
with a spatial variance and is more susceptible to fluctuations
in the measured temperature.
In terms of the statistical measures of the COV, the
differences in COV for the different sensor locations show
that the type A technology appears to be more sensitive to
spatial location than type B. The apparent decrease in
sensitivity with type A with time was, however, a concern as
it may indicate a deteriorating performance with operating
lifetime; which would be critical in the context of long-term
campaign tracking.
In comparison with conventional thermocouples, the real
benefit of the fibre optic installations lies in the increased
density of measuring points and the generally better
proximity of the measurement to the hot face and tapping
channel. The fibre optic technologies appear to give a better
indication of the thermal inertia exhibited by the tap-block
and associated refractories. The thermal resistance is
attributed to the tapping channel modules’ surround
brickwork, which is encapsulated by a water-cooled tapblock. Further within the furnace is the matte endwall
VOLUME 118
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Polokwane occurred during the tap, whereas at Sudbury this
rise is noted as soon as the tap has begun. Although the time
for tapping is shorter at Sudbury INO, a similar recovery time
is required for the system to return to its initial temperature.
Various factors may play a role in this, such as the specific
matte superheat, thermal diffusivity properties, tapping mass
and volume, as well as the tap-hole design.
It is worth noting that a single, isolated tap is not
standard practice at Sudbury INO, with furnace tapping
occurring successively in a series of 8 to 12 taps. In contrast,
successive tapping at Polokwane is not standard practice, due
to the adoption of alternate tap-hole practices. A ‘steadystate’ temperature plateau appears to be reached after a
number of successive taps and is attributed to the point of
thermal equilibrium where the energy supplied by the molten
material is equal to the energy removed by the cooling water
flow. This is different from the instances of successive
tapping investigated at Polokwane, where a plateau was not
reached and thus a ‘steady-state’ temperature could not be
quantified. Sudbury INO experiences the greatest range of
temperatures of all other operations, with a temperature
range of 14°C for a single tap as depicted in Figure 13.

Analysis and interpretation of fibre optic temperature data at the Polokwane Smelter
separating the tap-block from the molten material and
providing the thermal resistance. This is indicated by the
increased recovery and rise times experienced by the fibre
optic technologies compared to the thermocouples. This gives
credence to the thought that the thermocouples are somewhat
less sensitive to change in copper cooler and refractory
condition than are fibre optics.
As seen in the Portovesme smelter, the less the amount of
refractories (lower thermal inertia), the more the tapping
response moves to a first-order rise and a plateau, and
thereafter at Polokwane a first-order decay. As the refractory
wears, the response may become more similar to that at
Portovesme. During the matte endwall rebuild in 2016, the
refractory brick on the endwall was found to be still in
excellent condition, with 80% of the brickwork remaining.
Statistical analyses and modelling may be beneficial in
quantifying the possible change in tapping profile due to
refractory wear should the model (response shape) transform
to a set shape/limit. However, the presence of thin air gaps,
sulphur corrosion layers of indeterminate thermal
conductivity and dimensions, and the influence of matte and
slag penetration on refractory and freeze lining properties
make accurate prediction of refractory wear profiles
exceedingly complex and difficult.
In order to perform specific modelling on a tap to assist in
determination of wear profiles of the refractories through the
use of PCA, the type A fibre optic technology would appear to
be better suited than conventional tap-hole monitoring due to
its lower noise and higher resolution in the characterization
of a tap. The fibre optic temperature systems do present a
challenge in terms of maintenance as they are subjected to
the extreme conditions, especially in a PGM matte tapping
system (including the matte endwall). The conditions include
corrosive gases emitted during tapping, which may damage
the external cables and thus render the system nonfunctional until the next deep repair.

31*+-24312
The fibre optic system in place at the Polokwane Smelter has
allowed for greater understanding of the tapping response,
especially when compared to conventional thermocouple and
RTD monitoring. Current operation of the conventional
thermocouples can allow for the monitoring of wear at the
tap-block hot face. Fibre optic technology can pinpoint where
wear may occur, owing to the spatial measurements as
opposed to the point measurements of conventional
thermocouples. This may help the understanding of tap-block
wear and influence future designs to extend the tap-block life
and prevent failures. The fibre optic technologies each have
their merits in application, and can usefully complement and
supplement conventional temperature measurements.
The maintenance of each of the fibre optic technologies is
something of a challenge in industrial adoption of this
technology. Due to its location in the tap-block, access to the
fibre optic system for maintenance is usually possible only
during a deep brick repair. This may be partially
circumvented by strategically placing external data
communication units away from the matte tap-holes to avoid
premature damage.
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The potential benefits of the fibre optic technologies are
numerous. If utilized correctly, they allow for better
monitoring of the tap-hole and further understanding of this
critical part of the furnace, especially with regard to safety.
The ability to safely shut down a furnace for a rebuild or
repair is of prime importance, and the use of this technology
may allow this to be done without any instances of
operational failures.
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Furnace integrity monitoring using
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industrial case study
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Furnace temperature monitoring, the cornerstone of furnace integrity
monitoring, has traditionally been accomplished using alarm and trip
limits set on individual temperature measurements of the copper coolers
and refractory, with limits typically defined based on design criteria. Due
to the changes in furnace operating conditions and the sheer number of
temperature measurements available on a furnace, this often proves to be
very ineffective. Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to
construct two models for furnace integrity monitoring: a short-term spike
detection model and a long-term trend detection model. The Hotelling’s T2
statistic and the lack of model fit statistic SPE were used to monitor the
furnace integrity in real time, alerting plant personnel of potential
abnormal process conditions. Application of the system to provide more
sensitive furnace integrity monitoring and its recent use in support of a
decision to safely delay the timing of a furnace endwall rebuild are
demonstrated.
0.*)'&
furnace temperature monitoring, modelling, fault detection, principal
component analysis.
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Electric smelting furnaces typically consist of a
refractory shell incorporating strategically
placed water-cooled copper components for
maintaining furnace integrity. Over time, both
the refractory lining and water-cooled copper
components can undergo deterioration and
wear, resulting in potential failure in the form
of a furnace run-out, where furnace matte
and/or slag leaves the furnace in an
uncontrolled manner. With smelting occurring
at extreme temperatures, large amounts of
conventional thermocouples and new fibre
optic technology (for copper) and resistance
temperature detectors (for cooling water) are
used to continuously measure the temperature
of the furnace crucible lining with the aim of
ensuring safe operation of the furnace.
Measurements from these numerous sensors
are typically recorded at high frequency, with
data overload of operators and metallurgical
staff alike commonly occurring.
Monitoring of the furnace temperature
measurements, which is pivotal to furnace
integrity monitoring, has traditionally been
accomplished through the use of alarm and
trip limits set on individual temperature
measurements of the copper coolers, their
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cooling water and refractory, with limits
typically defined based on design criteria and
not on current operating conditions. Due to the
changes in furnace operating conditions and
the sheer number of temperature
measurements available on a furnace this
often proves to be very ineffective, except
when large upset conditions occur; and the
warning is then often too late.
When Mortimer Smelter, a platinum group
metal (PGM) concentrate smelting operation
located on the western limb of the Bushveld
Complex, changed its cooler design to novel
graphite-protected shallow-cooled composite
copper coolers with graphite-protected deepcooled copper lintel coolers, the furnace was at
some risk due to the new design. In order to
confirm that maintenance could take place as
planned, an alternative temperature
monitoring strategy was required. Multivariate
statistical data-based techniques, proven to be
effective in circumventing the previously
mentioned monitoring inadequacies through
data compression, dimensionality reduction,
and the handling of noise and correlation
(Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003), were
considered as the foundation of such a
strategy. In this paper we discuss the
development of and operating experience from
a multivariate statistical data-based system for
monitoring furnace temperature
measurements. Further application of the
system so developed, informing a decision to
delay a matte endwall rebuild on the
Polokwane Smelter, is also described.

Furnace integrity monitoring using principal component analysis: an industrial case study
1%-+ ()+(-./%),("./-.$.)(-%)./$*,+-*)+,!
Various statistical methods, both univariate and multivariate,
are available for the monitoring of process conditions.
Univariate monitoring commonly permits investigation into
the magnitude of deviation of only one variable,
independently of all other variables, at a given time.
Statistically, many univariate monitoring charts each set with
a 1 –  confidence limit will result in many more false alarms
than a single multivariate monitoring chart set with a 1 – 
confidence limit. This often results in inaccurate, delayed
conclusions being drawn (Kourti and MacGregor, 1995).
Essential process information may not lie within any
individual process variable (univariate), but in how the
variables change with respect to one another (multivariate).
Univariate monitoring cannot account for correlation between
variables. Given the large number of temperature
measurements that are spatially and temporally correlated, it
is important to incorporate possible correlations in a
monitoring chart. Multivariate statistical data-based fault
detection and change point detection techniques overcome
many of these shortfalls.
Statistical data-based fault detection techniques make use
of a mathematical representation of the process based on
historical process data to verify whether a process is within a
‘state of statistical control’, while still allowing ‘commoncause’ variation (variation that affects the process all the time
and is essentially unavoidable within the current process)
(Kourti and MacGregor, 1995). Typically, a statistical model
is built using historical process data from when the process
was in a state of normal operating condition (NOC), with new
process data being compared to this NOC model in order to
detect a change in the system. In the pyrometallurgical
industry, this is often colloquially described as a ‘test for
unnaturalness’ or ‘special cause variation’. Complementing
statistical data-based fault detection techniques, change point
detection techniques aim to determine whether a process in
its current state is exhibiting a change in behaviour compared
to the behaviour immediately preceding its current state,
irrespective of whether it was in a state of normal process
behaviour or not.
Making use of statistical data-based fault detection
techniques for general furnace temperature monitoring,
Thwaites et al. (2013) implemented a principal component
analysis (PCA)-based system at Xstrata Copper’s Kidd
Metallurgical Division copper smelter, monitoring many
different temperature signals simultaneously (Nelson et al.,
2007; King, 2007). The system monitors the bathline
thermocouples on the smelting and converting furnaces, and
alarms only when departures from normal behaviour in the
relationships between the signals occur. This allows for much
more sensitive and selective alarms, and even automatically
shuts the converting furnace down at a critical alarm level.
The benefits of the system include not only improved
visibility and follow-up of furnace events, but also improved
maintenance, use, and availability of the bathline
thermocouples.
For real-time monitoring and assessment of the
performance and integrity of water-cooled tap-blocks in a
smelting furnace, Gunnewiek et al. (2008) developed a tapblock diagnostic system (TDS) using a combination of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and PCA to model and
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identify modes of acceptable and unacceptable tapping
operation. The system considers tap-block thermocouple
measurements, cooling water temperatures, and flow rates to
evaluate the residual integrity of the tap-block. Claimed
benefits of the system include improved safety and
maintenance planning due to early warnings of refractory
wear.
Due to its robust nature and ease of implementation, PCA
as a statistical data-based fault detection approach also forms
the core of this work. Comparisons are subsequently made to
Bayesian and singular spectrum analysis (SSA) change point
detection approaches.


Conventional PCA finds linear combinations of the variables
in a data-set X, consisting of n rows (observations) and p
columns (variables), through eigenvector decomposition of
the correlation matrix of the variables (Wise and Gallagher,
1996). Prior to PCA, all the variables in X must first be autoscaled (resulting in scaled variables with zero mean and a
standard deviation of unity), avoiding important variables of
small magnitude being overshadowed by less important
variables of larger magnitude. After auto-scaling, the
covariance matrix of X, cov(X), can be defined as:
[1]
where the superscript T denotes the matrix transpose
operation. X is consequently decomposed as the sum of the
outer product of vectors ti and li plus a residual matrix E:
[2]
where a is less than or equal to the smallest dimension of X.
The ti vectors (scores) contain information on how the
observations relate to one another, and the li vectors
(loadings) contain information on how the variables relate to
one another. Various statistics exist with which to
monitor/validate the PCA model. The most common of these
is the Hotelling T 2 statistic, giving an indication as to the
variation within the model, and the lack of model fit statistic,
SPE.
The T 2-chart is a multivariate chart based on Hotelling’s
T 2 statistic (Hotelling, 1947). This chart is plotted based on
the first a principal components (PCs) (Kourti and
MacGregor, 1995), where:
[3]
and ti is the estimated variance of ti according to the PCA
model based on historical data. Using historical data, the
upper confidence limit (UCL) for the T 2-chart is given by
(Kourti and MacGregor, 1995):
[4]
where n is the number of observations in the data-set, a is
the number of PCs retained in the PCA model, and Fa (a, n a) is the upper 100% critical point of the F-distribution with
a and n – a degrees of freedom. The T 2-chart provides a test
for deviations in the variables that are of greatest importance
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[5]
^new,i is the prediction of
where xnew,i is a PCA input, and x
xnew,i from the PCA model. Using historical data, the UCL for
the SPE chart is given by (Nomikos and MacGregor, 1995):
[6]
where g =  /2 , the weight of the weighted chi-squared
distribution, and h = 2 2/ the degrees of freedom of the
weighted chi-squared distribution, with  the mean and 
the variance of the historical data-set, at significance level  .
SPE confidence limits can be established for the residuals of
the data-set X or for the residuals of the individual variables.
The SPE chart indicates abnormalities resulting from when
the relationship among variables or their dynamic patterns
change, indicating a breakdown of the correlation among the
variables due to the potential existence of an event.

  
Probability is typically used to describe the certainty that
some event will occur and is expressed as a number between
0 and 1. The higher the probability of an event, the more
certainty there is that the event will occur. Bayesian
probability is probably the most popular version of subjective
probability, using both expert knowledge and experimental
data to produce probabilities. Whereas expert knowledge is
represented by some prior probability distribution, expressing
one’s uncertainty about a quantity before the data is taken
into account, the data is incorporated in a likelihood function,
Bayes’ theorem, a manipulation of conditional probabilities,
multiplies the prior with the likelihood function, followed by
normalization, to produce the posterior probability
distribution, the conditional distribution of the uncertain
quantity given the data.
Building on this foundation, Bayesian methods can easily
be applied to detect changes in the generative parameters of
time-series data. Generative models provide a way of
modelling how a set of observed/evidence data could have
arisen from a set of underlying causes. The most basic of
these is probably a memoryless Bayesian generative changepoint model containing a built-in representation of change
(Anderson, 2008). For this model, over time, the state
variable form a Markov chain, taking on either the value of
          

the previous state at each iteration, if there is no change, or
taking on some new value if there is a change. What makes
this model memoryless is the fact that the probability of a
change occurring at any time is independent of all previous
changes.
For online change-point detection, Adams and MacKay
(2006) cast the product partition model (Barry and Hartigan,
1992) into a Bayesian graphical model, focusing on causal
predictive filtering to generate an accurate distribution of the
next unseen data in the sequence, given only data already
observed. The product partition model assumes that timeseries data can be separated, based on changes in the data’s
generative parameters, into partitions that are independent
and identically distributed (IID). It is shown that, if prior to
making observations the probability distribution of random
partitions is in a certain product form, given the observations
it is also in product form. The model therefore provides a
practical way for allowing the data to weight the partitions
likely to hold, this being especially relevant to change point
problems where the partitions divide the sequence of
observations into components within which different regimes
hold. By first conditioning on a partition and then averaging
over all partitions, an inference about particular future
observations may subsequently be made. Finally, with
suitable selection of prior product models, observations can
ultimately approximate the true partition (Barry and
Hartigan, 1992).
The Bayesian online change-point detection algorithm
with prediction (Adams and MacKay, 2006) estimates the
posterior distribution over the current run length, or time
since the last change point, given the data so far observed
and ensuring the algorithm gradually forgets the effect of
past data (Yamanishi and Takeuchi, 2002). The run length
can be interpreted as the length of time (or equivalently, the
number of observations) since the last change point was
observed, where the length of the current run at time j is
denoted by rj and the data up to time j is denoted by x1:j. A
low posterior P(rj |x1:j) is therefore indicative of a change in
the data characteristics at time j, and consequently a change
in the process on which the data is measured.

   
Singular spectrum analysis (SSA), an extension of classical
PCA, is another method than can be applied to analyse and
detect a change in time series. SSA can be viewed as a linear
root-mean-square fitting method where all available samples
in a time window,  , of length N are processed with singular
value decomposition (SVD), resulting in the final
transformation being linear combinations of the samples:
separating the time series into signal and noise components
(Kugiumtzis and Christophersen, 1997).
In general, SSA is the application of singular value
decomposition of the trajectory matrix obtained from the
original time series with a subsequent reconstruction of the
time series. The main concept in studying the properties of
SSA is ‘separability’, which characterizes how well different
components can be separated from each other. The SSA
method makes no prior statistical assumptions about the
data; it decomposes a data-set into its component parts and
reconstructs the data-set by omitting the random (noise)
component (Moskvina and Zhigljavsky, 2003).
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to the variance of the data-set X. It will, however, only detect
whether the variation in the variables in the plane of the first
a PCs are greater than what can be explained by ‘common
cause’, as weighted by the estimated variance per score. If the
variables stay within the same min-max limits as the
reference data-set used to develop the PCA model, and the
(internal) relationships between the variables change (i.e.
cov(X) changes), the new observations will move away from
the hyperplane defined by the reference PCA model. This
change can be detected using a squared prediction error
(SPE) chart.
The SPE chart is a multivariate chart that measures the
amount of variation in each observation not captured by the
a PCs retained in the PCA model. This is accomplished by
calculating the SPE of the residuals of new observations
(Kourti and MacGregor, 1995):

Furnace integrity monitoring using principal component analysis: an industrial case study
For change point detection it is expected that if at a
certain moment in time N +  the mechanism generating xj (j
 N +  ) has changed, the distance between the adimensional subspace and lagged vectors Xj for j  K + ,
where K is the embedding dimension, would have increased.
This assumption translates into detection of conditions
resulting from increased variance of the system and,
depending on the nature of the system, changes in dynamic
topology may also be detected. Rather than applying SVD to
the standard SSA algorithm trajectory matrix, the trajectory
matrix is computed in a time interval [n = 1, n + N], not only
making the algorithm sequential, but also adapting it to slow
change, multiple changes, and outliers (Moskvina and
Zhigljavsky, 2003). Significant structural changes in a time
series will be detected for any reasonable choice of
parameters. Tuning of the parameters may be required to
detect small changes in noisy time series.

 .,-/'.-."-+*,/&&-.$
Since the effectiveness of the abovementioned techniques for
event detection has previously been proven in simulation
(Groenewald, 2014), the focus for this study was to
determine how well they perform for furnace temperature
monitoring.

  
Numerous temperature measurement excursions were
analysed using high-frequency data sampled at a rate of one
sample every 10 seconds. The examples below represent
typical events to be detected. The variables for each data-set
were checked to see whether or not the data met the typical
assumptions required by the techniques being reviewed: data
being (1) independent and identically distributed (IID) and
(2) having a normal distribution. Although inspection of the
furnace temperature measurement data indicated the
variables not to be IID, and not normally distributed, it has

been shown that the proposed techniques are all
exceptionally robust when analysing data that does not meet
the assumptions regarding required data characteristics
(Groenewald, 2014).
The first example is a significant short-term excursion
(an immediate furnace run-out that occurred at the same time
as the temperature measurement excursion) of one of the
temperature measurements on a matte tap-block (excursion
and run-out at sample index 422 as shown in Figure 1).
While all of the proposed techniques managed to detect the
excursion with some reliability, differences were noted in the
detection-delay and false alarm rates of the techniques. The
Bayesian-based technique was by far the quickest in
detecting the excursion, closely followed by the PCA-based
technique, with the SSA-based technique being significantly
slower compared to the other techniques. With regards to
false alarms, neither the PCA-based nor SSA-based
techniques reported any false alarms, whereas the Bayesianbased technique reported a single false alarm prior to the
excursion.
The second example is a short-term drift excursion (a
delayed furnace run-out that occurred at some time after the
temperature measurement excursion) of one of the
temperature measurements on a copper cooler (excursion at
sample index 443 and run-out at sample index 1550 as
shown in Figure 2). In this instance, only the PCA-based
technique was reliable in detecting the short-term drift
excursion, with the Bayesian-based and SSA-based
techniques detecting only the eventual run-out condition. As
before, the Bayesian-based technique reported a few lowprobability alarms, with the SSA-based technique being
significantly slower in confirming the existence of an event
compared to the other techniques.
From the analysis of these examples and numerous other
temperature measurement excursions it is evident that the
PCA-based fault detection approach is the most appropriate
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for detecting events in furnace temperature measurements,
providing the optimal balance between reliability, detectiondelay, and false alarm rate. Furthermore, both the Bayesianbased and SSA-based change point detection techniques are
significantly more computationally intensive and memoryhungry compared to the PCA-based fault detection approach,
making them less suited for online application.


Following the technique evaluation, a short-term spike
detection system (based on current operating data using a
relatively short period of historical data) and long-term trend
detection system (based on normal operating condition data
using a relatively long period of historical data) were
developed based on the PCA-based fault detection approach.
Some key considerations of the proposed event detection
system include:
 Multiple, independent models based on the logical
grouping of furnace temperature measurements
according to spatial location improves the model
accuracy and troubleshooting capability
 Monitoring of changes in furnace temperature
measurements relative to inlet cooling water
temperatures eliminates the identification of increases
in furnace temperature measurements due merely to
increases in inlet cooling water temperatures
 Sampling data at 10-second intervals allows for highresolution monitoring
 Detuning the monitoring statistics decreases the false
alarm rate of the system
 Confirming that potential events are indeed related to
higher furnace temperature measurements improves
buy-in from operational personnel
 Notifying of only persisting events reduces the
frequency of event notifications.

 
For the short-term spike event detection evaluation, furnace
temperature measurement data from a matte tap-block
covering a period of 12 months was considered (Figure 3).
The data-set contains a variety of fault conditions, some of
which were flagged by the operating warning and/or trip
limits, while others were missed. As with the data-sets used

for the technique evaluation, inspection of the data indicated
that the variables were not IID, and not normally distributed,
making them theoretically less suitable for analysis using
PCA. However, evaluation of the proposed PCA-based event
detection system again proved the robustness of the PCA
technique through the reliable identification of various
furnace temperature event conditions. Table I lists
noteworthy short-term spike event conditions (numbered
items correspond to highlighted events in Figure 3).
For the long-term trend event detection evaluation,
furnace temperature measurement data from a few furnace
temperature measurement groupings covering a period of
approximately 6 months was considered (Figure 4). The
data-set contains temperature measurements showing a
distinct upward trend after a shutdown at approximately
sample index 450 000, none of which were flagged by the
standard operating warning and/or trip limits (as defined by
the original equipment manufacturer), with a confirmed runout at approximately sample index 585 000. As with the
data-sets used for the technique evaluation, inspection of the
data indicated that the variables were not IID, and also not
normally distributed. Despite this, the long-term trend event
detection system was able to reliably detect the upward trend
in the furnace temperature measurements for all three
groupings. For the matte lower waffle coolers grouping,
advance warning of rising furnace temperature
measurements was given approximately 13 days prior to the
run-out. The flanker L1 coolers and flanker L2 coolers
groupings both gave approximately 6 days’ advance warning.
The PCA-based long-term trend event detection system was
found to be sufficiently sensitive to reliably detect long-term
upward trends in furnace temperature measurements.
From the above system evaluation it is evident that the
proposed event detection system was able to reliably detect
both short-term spike events and long-term trend events. It is
important to note that although not all detected events
resulted in run-outs, they are all associated with some
specific abnormal conditions existing in, or relating to, the
furnace operation at that point in time and should always be
investigated as a matter of urgency on an operating site.

2,+,./+$.$.,-(-+*,
The online implementation of the event detection system was
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Table I
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1

Rise in inlet water temperature

2

Power failure

Faster detection by proposed PCA system of rise in furnace temperature measurements
compared to warning/trip limits (between 5 and 15 minutes additional warning depending
on rate of change of measurement)

Instrument failure
Diesel pump failure

5

Furnace shutdown / bad data

Auto-scaled temperature

Auto-scaled temperature

3
4

Auto-scaled temperature

Proposed PCA system did not detect rise in furnace temperature measurements due to
increase in inlet water temperature (proposed PCA system designed not to detect this type
of events)

Reliable detection and notification of furnace temperature measurement instrument faults
More sensitive detection by proposed PCA system of rise in furnace temperature
measurements compared to no detection based on warning/trip limits
Proposed PCA system raised a false alarm due to bad data (sensors becoming
uncalibrated) during furnace shutdown condition (should continue monitoring furnace
temperature measurements for excursions even under furnace shutdown condition)
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split into two stages. Stage one was the model generation
stage, whereby short-term spike event models were generated
daily and long-term trend event models were generated onceoff using MATLAB. Stage two, executed using OSIsoft PI ACE
(Advanced Computing Engine), consisted of evaluating new
temperature measurement data against the event detection
thresholds and sending SMS and e-mail notifications upon
event conditions to the operator and selected production staff.
Configuration data for the system is maintained in an
OSIsoft PI AF (Asset Framework) database, with temperature
measurement data being collected from an OSIsoft PI Data
Archive Server. To ensure system reliability, the system is
monitored for errors related to failed calculations, outdated
event detection model files, and notification failures.
Online implementation of the system resulted in more
sensitive furnace integrity monitoring. Information from the
system was also used to support a decision to safely delay a
furnace matte endwall rebuild, as will be demonstrated
below.

  
The Polokwane Smelter operates a nominally-rated 68 MW
six-in-line electric furnace located on the eastern limb of the
Bushveld Complex. The walls of the furnace crucible are
made up of water-cooled copper coolers. The northern side of
the furnace is utilized for matte tapping and the southern side
for slag tapping. The matte and slag tapping systems each
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have three tap-holes. The matte tapping holes consist of a
water-cooled copper matte tap-block, a bullnose, and two
faceplates in which refractories are placed, and through
which matte is tapped. The tap-hole region is also
surrounded by additional water-cooled copper cooling
elements (Nelson and Hundermark, 2016).
Event detection was first employed in this area at the
start of 2016 as, historically, this was the area where
monitoring is of greatest concern (Hundermark et al., 2014).
This is due to the fact that PGM matte has higher superheats
(300 to 650°C) compared to most other types of matte
processes such as nickel mattes (100 to 520°C) (Shaw et al.,
2012; Nolet, 2014). Historical campaign life for the matte
endwall was as short as 9 months, progressively extended
over time. Due to the increase in campaign life, in order to
safely complete this campaign, the use of advanced event
detection was crucial. In the months leading up to the
endwall repair, meetings were held on a fortnightly basis to
evaluate and review the matte endwall integrity, guided by
event detection. The absence of PCA events on the endwall
leading up to and during this time indicated that the matte
endwall was still in an acceptable condition, thus allowing for
a record campaign life without incident.
Any PCA events that were noted were thoroughly
investigated. An example of this was the instantaneous
detection of a faulty thermocouple through visual inspection
of the data following an event notification, as shown in
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Figure 5. The thermocouple in question was raised as a PCA
event and before the variations could result in a furnace trip,
the plugs were changed. The thermocouple was replaced
during the subsequent brick repair. This is indicative of
preventative maintenance which allowed for the reduction of
nuisance trips with an improvement in furnace stability.
During the latest endwall repair, upon inspection of the
matte endwall refractories up to 80% of the refractory brick
on the endwall was found remaining. This was following a
campaign that was 23% longer, with 47% more concentrate
smelted and 70% more matte tapped, than in the previous
best campaign. Through the adoption of PCA event detection,
it is anticipated that the matte endwall campaign life can be
extended even further.
Following the use of PCA event detection on the matte
endwall, the system was rolled out to the east, west, and
south walls, as well as the hearth thermocouples. The
inclusion of the hearth thermocouples in the event detection
system serves to determine any major variation in the
condition of the hearth refractory, since the wearing and
condition of this refractory may assist in the planning of a
furnace rebuild.
In terms of further technology development, event
detection was also utilized with the newly-installed fibre optic
technology, which would enable spatial monitoring of the
tap-hole. Fibre optic technology has significantly increased
the amount of sensors compared to the standard
instrumentation on the tap-block (Hopf and Rossouw, 2006;
Gerritsen et al., 2009; Hopf, 2014; Braun et al., 2014;
MacRosty, Gerritsen, and Pula., 2014; Ying et al., 2015; Sadri
et al., 2016). It was therefore beneficial to use PCA on the
fibre optic temperature data. This proved fruitful in that the
analysis of fibre optic temperature data in one instance gave
indications of a PCA event that was not detected by the
conventional thermocouples, which may indicate a variation
in the freeze lining or tapping (Figure 6). However, it should
be equally noted that in another instance, the conventional
temperature monitoring identified an event that was not
identified through PCA analysis of fibre optic temperature
data. A possible reason for this could be that the fibre optic
temperature data at that point reflected the temperature over
a specific sensor length, rather than at a specific point as with
the conventional thermocouple monitoring.
The benefits of event detection at the Polokwane Smelter
are notable, thus it has become standard practice to use the
event detection system to investigate and ameliorate any
possible process upsets in both the short and the long-term.
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Following the widespread online implementation of the
furnace temperature measurement PCA event detection
system, various practical issues needed consideration. Listed
below are some of the items that needed to be taken into
account.
 The event detection system needs to remain active
when a furnace is in idle mode as abnormal events can
still occur
 The event detection system needs to remain active
when a furnace is being started up, which is currently
accomplished by updating the short-term spike event
detection models more regularly. This is especially
important after long shutdowns following rebuilds,
when conditions are inherently more abnormal and
where there is a greater than normal likelihood of
temperature excursions
 When updating either the short-term spike or longterm trend event detection models, the temperature
measurement data of previously identified short-term
spike events needs to be removed from the model
training data-set. This is done so as to ensure that the
model contains only normal operating condition data
 When all temperature measurements associated with a
specific event detection model are flagged as being
potential events, the data related to the event is
considered to be a shift in the process operating
conditions and is thus not removed from the short-term
spike event detection model training data. This is done

Temperature (°C)

POLSFCE1EMTBTappingChannelPCA: Data plot showing short-term events detected

Temperature (°C)

POLSFCE1EMTBTappingChannelPCA: Data plot showing long-term events detected
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Furnace integrity monitoring using principal component analysis: an industrial case study
in order to counter the rule whereby short-term spike
events are removed from the model training data-set
when potential shifts in operating conditions occur
 All normal operating condition data must be included
in the model training data-set for the short-term spike
event detection models. Due to the non-continuous
operating nature of some of the furnaces and/or tapblocks being monitored, it is necessary to increase the
time range used in determining the extent of the
normal operating condition data for some of the shortterm spike event detection models
 A mechanism for repeat notification had to be
implemented to ensure persistent events received the
necessary attention
 An event persistence tuning parameter was introduced
as a mechanism to manage the trade-off between speed
of notification and number of nuisance notifications.

*,"%&+*,&
Compared to Bayesian-based and SSA-based change point
detection techniques, PCA-based fault detection for furnace
temperature monitoring was found to be the most suited for
online application, providing an optimal balance between
reliability, detection delay, and false alarm rate. Furthermore,
developing separate short-term spike detection and long-term
trend detection models allowed for the reliable detection of
both temperature spike and temperature drift events without
compromising the detection sensitivity of either model. The
online implementation of the furnace event detection system
on all of the Anglo American Platinum furnaces has resulted
in more sensitive furnace integrity monitoring, allowing for
the detection of smaller events, the earlier detection of larger
events, and improved visibility of detected events.
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Investigating the behaviour of PGEs
during first-stage leaching of a Ni-FeCu-S converter matte
by C.A. Snyders, G. Akdogan, G. Thompson, S.M. Bradshaw,
and A.P. Van Wyk

In a first-stage atmospheric leach in a Sherritt Ni–Cu matte leach process, a
Ni–Cu–Fe–S Peirce-Smith converter matte is contacted with recycled
aqueous copper sulphate/sulphuric acid solution (spent solution) with the
purpose of dissolving nickel, while simultaneously removing copper (via
metathesis and cementation reactions) from solution. While the iron
content has been found to have a significant impact on the first-stage
leach, a previously expected relationship between copper and PGM
behaviour has not been established clearly. For this study, a converter
matte consisting mainly of heazlewoodite (Ni3S2), chalcocite (Cu2S), and
awaruite (Ni3Fe) was leached in a laboratory-scale batch reactor. The
temperature, acid, and copper concentration under both oxidative and
non-oxidative conditions were varied, while the copper, iron, and PGEs
were tracked and the pH and Eh measured. Palladium was generally
found to be closely related to the behaviour of copper, while platinum did
not leach. The other platinum group metals such as iridium and rhodium
were found to precipitate only with accelerated precipitation being
observed during Fe precipitation reactions.
>:#+6705
platinum group elements, converter matte, leaching.
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The primary goal of the Western Platinum Ltd
base metal refinery (BMR) is to produce a
high-grade platinum group element (PGE)
concentrate with minimal losses to solution.
According to Cole and Ferron (2002) the same
processes, as used in the nickel and coppernickel refineries (such as the Stillwater
refinery), are being used for the PGE base
metal refineries. There are mainly two
commercial processes for the high-grade PGE
refineries, the Outokumpu process (Hartley
Platinum Zimbabwe, now closed) and the
Sherritt Gordon process (Lonmin, Anglo
Platinum, Impala Platinum, Noril’sk Nickel),
each having the same underlying chemistry. A
simplified block flow diagram of the Western
Platinum Ltd (Lonmin) BMR is shown in
Figure 1.
The atmospheric first-stage leach takes
place in five continuous stirred tank reactors,
which are connected in series. The first three
reactors are operated under oxidative
conditions while the remaining two operate
under non-oxidative conditions. In order to
recover PGEs that were leached during the
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The batch leaching tests were carried out in
the reactor set-up shown in Figure 2. The
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pressure leach, conditions that promote PGE
precipitation in the first-stage (atmospheric)
leach need to be established. The copper
concentration is regarded as a leading
indicator of PGE behaviour in plant operations,
but this relationship has not been conclusively
established (van Schalkwyk, Eksteen, and
Akdogan, 2013). The results by van
Schalkwyk, Eksteen, and Akdogan (2013)
showed that the behaviour of copper in
oxygenated tests may possibly be used as an
indicator of whether PGE precipitation will take
place, but during non-oxygenated tests, the
copper precipitation was found to be a poor
indicator.
Batch experiments similar to those by van
Schalkwyk, Eksteen, and Akdogan (2013)
were performed with the main aim of
investigating the link between PGE and copper
behaviour (Thompson, 2016). In these
experiments, batch oxidative and nonoxidative leaches were performed in order to
simplify the process to understand the
chemistry separately. The more complex
conditions of non-oxidation following
oxidation in the same reactor (simulating plant
conditions more closely), where the leaching,
cementation and precipitation reactions will be
intertwined and acid levels, pH, Eh,
solid/liquid ratio and individual concentrations
are unknown, are currently under
investigation.

Investigating the behaviour of PGEs during first-stage leaching of Ni-Fe-Cu-S converter matte
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Table I

Table III

:547;-<;68=6%=:"-:7;1:8<9.=:2;-1:8<
461-68:8<5
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1

Liebig condenser to avoid unnecessary evaporation
of reactor contents

2

Cylindrical electric heating jacket

3

Rubber O-ring seal to create a seal between reactor
vessel and reactor lid

4

Cooling water coil to remove excess reactor heat due
to leaching reactions

5

Thermometer as well as liquid sample port

6

Inlet oxygen dispersion device

7

Stainless steel reactor vessel

8

Agitation blades

9

Oxygen regulator

10

Oxygen flow meter (L/min)

11

Manual oxygen flow valve

*6+

;/3

Copper
Acid
Temperature
Oxygen

g/L
g/L
ºC
L/min

9.6
40
75
0

19.3
80
85
0.2

Table IV

9<<:=461-65;<;68
+<=
58
19.6
0.2
0.4
21.8
100

Heazlewoodite (Ni3S2)
Chalcocite (Cu2S)
Magnetite (Fe3O4)
Tenorite (CuO)
Awaruite (Ni3Fe2)
Total

Table II

,61-97;5685=6%=-;.6<=-.98<=980=94<29.=-.98<=7:94<67

No. of baffles
lliquid (mm)
dimpeller (mm)
dinside (mm)
Reactor volume (m3)
Stirring rate (r/min)

8;<

;8:79.=-395:

component descriptions are given in Table I and the reactor
dimensions (scaled down from Lonmin atmospheric leach
reactors, van Schalkwyk, 2011; van Schalkwyk et al., 2011)
given in Table II. The reactor was scaled down geometrically
from the reactors used at Lonmin Marikana. A minimum
diameter of 200 mm was chosen to eliminate wall effects and
for the mixing to be similar to the process from which the
reactor was scaled down from. The length of the reactor was
subsequently chosen to obtain the same length/diameter ratio
that applies to the plant reactors. The flow rate was obtained
by scaling down by multiplying the plant flowrate with the
laboratory reactor liquid volume to plant liquid volume ratio.
The stirring rate was scaled in order to obtain equal solids
suspension in the laboratory reactor.
Four litres of leach solution was heated to the required
temperature (Table III) while being stirred at 1100 r/min at
the required oxygen flow rate, which was blown in below the
impeller. Once the reactor had reached the required
temperature, the first liquid sample was taken. The
temperature was maintained at the set-point throughout the
tests by using a band heater and a programmable logic
controller. The matte was then added to the solution in a
solid/liquid ratio of 150 g/L and subsequent solution samples
were taken at 15, 30, 60, 120, 150, and 180 minutes and
filtered with a 0.45 μm syringe filter.
The leach tests were conducted by varying the initial
copper, initial acid concentration, and temperature under
oxidative and non-oxidative conditions as shown in Table III.

;1:85;68

97;9.:

4<29.=-.98<

;.6<=-.98<

4
2600
1150
2865
16.7
88

4
210
90
190
6 (L)
1100

          

Table V

-:8<=56.2<;68=461-65;<;68
-:4;:5
Ni2+ (g/L)
Cu2+ (g/L)
Co2+ (ppm)
Fe3+ (ppm)
Ir (ppm)
Pd (ppm)
Rh (ppm)
Ru (ppm)
Pt (ppm)
H2SO4 (g/L)

,684:8<79<;68
51.6
19.3
322.5
295.1
24.2
3.0
39.21
213.7
0.00
79.8

The composition of the matte was determined by XRD
analysis and is shown in Table IV. The mineralogy of
granulated Ni-Cu-S converter matte produced at Lonmin
Marikana has been thoroughly described by Thyse et al.,
(2010), Thyse et al., (2013) and van Schalkwyk (2011). The
same major phases were observed in the current work.
The spent solution (return anolyte from the copper
electrowinning cells) was received from Lonmin and analysed
with ICP-OES for base metals and PGMs. The concentrations
are shown in Table V. The acid level was determined by
precipitating out all the metals with a Na2CO3/NaHCO3 buffer
and analysing with high-performance liquid chromatography
to determine the sulphate concentration. The spent solution
was diluted by 50% volume and the copper concentration or
the sulphuric acid was then increased by adding copper
sulphate or sulphuric acid.

91-.:=989.#5;5
For the pH and Eh measurements, a Eutech pH700, capable
of taking pH and Eh readings at temperatures up to 100ºC,
was used. Liquid samples were analysed by atomic
absorption spectrometry (AAS) for Cu and Fe and inductive
couple plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) for
PGMs.
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2011; Hofirek and Kerfoot, 1992).
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[10]

The effect of oxygen is shown in Figure 3, where it is
indicated that a higher degree of precipitation for Ir, Rh, and
Pd, as well as Cu, occurred under oxidative conditions. This is
similar to the findings of van Schalkwyk, Eksteen, and
Akdogan (2013) with regard to low-Fe mattes. Pt was found
not to leach and subsequently did not precipitate either and
was therefore not included in further results. The pH and Eh
values with time for both the oxidative and non-oxidative
tests are shown on the Pourbaix diagram in Figure 4. This
clearly illustrates the difference between these two tests, with
the oxidative tests ending in the Cu2O stability zone where
reactions are expected to take place according to Equation [1]
(Symens et al., 1979), Equation [2] (Llanos, Queneau, and
Rickard, 1974), and probably Equation [3] (Hofirek and
Kerfoot, 1992).
[1]

[11]
Both Ir and Rh precipitation were also found to accelerate
with the iron hydrolysis reactions. This was not the case for
Pd, which closely followed the precipitation of Cu. Van
Schalkwyk, Eksteen, and Akdogan (2013) assumed that Rh,
Ru, and Ir are cemented (Equation [12]) similarly to copper
(Equation [5]), while Aktas (2011) proposed an almost
identical cementation reaction for Rh onto Zn. Dorfling
(2012) agreed that the precipitation of Rh, Ir, and Ru
proceeds primarily via precipitation reactions similar to the
cementation and metathesis reactions of copper precipitates,
and in addition to Equation [12] proposed several more
reactions that could potentially contribute to the precipitation
behaviour of Rh, Ru, and Ir.
[12]

[2]

[3]
For the non-oxidative conditions, Equation [4] is
expected to be dominant. Some Cu alloy is expected to form
due to the presence of 21.8% Ni-Fe alloy (awaruite, Table IV)
as per Equation [5]. Van Schalkwyk (2011) also suggested
that it is likely that iron will take part in the exchange
reactions with copper, and stated that these would be similar
to the cementation and metathesis reactions given for nickel.
[4]

[5]
For the tests conducted under oxidative conditions, it was
clear that there was a rapid consumption of acid with the
solution pH increasing significantly to allow for iron
hydrolysis to occur. The dominant acid-consuming reactions
(Equations [6] to [9]) are expected to be (van Shalkwyk et
al., 2011):
[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
The ferrous iron will be oxidized to the ferric state, which
will become unstable as the pH increases. Hydrolysis will
follow as per Equations [10] and [11] (van Schalkwyk et al.,
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Milbourne, Tomlinson, and Gormely (2003) stated that
hydrated ferric iron precipitates are reactive towards
dissolved PGMs, but did not elaborate any further. The
acceleration is, therefore, speculated to be due to one of the
following two mechanisms. The first is a possible shift from
homogenous nucleation (Equation [12]) to heterogeneous
nucleation when Fe(OH)3 and Fe(OH)SO4 (such as
shwertwannite or similar) start precipitating, leading to a
physical agglomeration (for example (Fe, Ir, Rh)(OH)3) of
nanonuclei on the Fe surfaces. The second possible
mechanism may be the formation of Ir or Rh hydroxysulphates ((Rh, Ir)(OH)4SO4) similarly to Equation [3] and
Equation [11], which is associated with higher pH and Eh
values. The stability diagrams for Ir and Rh (Figure 5 and 6),
however, rather point to the formation of Ir and Rh (Equation
12), which effectively rules out the second suggested
mechanism of Ir or Rh hydroxy-sulphates ((Rh, Ir) (OH)4SO4).

    
The most pronounced effect of the initial acid concentration
was seen on the Fe and Cu behaviour as per Figure 7. For the
higher initial acid concentration of 80 g/L, the Fe leaching
rate was faster and, as expected, Fe precipitation/hydrolysis
occurred at a much later stage.
Cu initially precipitated out of solution at approximately
the same rate (Equations [1] to [5]) for both high and low
acid concentrations, but was found to leach back into
solution at the higher acid concentration (Equations [7] and
[8]). Van Schalkwyk et al., (2011) also found that copper
leaching occurred only after the experiment had started, and
attributed this to the possibility that the chalcocite was
exposed to leaching only after a period of Ni leaching led to
pore formation in the heazlewoodite matrix. The continued
Cu precipitation in the low-acid run is likely due to the
formation of antlerite (Equation [3]) as the acid was
consumed and the pH increased to 4 (van Shalkwyk et al.,
2011; Hofirek and Kerfoot, 1992). Pd closely followed the
behaviour of copper.
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The Ir and Rh precipitation for both high and low acid
concentrations was almost identical, with the only difference
being the accelerated precipitation occurring in conjunction
with the Fe hydrolysis reactions starting at approximately 90
minutes for the low initial acid concentration and at around
150 minutes for the higher initial acid concentration.

   
Increased operating temperature increased both the leaching
rate and the precipitation rate (Figure 8). Similarly to a
higher initial acid concentration, the Fe leaching rate
increased with the higher temperature but the acid
consumption and subsequent rise in pH was also faster at the
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higher temperature of 85ºC. This led to Fe hydrolysis
occurring sooner, with Ir precipitation accelerating at this
point again. In this case, the accelerated precipitation effect
was less pronounced with Rh.
The Cu, Ir, and Rh precipitation rates were also observed
to be faster at 85ºC than at 75ºC. This result agrees with
Lamya (2007), who found that the cementation rate was
drastically increased as the temperature was increased from
60ºC to 80ºC. It was concluded that the rate of cementation
was controlled by a boundary layer diffusion mechanism at
temperatures > 70ºC. Aktas (2011) also showed that Rh
cementation reactions increased with temperature, similarly
to Cu.
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Slightly higher precipitation rates were seen for Ir and Rh with
higher copper concentrations, as per Figure 9. Similarly to all
previous cases, the Ir precipitation seems to be closely linked
with the iron hydrolysis reactions, with a high rate of Ir
precipitation when the Fe hydrolysis reactions are fast, as in
the case of 9.6 g/L Cu concentration and slower acceleration as
per the 19.3 g/L Cu concentration case. For Rh, this
phenomenon was not as evident.
No specific effect of the Cu concentration could be seen on
Fe leaching rates, which agrees with findings by van
Schalkwyk (2011). Fe hydrolysis was rapid for both the low
and high Cu concentrations at a pH of 3.2 (Figure 10),
although some evidence of Fe precipitating at lower pH values
(pH 2.1) can be seen in the case of 19.3 g/L Cu in Figure 9.

,684.25;685
The relationship between Cu and PGE behaviour was
investigated through a series of batch leach experiments
simulating the first-stage atmospheric leach in the Lonmin
base metal refinery. A low-Fe converter matte consisting
mainly of heazlewoodite (Ni3S2), chalcocite (Cu2S), and
awaruite (Ni3Fe) was leached in a laboratory-scale batch
reactor while varying the temperature, acid and copper
concentration under both oxidative and non-oxidative
conditions.
In general, a higher degree of precipitation for Cu, Rh,
and Ir under oxidative conditions for low-Fe mattes was
found, which agrees with the findings by van Schalkwyk,
Eksteen, and Akdogan (2013). More specifically, however, Ir
and Rh precipitation were found to be independent of Cu
behaviour, unlike Pd, which closely follows the precipitation
and leaching behaviour of Cu. Accelerated precipitation for Ir
and to a lesser extent for Rh, was observed in conjunction
with iron hydrolysis reactions and was hypothesised to be
due to hydrated ferric iron precipitates being reactive towards
Rh and Ir, leading to a physical agglomeration (for example
(Fe, Ir, Rh)(OH)3) of nanonuclei on the Fe surfaces.
The acid concentration did not have an effect on Ir and
Rh precipitation until the pH increased to the point where Fe
started hydrolysing. An increase in temperature resulted in
an increase in precipitation rate for Cu, Ir, and Rh, which
agrees with findings by Lamya (2007) for Cu and Aktas
(2011) for Rh cementation. Pt was found not to leach and
subsequently did not precipitate either.
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Long-term production scheduling of
open pit mines using particle swarm
and bat algorithms under grade
uncertainty
by A. Khan

Long-term production scheduling for open pit mines is a large-scale,
complex optimization problem involving large data-sets, multiple hard and
soft constraints, and uncertainty in the input parameters. Uncertainty in the
input parameters may be caused by different geological, economic, or
technical factors. The uncertainty caused by geological factors, which is
commonly termed geological or grade uncertainty, is considered to be most
important source of uncertainty among these factors. It is caused by the fact
that the block grade values are estimated using very sparse drill-hole
sample data and the actual grade values will only be known once a block is
drilled and blasted. Geostatistical conditional simulation techniques provide
a framework to quantify this geological/grade uncertainty by generating
multiple, equally probable simulated realizations of the orebody. Different
stochastic programming models have been proposed in recent years to
integrate this grade uncertainty into the optimization process, but solving
these models for actual-sized open pit mines is usually extremely difficult
and computationally expensive. In this paper, two different computationally
efficient population-based metaheuristic techniques based on particle swarm
optimization (PSO) and the bat algorithm are used to solve one particular
stochastic variant of the open pit mine scheduling problem, i.e. the twostage stochastic programming model with recourse for determining the longterm production schedule of an open pit mine under the condition of grade
uncertainty.
/) '$ "
open pit, production scheduling, grade uncertainty, stochastic programming,
metaheuristic technique.

0%($' (&'%*
Long-term production scheduling is an
important and integral part of the planning
process for any open pit mine. It aims to define
an extraction sequence of the mineralized
material from the ground that produces the
maximum possible discounted profit, i.e. NPV,
while satisfying a set of physical and
operational constraints. In the conventional
approaches, the planning process usually
starts with the construction of a geological
block model that divides the orebody and the
surrounding rock into three-dimensional
arrays of regular, usually identical-sized,
blocks. A set of attributes such as grade,
specific gravity etc. is then assigned to each of
these blocks, estimated using some form of
spatial interpolation technique e.g. kriging,
inverse distance method etc. and the drill-hole
sample data. The blocks are then divided into
two groups – waste and ore blocks. The blocks
for which the prospective profit exceeds the
          

processing cost are categorized as ore, while
the rest are the waste blocks. An economic
value is then assigned to each of these
individual blocks by taking into account the
group to which they belong, their respective
estimated grade or metal content, the recovery,
and the economic parameters such as metal
price, mining cost, and processing costs. The
ultimate pit limits (UPLs) are then determined
using this economic block model, followed by
the more complex production scheduling
problem to define the most profitable annual
extraction sequence of the blocks lying inside
the ULP while satisfying different physical and
operational constraints.
A major drawback of this approach is its
assumption that all the input parameters are
known with certainty, while on the contrary a
certain degree of uncertainty is almost always
associated with these parameters, and ignoring
this may result into unrealistic and erroneous
scheduling decisions. The uncertainty in the
input parameters may be caused by different
economic and technical factors such as metal
prices, currency exchange rates, mining and
processing costs, and block grades. The graderelated uncertainty is considered to be the
most important source of uncertainty for the
scheduling process for open pit mines and is
the main focus of study in this paper. The
grade uncertainty stems from the fact that the
grade values of the individual blocks are
estimated using very limited drill-hole sample
data, and usually a significant and variable
level of uncertainty is associated with each of
these estimated values. Geostatistical
conditional simulation techniques provide a
framework to generate multiple, equally
probable realizations of the orebody’s
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attributes to quantify both the local variability and the
potential uncertainty (Deutsch and Journel, 1997; Goovaerts,
1997). The availability of these techniques provides the
opportunity to integrate the potential uncertainty into the
scheduling process in order to generate a better production
schedule in terms of achievable maximum NPV while
minimizing the risk of deviations from production target.
Different stochastic programming models for integrating
grade uncertainty into the scheduling process have been
proposed in the literature to produce better production
schedules (Ramazan and Dimitrakopoulos, 2004; Golamnejad
et al., 2006; Menabde et al., 2007). However, depending on
the size of the individual blocks and of the ore deposit, the
UPL may contain thousands to millions of blocks that may
have to be scheduled over a time horizon typically ranging
from 5 to 30 years while considering different physical and
operational constraints and the potential uncertainty in the
input data. This entails scheduling a large combinatorial
optimization problem that may be extremely difficult and
computationally expensive to solve using conventional
techniques such as the branch and bound algorithm. In
recent years a new class of computationally less expensive
algorithms (metaheuristic techniques) for solving the mine
design and production scheduling problem has attracted the
attention of researchers, such as genetic algorithms (Denby
and Schofield, 1994, 1996), simulated annealing (Kumral
and Dowd, 2002, 2005), and ant colony optimization
(Sattarvand and Niemann-Delius, 2009, 2013). These
techniques do not guarantee the optimality of the final
solution that they produce, but they can produce better
quality solutions with relatively less computational cost.
In this paper an extension of the framework previously
presented by authors (Khan and Niemann-Delius, 2014) for
long-term production scheduling for open pit mines is
presented. The extension was made to integrate grade
uncertainty in the optimization process. Two different
metaheuristic techniques based on the particle swarm
algorithm and the bat algorithm are proposed to solve a
particular variant of the abovementioned production
scheduling problem, i.e. two-stage stochastic programming
model with recourse (Birge and Louveaux, 2011).
The paper is organized as follows. A two-stage stochastic
linear programming model with recourse of the production
scheduling problem of the open pit mines is presented,
followed by a discussion of the standard PSO and bat
algorithm. A heuristic procedure for producing the initial
population of feasible random solutions is then presented,
with the proposed procedure for applying the PSO and bat
algorithm to the open pit production scheduling problem. A
case study is also presented.

$')*!'$#(&'%
The two-stage stochastic (mixed integer) model with recourse
formulation of the open pit mine scheduling problem, similar
to the one proposed in Ramazan and Dimitrakopoulos (2004)
can be represented as follows:

The objective function is composed of two parts. The first
part is for the maximization of the expected NPV of the
production schedule, and second part represents the
minimization of the expected recourse costs whenever the
stochastic constraints (Equations [6])–[9] are violated.
Subject to:
Reserve constraints: A block cannot be mined more than once
[2]
Slope constraints: Each block can only be mined if its
predecessors are already mined in or before period t.
[3]
i= 1,2 ….N ; t= 1,2 ….T; where j (set of predecessors
blocks of block i).
Mining capacity: The total material mined during each period
should be within the predefined upper and lower limits.
[4]

[5]
Stochastic constraints: The upper and lower processing
capacity constraints (Equations [6] and [7] and the upper
and lower metal production constraints Equations [8] and [9]
represents the scenario-dependent stochastic constraints.
These constraints are modelled as soft constraints where the
violation is penalized in the objective function.
[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
xit (0 ,1)
yts0-, yts0+, ytsm-, ytsm+  0
where
T: Total number of periods
t: Time period index, t = 1, 2 …. T
N: Total number of blocks
i: Block index, i=1,2 ..N
S: Total number of simulations of the orebody
s: Simulation index s = 1, 2 … S
E{( NPV)i0} is the undiscounted expected economic value
of block i and is calculated as follows:
[10]

[1]
where BVis0 is the undiscounted economic value of block i
according to simulation s.
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t

E{( NPV)i } is the expected discounted economic value of
block i if mined in period t and is calculated as follows:

near-optimum solution.
[14]

[11]
xit are the first-stage scenario-independent binary
decision variables, which take the value unity if block i is
mined in period t, and zero otherwise.
+
pto , pto are the discounted unit costs for shortage or
surplus ore produced in period t respectively, and are
calculated as:

[15]
where

-

+

ptm , ptm are the discounted unit costs for shortage or
surplus metal produced in period t respectively and are
calculated as:
[13]
yts0-, yts0+ are the second-stage scenario-dependent
continuous variables representing the shortage or surplus
amount of ore produced in period t if scenario s occurs,
respectively.
ytsm-, ytsm+ are the second-stage scenario-dependent
continuous variables representing the shortage or surplus
amount of metal produced in period t if scenario s occurs,
respectively. The second-stage (recourse) decision variables
are dependent on the outcome of the orebody realizations
and of the first-stage decision variables i.e. xit.
wi:
ois:
mis:
–
W
– t and Wt:

Tonnage of block i
Ore content of block i according to simulation s
Metal content of block i under scenario s
Lower and upper limits of the available mining
capacity in period t, respectively
–
O– t and O t: Lower and upper limits of the available
processing capacity in period t, respectively
_
and
M
:
Lower
and upper limits of the required metal
M
_t
t
production in period t, respectively.

#$(&)*" #$*#% *#(*#'$&("*
Two different population-based metaheuristic optimization
techniques are briefly presented. Both techniques use a
population of solutions to explore the search space in order to
find better solutions.

   

  

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based
optimization technique first proposed by Kennedy and
Eberhart in 1995 (Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995; Kennedy
and Eberhart, 1995). The PSO algorithm mimics the
swarming behavior of individuals living together in groups,
e.g. fish schools, bird flocks, animal herds etc. The PSO
algorithm performs the search process by using a population
(swarm) of individuals (particles). Each individual (particle)
is a potential solution to the optimization problem. A random
starting position and random velocity are assigned to each
particle of the swarm. The velocity and position of each
particle is then updated during the iterative process using
Equations [14] and [15] respectively to find the optimum or
          

2'$&(*1*") '*' )*'!*()* *#'$&(
 Initialize a population (swarm) of particles with
random initial positions x i,0 and random velocities v i,0
in the search space.
 Initialize each particle’s personal best position p 1,0 to
x i,0 its initial position
 Calculate the fitness value of each particle at its initial
position x i,o and determine the initial global best
position g o
 While (t < maximum number of generations)
 For all particles do
 Update the particle’s velocity and position using
Equations [14] and [15] respectively.
 Calculate the fitness value of each particle at its current
position x i,t
 If fitness (x i,t) is better than the fitness (p i,t-1) )then
 p i,t = x i,t
 end if
 If fitness (p i,t) is better than the fitness (g t-1) )then
 g t = p i,t
 end if
 end for
 If the stopping criteria are met: end while

.#(*#'$&(
The bat algorithm (BA) is a stochastic population-based
optimization technique first proposed by Yang (2010). It is
based on the echolocation ability of bats. The micro-bats use
their echolocation capabilities to find prey and avoid
obstacles, even in complete darkness. The micro-bats emits
short-duration (typically in the range of 8 to 10 ms) loud
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[12]

x i,t,x i,t-1 represent the current and previous positions of
particle i
v i,t,v i,t-1 represent the current and previous velocities of
particle i
is the personal best position experienced by
p i,t
particle i until iteration t
is the global best position experienced by the
g i,t
population of particles until iteration t

is the inertia weight used to control the
influence/contribution of the particle’s previous
velocity to the current velocity, with its value fixed
to 0.7298
represent uniform random real numbers in the
r 1, r 1
range of (0, 1)
are called the acceleration coefficients and are used
c1, c2
to control the influence of cognitive and social
terms on the particle’s velocity, with the value
commonly fixed to 1.49445 (Clerc and Kennedy,
2002).

Long-term production scheduling of open pit mines using particle swarm and bat algorithms
sound pulses with constant frequency in the region of 25 kHz
to 150 kHz and listen for the echo that bounces back from
the surrounding objects to find the food or avoid the
obstacles. They usually emit 10 to 20 such sound pulses per
second and can increase the pulse emission rate to about 200
pulses per second as they get close to their prey. To
transform these unique properties of bats into an
optimization algorithm, Yang idealized the following rules
(Yang, 2010; Yilmaz, 2014) :
 All bats use their echolocation capabilities to find out
their distance from a certain object and can
differentiate between food/prey and background barrier
in some way.
 Bats fly randomly with velocity vi at position xi with a
frequency fmin, and can vary the wavelength  and
loudness A0 of their emitted sound pulses to find the
food. Depending on their distance from the prey, they
can adjust the rate and wavelength or frequency of
their emitted pulse.
 The loudness varies from a large positive value A0 to a
minimum constant value Amin.
Each bat’s current position is a potential solution to the
optimization problem. The bats use the following rules to
update their positions:
[16]

t

o

and initial pulse rates. The values of Ai and ri can typically
be [1,2] and [0,1] respectively. Yilmaz and Cengiz ( 2014)
proposed a modified bat algorithm (MBA) to improve the
poor exploration capabilities of the BA. They proposed to
assign pulse emission rate r and loudness A to each
dimension of the solution separately instead of assigning a
single value to all the dimensions of a solution, and proposed
the following procedure for updating the position along a
certain dimension j of a solution:
[22]
–

where Aj t represents average loudness of dimension j of all
solutions at time t, and u indicates a solution selected among
the best solutions. The loudness and pulse rate are updated
as:
[23]

[24]
In the MBA a candidate
solution
is included in the
_
_
population if r and < Ai, where Ai is the average loudness of a
solution i.

2'$&(*1*") '*' )*'!*()*#(*#'$&(
[17]

[18]
where fi represents the current frequency of particle i, and
fmin, fmax are the minimum and maximum allowable
frequencies respectively. Initially a random frequency drawn
from the uniform distribution in the interval [fmin, fmax] is
assigned to each bat.  [0,1] is a random number drawn
from the uniform distribution in the mentioned interval, x* is
t+1
t
the current global best position/solution, xi and xi are the
t+1
t
current and previous positions of particle i, vi and vi are
the current and previous velocities of particle i. For the local
search part (steps 6 to 9), after selecting one solution among
the current selected best solutions a new solution is
generated using random walk.
[19]
—

where  [-1,1] is a uniform random number and At is the
average loudness of all the bats in the current time step. The
pulse emission rate and the loudness of the bats are updated
as the iteration proceed using the following equations:
[20]

[21]
t+1

t

where Ai and Ai are the current and previous loudness of
t+1
o
bat i,  and  are constants, and ri and ri are the current
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 Initialize bat population with random initial positions
x i,0 and random velocities v i,0 in the search space
 Initialize each bat’s frequency fi , pulse rate ri , and the
loudness Ai
 Calculate the fitness value of each particle at its initial
position x i,0 and determine the initial global best
position x*
 While (t < maximum number of generations)
 Generate a new solution by updating the frequency,
velocity, and position using Equations [16], [17], and
[18] respectively
 If (rand > ri
 Select a solution among the best solutions
 Generate a local solution around the selected best
solution
 end if
 If (r and < Ai and f(xi ) is better than f(x*) )
 Accept new solution
 Increase ri, reduce Ai
 end if
 Rank the bats and find the current best x*
 If the stopping criteria are met: end while

0%&(&#*"'(&'%"*
A ‘greedy’ heuristic procedure has been used to generate the
initial population of feasible solutions. The process starts by
generating a list of the free blocks that are available to be
mined in the current period as their predecessors are either
already scheduled to be mined in the current or prior period
or due to their position in block model they do not have one.
A block is selected at random from the list and assigned to
the current period and the list is updated again. The process
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2 #(#(&'%*'!*()* *#% *#(*#'$&(*('*()*')%
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To apply the continuous variant of PSO and bat algorithms to
the long-term production scheduling problem, the problem
has been turned into optimum depth determination problem.
After generating a population of initial feasible random
solutions using the heuristic procedure discussed earlier, the
mining depth along each column for each period is
determined by using a so-called encoding scheme. These
depths are then updated using the PSO or bat procedure
during the iterative process. After each iteration, each
solution is back-transformed to the discrete space, but due to
the one-dimensional nature of the PSO and bat algorithms
the resulting solutions may be infeasible in terms of the
required slope angles. A normalization procedure is then
used to turn the infeasible solution into a feasible one in
terms of the required slope angles. A constant penalty
method has been used to deal with the violation of the
capacity constraints, where a constant penalty is added to the
objective function for the per ton violation of the mining
capacity constraints, to decrease the quality of the infeasible
solutions by using Equation [25].

[25]

–

+

where ptM , ptM are the discounted unit costs for shortage or
surplus rock (ore plus waste) produced in period t
respectively, and are calculated as:
[26]
–

+

RtM and RtM represent the shortage or excess amount of
rock (ore plus waste) produced in period t. The value of the
penalty is problem-dependent and is obtained for each
problem by trial and error. A detailed description of the
procedure can be found in Khan and Niemann-Delius (2014).
The pseudo codes of applying the PSO and bat algorithms to
the open pit mine scheduling problem using this proposed
procedure are given in algorithms 3 and 4.
          

2'$&(*+1*") '*' )*'!*()* *#'$&(*!'$*()
$' (&'%*") &%*$')*!'$*')%*&(*&%)"
 Input: block model, economic and technical parameters
 Initialize a population (swarm) of particles with
random initial positions x i,0 and random velocities v i,0
in the search space (i = 1, 2 …….. N)
 Initialize each particle’s personal best position p 1,0 to
its initial position x i,0
 Calculate the fitness value of each particle at its initial
position x i,0 and determine the initial global best
position g o
 While (t < maximum number of generations)
 Encode each particle’s current position ( x i,t), its
personel best position (p i,t), and the populations’
global best position (g t)
 for all particles do
 Update the particle’s velocity and position using the
equation of the PSO algorithm
 Back-transform
 Normalize the solution
 Calculate the fitness value of the particle at its current
position x i,t
 If fitness (x i,t) is better than the fitness (p i,t–1) then
 pi,t = x i,t
 end if
 If fitness (p i,t) is better than the fitness (g t–1) then
 g t = p i,t
 end if
 end for
 If the stopping criterion is met, end while.

2'$&(*,1*") '*' )*'!*()*#(*#'$&(*!'$*()
$' (&'%*") &%*$')*!'$*')%*&(*&%)"
 Input: block model, economic and technical parameters
 Initialize bat population with random initial positions
x i,0 and random velocities v i,0 in the search space
(i = 1, 2 ... N).
 Initialize each bat’s frequency fi , pulse rate ri , and the
loudness Ai
 Calculate the fitness value of each particle at its initial
position x i,0 and determine the initial global best
position x*
 While (t < maximum number of generations)
 Encode each particle’s current position (x i,t) and the
population’s global best position (x )
*
 Generate a new solution by updating the frequency,
velocity and position using Equations [16], [17], and
[18] respectively
 If (rand > ri )
 Select a solution among the best solutions
 Generate a local solution around the selected best
solution
 end if
 Back-transform
 Normalize
 Calculate the fitness value of each particle at its current
position x i,t
 If (rand< Ai and f(xi) is better than f(x*))
 Accept new solution
 Increase ri, reduce Ai
 end if
 Ranks the bats and find the current best x*
 If the stopping criterion is met: end while.
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continues for the current period until the mining and
processing capacities are satisfied in the average sense before
moving on to the next period. Mining and processing capacity
constraints are handled as hard and soft constraints
respectively during this process, but more preference was
given to satisfy the processing capacity constraint. While
selecting an ore block more preference was given to the
blocks with highest probability of being ore by considering
the set of simulated values for that block and the predefined
cut-off grade. The process stops when either the free blocks
list is empty or the number of periods is finished for the
current solution. To further diversify the generated solutions,
the annual mining capacity per period is chosen at random
from the range between upper and average mining capacities
allowed in a period.

Long-term production scheduling of open pit mines using particle swarm and bat algorithms
#")*"( *
To check the capabilities and the efficiency of the proposed
procedure for generating a long-term production schedule
under the condition of grade uncertainty, a set of 15
simulated realizations of a copper deposit was used.
Examples of these realizations are shown in Figure 1. These
realizations were generated using sequential Gaussian
simulation technique (SGS) (Deutsch and Journel, 1997).
A predefined fixed cut-off grade strategy has been used
to determine the destination of a particular block. While using
this fixed cut-off grade strategy a block may be categorized
as an ore block according to some simulations, and a waste
block according to others (Figure 2). This fact has been taken
into account while determining the expected economic value
of the blocks.
The planning and scheduling process for open pit mines
traditionally starts with the determination of the ultimate pit
limits (UPLs), which define the extent to which it is
economically feasible to mine. The UPLs were determined by
solving the following mathematical formulation:
[27]
Subject to:

[28]
where Vi represents the expected economic value of block i, N
represents the total number of blocks in the block model, xi
represents a binary variable corresponding to block i, and Pi
represents the predecessor group of block i. The required
slope angles were assumed to be 45° in all directions. In the
next step to define the optimum extraction sequence of the
blocks lying inside the predetermined UPLs, the technical and
economic parameters mentioned in Table I were used. The
length of each scheduling period was assumed to be one year.
The upper and lower limits for mining, processing, and metal
capacity were set to be within ±20% and ±10% of the average
available quantity of rock, ore, and metal available within the
predefined UPL for each period of the scheduling horizon
respectively.
All the numerical experiments were completed on an
AMD Phenom II X4 945 (3.00 GHz and 4 GB RAM) running
under Windows 7. The two-stage stochastic programming
formulation of the open pit production scheduling problem
(as mentioned in the section ‘Problem formulation’) with
recourse was solved using the commercial solver CPLEX,

&$)*$'""")(&'%#*&) *'!*!'$* &!!)$)%(*"&#() *$)#&#(&'%"*'!*()*')$* )'"&(*&%*()*%'$("'(* &$)(&'%
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Long-term production scheduling of open pit mines using particle swarm and bat algorithms
Table I

)%&#*#% *)'%'&*#$#)()$"*") *&%*()
#")*"( 
Number of blocks
Number of scenarios
Block dimensions (m)
Block tonnage (Mt)
Metal price ($/oz)
Mining cost ($/Mt)
Processing cost ($/Mt)
Refining or selling cost ($/oz)
Recovery
Discount rate (dis1,dis2)
No of periods (years)

7107
15
25×25×12.5
6500
0.12
2
10
6.5E-3
85%
8%
5

Table II

)%)$#*&%!'$#(&'%*#'(*()*"'(&'%*!'% *
 
Objective value ($)
CPU time (hours)
Optimality gap (%)

1.75818 E 008
61.63
6

considering the blocks within the predefined UPL and the
parameters mentioned in Table I. This solution will be used
as a benchmark to assess the performance of the PSO and bat
algorithms in terms of computational time and solution
quality.
After conducting a series of experiments, a population of
50 solutions was found out to be working well for the
problem under consideration. A set 50 solutions was
generated using the greedy heuristic described in the section
‘Initial solutions’. These same solutions were used during all
the subsequent experiments. Due to the stochastic nature of
the metaheuristic algorithms the problem was solved 50
times using different variants of the PSO and bat algorithms.
The maximum number of iterations was used as the
termination criterion and was fixed to 2000 after observing
the convergence behaviour of both the algorithms. The
average relative % gap (which will be used a measure of
quality of the solutions produced by the metaheuristic
techniques under study) between best solutions generated by
the different variants of the metaheuristic algorithms, i.e.
Zapprox and the optimal solution found by CPLEX, i.e. ZCPLEX
are calculated using the following equation and are reported
in Table II.

 Algorithmic penalties: During the optimization
process these penalties have been used for enabling the
algorithms to efficiently explore the solution space and
for generating the desired final solution with desired
risk profile. These penalties are usually smaller in
value than the corresponding actual penalties and are
determined by trial and error.
 Actual penalties: These are the actual penalties that
have been used to calculate the objective value of the
final solution generated by the PSO or bat algorithm at
the end of the iterative process.
For the problem under consideration, both variants of the
PSO algorithm performed better than the variants of the bat
algorithm in terms of the achieved average % gap as
mentioned in Table III. The multi-start PSO algorithm showed
the best performance in comparison to all its populationbased competitors in the current study in terms of the
achieved average % gap, showing the effect of diversification
on the overall performance of the PSO algorithm. During the
multi-start process the particle positions and velocities are reinitialized to their initial values after a fixed number of
iteration as a diversification scheme. Both variants of the bat
algorithm showed poor performance when the standard
velocity equation, (Equation [17]) with maximum frequency
value equal to unity was used to update the virtual bats’
positions.
Therefore the following modified equation was used to
update the velocity of a bat:
[30]
After conducting a series of experiments, the algorithm
was found to be working well when the value of the
maximum frequency was fixed to 0.6 and  was chosen from
the interval 0.4–0.6. The bat and MBA algorithms performed
well when  was fixed to 0.4, with a relatively small standard
deviation showing the robustness of the technique in
comparison to both variants of the PSO algorithm. In general
both the metaheuristic techniques can produce better quality
results with less computational cost in comparison to the
exact optimization algorithm, thereby providing the
opportunity of generating solutions with different risk
profiles according to the needs of a certain open pit mining
operation, which is quite difficult and expensive using an
exact algorithm.

'%"&'%*

The values of the penalties used to report the violation of
the capacity constraints, i.e. mining, processing, and metal
capacity constraints in the objective function, were found to
have a great effect on the performance of both the
algorithms. When higher values were used, both the
algorithms showed very few signs of improvement during the
iterative process in comparison to the situations when
smaller values were used. Therefore the following two sets of
penalties have been used during this study.
          

An extension of the framework previously formulated by the
authors (Khan and Niemann-Delius, 2014) has been
presented. This extended framework can account for grade
uncertainty in the production scheduling process for open pit
mines. To check the efficiency of the proposed extended
framework for finding an optimum or near-optimum solution,
two different population-based metaheuristic techniques, the
PSO and bat algorithm, have been used. Through numerical
experiments it was learnt that both variants of the PSO
algorithm performed better than the variants of the bat
algorithm in terms average % gap achieved, but showed poor
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[29]

Long-term production scheduling of open pit mines using particle swarm and bat algorithms
Table III

)$&#*$)"("*'!* &!!)$)%(*#$&#%("*'!*()* *#% *#(*#'$&(
*#
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Global PSO

0.533

0.160

8.14

Multi-start PSO

0.528

0.135

8.42

ω=0.6

0.817

0.126

8.35

ω=0.4

0.790

0.094

8.37

Bat algorithm

Modified bat algorithm
ω=0.6

0.832

0.107

8.57

ω=0.4

0.808

0.097

8.43

performance in terms of average % standard deviation for the
problem under study. The numerical experiments further
revealed that the proposed procedure can generate
sufficiently good solutions of the problem at hand in a
shorter period of time. This property of the proposed
framework provides the opportunity to handle grade-related
uncertainties in more efficient way, which is otherwise quite
difficult with currently available commercial software on the
current hardware.
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Evaluation of chromium (VI) removal by
carbons derived from Sesamum indicum
oil cake
by K.B. Nagashanmugam

Activated carbons were prepared from gingelly oil cake (GOC) by thermal,
sulpuric acid, and zinc chloride activation methods and their Cr(VI) removal
capacities compared with that of commercial activated carbon (CAC). The
effect of experimental parameters such as pH, initial Cr(VI) concentration,
contact time, and adsorbent dose for Cr(VI) removal were studied. Langmuir
and Freundlich models were tested to describe the equilibrium isotherms.
The maximum adsorption capacities of the adsorbents calculated from
Langmuir isotherm were found to be 88.68 mg/g, 109.89 mg/g, 101.01 mg/g,
and 84.03 mg/g for thermal activated (TAGOC), sulphuric acid treated
(STGOC), zinc chloride treated GOC (ZTGOC), and CAC respectively. R2
values show that both Langmuir and Freundlich models fit well to explain
the adsorption by TAGOC, STGOC, ZTGOC, and CAC. The kinetic data fits
best to a pseudo second-order model. The studies demonstrated effective
removal of Cr(VI) from chrome plating wastewater.
B= ?>98
Cr(VI) removal, activated carbon, gingelly oil cake, adsorption isotherms,
kinetics, chrome plating wastewater.

:<>?9+,<;?:
Among the heavy metals, chromium is a
common and very toxic pollutant introduced
into natural waters from a variety of industrial
wastewaters (Donmez and Aksu, 2002).
Hexavalent chromium, primarily present in the
form of chromate (CrO42–) and dichromate
(Cr2O2–
7 ), poses significantly higher levels of
toxicity than the other valence states (Sharma
and Forster, 1995). The recommended limit of
Cr(VI) in potable water is only 0.05 mg/L
(Baran et al., 2006). Studies reveal that
human exposure to water contaminated with
hexavalent chromium leads to gastrointestinal
and dermatological complaints and abnormal
hematological functions (de Brito et al., 2004).
Thus treatment of the effluent to reduce or
remove the pollutant before discharging into
the environment becomes imperative (Baral,
Dasa, and Rath, 2006; Debnath and Ghosh,
2008). A number of methods have been
developed for the removal of Cr(VI) from
wastewater, such as chemical precipitation
(Jamalledin and Husein, 2008), ion exchange
(Erden, Karapinar, and Donat, 2004),
electrodialysis (Velizarova, Ribeiro, and
Ottosen, 2002), and reverse osmosis (Zou et
al., 2009). However, these methods suffer
from disadvantages such as the generation of
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large volumes of sludge, and high capital
investment and running costs (Ahalya,
Ramachandra, and Kanamadi, 2003).
Adsorption is a technique that would be
more viable and economical (Rodrigues and
Silva, 2009). Several adsorbents have been
developed and tested, ranging from low-cost
materials such as coffee husk (Ahalya,
Kanamadi, and Ramachandra, 2010), cow
dung (Das et al., 2000), coconut shell (Alaerts,
Jitjaturunt, and Kelderman, 1989), rice husk
carbon (Srinivasan, Balasubramanian, and
Ramakrishna, 1988), neem oil cake
(Srinivasan and Hema, 2009), coconut oil cake
(Hema and Srinivasan, 2010), mustard oil
cake (Rao, Khan, and Jeon, 2010), fertilizer
waste (Srivastava, Gupta, and Mohan, 1996;
Gupta, Rastogi, and Nayak, 2010), green algae
(Gupta, Srivastava, and Jain, 2001), butter oil
cake (Rukmangathan and Kumar, 2009),
jatropha oil cake (Umesh et al., 2007), olive oil
cake (Dakiki et al., 2002), and soya cake
(Daneshwar, Salari, and Aber, 2002) to more
sophisticated adsorbents such as zeolites
(Groffman, Peterson, and Brookins, 1992),
carbon cloths (Kadirvelu, Faur-Brasquet, and
le Cloirec, 2000), carbon aerogels (Kadirvelu,
Goel, and Rajagopal, 2008), cotton stalks (Li,
Zheng, and Li, 2010), graphene layers
(Machida, Mochimaru, and Tatsumoto, 2006),
polymers (Pandey, Anupam., and Ray, 2009),
carbon fibres (Park and Jung, 2001), and
carbon nanotubes (Perez-Aguilar et al., 2010).
The objective of the present study is to
investigate the adsorption potential of carbons
derived from gingelly oil cake (GOC) by
thermal, sulphuric acid, and zinc chloride
activation for the removal of Cr(VI) from
aqueous solutions and chrome plating
wastewater and to compare the performance of
the carbons with commercial activated carbon.
The optimum adsorption conditions were

Evaluation of chromium (VI) removal by carbons derived from Sesamum indicum oil cake
evaluated as a function of contact time, pH, adsorbent dose,
and initial Cr(VI) concentration. Adsorption isotherm, kinetic,
and desorption studies were also conducted to understand
the adsorption phenomenon.

A=8,>;0<;?:@?4@?>@5:9@2=<?9?$?1
&+'&')(*%,*,)+&'"",'$)(')+ ,(%+"",*(",$'+
$'&*%,!
20 g of washed and sun-dried GOC was placed in a silica
crucible and carbonized slowly in a muffle furnace at a
temperature of 600–700°C. At this temperature, GOC begins
to char with the evolution of fumes. As soon as the
production of char was complete (indicated by the absence of
fumes), the furnace temperature was raised slowly to 800–
850°C for thermal activation under an inert atmosphere of
nitrogen for a period of 30 minutes (Hassler, 1974).

&+'&')(*%,*,#"&($,'$( )&+')+ ,(%+"",*(",$'+
$'&*%,!
50 g of washed and sun-dried GOC was mixed with 200 g
(1:4 ratio by weight) of concentrated sulphuric acid. The
mixing was done by adding small quantities of oil cake to
acid in a 1000 mL beaker with vigorous stirring. Charring of
the cake occurs immediately, accompanied by the evolution of
fumes. When the reaction subsided, the mixture was left in
air in the oven at 140–160°C for 24 hours. The product was
then washed with approximately 4.0–4.5 L of distilled water
to remove free sulphuric acid, and dried at 110°C (Kannan
and Thambidurai, 2008).

&+'&')(*%,*, (%$,$"*&( + )&+')+ ,(%+"",*(",$'+
$'&*%,!
20 g of washed and sun-dried GOC was soaked in a 20%
solution of ZnCl2 for 24 hours. The solution was then
decanted off. The wet oil cake was spread uniformly on a
glass plate and dried at 110°C. The dried material was heated

slowly to a temperature of 600°C, followed by thermal
activation under nitrogen atmosphere at 800–850°C for 30
minutes in a muffle furnace. The carbonized material was
washed with 250–300 mL of distilled water and then with
15–20 mL of 10% HCl to remove excess zinc chloride from
the carbon surface. It was then washed with water and dried
at 110°C (Acharya et al., 2009).
The physicochemical analyses of the adsorbents were
carried out as per standard procedures, and the
characteristics are given in Table I.
GOC carbons thus prepared and commercial activated
carbon (CAC) from SD Fine Chem., Mumbai, India were
powdered and sieved to a particle size of 80–120 mesh
(ASTM) and used for further experiments.

&+'&')(*%,*,&,#*")(*%#
A stock aqueous solution of Cr(VI) at a concentration of
1000 mg/L was prepared by dissolving 2.829 g of K2Cr2O7 in
1000 mL of distilled water. Cr(VI) solutions of desired
concentrations were prepared by dilution of the stock solution
with distilled water.

 #*&)(*%,#) (+#
In all sets of experiments, 100 mL of Cr(VI) solution at the
desired concentration and adjusted to the desired pH was
decanted into high-density polyethylene (HDPE) bottles of
300 mL capacity and the desired dose of adsorbent added.
The solution pH was adjusted with 0.1 M HNO3 or KOH. The
solutions were agitated for various contact times at 30±1°C
and carbon particles were separated by using a centrifuge at a
speed of 500 r/min. The supernatant liquid was analysed for
Cr(VI) by atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS). Before
determination of the total quantity of Cr(VI) in the adsorption
medium, the supernatant liquid after adsorption was digested
with KMnO4 in sulphuric acid medium to oxidize any Cr(II)
and Cr(III) to Cr(VI) (Gupta, Rastogi, and Nayak, 2010).
Solute and adsorbent-free blanks were used as control in all
the experiments. Adsorption isotherm and kinetic studies

Table I

 8;,?,=2;,5$@,5>5,<=>;8<;,8@?4@<=@5,<;5<=9@,5>!?:8
5>52=<=>

(%)*7

()*7

()*7

Matter soluble in water (%)
Matter soluble in acid (%)
Bulk density (g/cm3)
pH
Fe (%)
Decolourizing power (mg/g)
Ion-exchange capacity (m equiv/g)
Phenol number
BET surface area (m2/g)
Total pore volume (cm3/g)
Average pore size (Å)

7.10
44.10
0.84
11.30
0.62
30.00
62.00
14.30
0.04
117.34

0.84
4.90
0.79
3.70
0.28
33.10
0.72
57.00
6.78
0.02
89.56

12.23
17.67
0.80
2.80
0.59
75.20
1.15
48.00
333.93
0.22
25.88

4.50
9.20
0.74
7.60
0.18
90.00
35.00
558.02
0.32
2.88

Proximate analysis
Moisture (%)
Volatile matter (%)
Ash (%)
Fixed carbon (%)

3.21
18.91
34.94
46.15

2.30
43.30
4.95
51.75

13.20
37.85
9.52
52.63

3.70
12.73
1.19
86.08

Elemental analysis
Carbon (%)
Sulphur (%)
Nitrogen (%)
Oxygen (%)

46.90
1.01
0.94
13.35

53.42
3.26
2.72
15.59

52.60
1.57
2.74
12.43

85.90
0.22
0.11
4.99
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Evaluation of chromium (VI) removal by carbons derived from Sesamum indicum oil cake
were carried out with different initial concentrations of Cr(VI)
by maintaining a constant adsorbent dose. Adsorption
isotherm studies were conducted after equilibrating the
solution for 24 hours. The concentration of unadsorbed
Cr(VI) in the supernatant liquid was determined by AAS with
an air-acetylene flame. The hollow cathode lamp was
operated at 15 mA and the analytical wavelength was set at
358 nm. The removal efficiency (E) of the adsorbents on
Cr(VI) was calculated by the following expression.

x

[1]

where Co and Ce are the initial and equilibrium concentrations
(mg/L) of Cr(VI) solution respectively.

=8+$<8@5:9@9;8,+88;?:
+$),*,$*%)'$),)(+

+$),*,' #*&+%), *#+
In order to ascertain the minimum amount of each carbon
type required for maximum removal of chromium(VI),
experiments were carried out with 100 mL of 10 mg/L
chromium(VI) solution in the presence of varying amounts of
carbon ranging from 0.05–0.6 g/100 mL at an optimum pH of
2.0 for TAGOC, 2.5 for STGOC and ZTGOC, and 1.5 for CAC.
Respective equilibration times were maintained for these
carbons and the chromium(VI) removal in each instance was
established. The results are presented in Figure 3.

+$),*,
In order to ascertain the optimum pH for maximum removal
of Cr(VI), experiments were carried out by varying the pH of
the solution over the range of 1.0 to 9.0. After equilibration,
the solutions were analysed and the percentage of Cr(VI)
removal was established. The results are presented in
Figure 2.

;1+>=@/ 44=,<@?4@=+;$;!>5<;?:@<;2=@?:@7>@&'@>=2?5$3@ 7>&'@
/6@21"-@598?>!=:<@9?8=@63 1/66@2"-@0@.36#63/
          

;1+>=@. 44=,<@?4@0@?:@7>@&'@>=2?5$3@ 7>&'@/6@21"-@=+;$;!>5<=9
<;2=@.3@@4?>@(%)*7-@.@@4?>@()*7@5:9@()*7-@5:9@ @@4?>@7%7598?>!=:<@9?8=@63 @1/66@2"

;1+>=@  44=,<@?4@,5>!?:@9?8=@?:@7>@&'@>=2?5$3@ 7>&'@/6@21"=+;$;!>5<=9@<;2=@.3@@4?>@(%)*7-@.@@4?>@()*7@5:9@()*7-@5:9@ @
4?>@7%7-@0@.36#63/@4?>@(%)*7-@.3#63/@4?>@()*7@5:9@()*7-@/3#63/
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In order to investigate the effect of equilibration time on
Cr(VI) removal, experiments were carried out using 100 mL
of solution containing 10 mg/L Cr(VI) and 0.3 g of carbon at
pH 2.0. A set of solutions was equilibrated for periods
ranging from 1 to 4 hours. After agitation, the solutions were
centrifuged, analysed, and the percentage of Cr(VI) removed
in each case was established. The results are presented in
Figure 1.
It is observed from the graph that equilibration times of
3 hours and 2.5 hours were required for the maximum
chromium(VI) removals of 88.0±0.3% and 89.2±0.3% by
CAC and TAGOC respectively. However, 2 hours’
equilibration time was sufficient for both STGOC and ZTGOC
for a maximum chromium(VI) removal of 96.0±0.3% and
94.0±0.3% respectively. These results indicate that both
STGOC and ZTGOC take much less time (33.33% less) than
CAC to reach equilibrium. Hence, all further experiments
were carried out at the optimum equilibration times of
3 hours and 2.5 hours for CAC and TAGOC, and 2 hours
for both STGOC and ZTGOC.

It is observed that maximum removal of Cr(VI) occurs at
lower pH, and as the pH increases the removal of Cr(VI)
decreases. Lower pH increases the positive charge on the
adsorbent surface and thus the attraction for the negatively
charged chromium species in solution increases. The
maximum adsorption for TAGOC, STGOC, ZTGOC, and CAC
occurs at pH 2.0, 2.5, 2.5, and 1.5 respectively. This indicates
that STGOC, ZTGOC, and TAGOC remove Cr(VI) at higher pH
values compared to CAC. Hence all further experiments were
carried out at an optimum pH of 2.0 for TAGOC, 2.5 for
STGOC and ZTGOC, and 1.5 for CAC. Under these conditions,
for an initial concentration of 10 mg/L, the maximum
removals achieved by TAGOC, STGOC, ZTGOC, and CAC are
89±0.3%, 96.0±0.3%, 94.0±0.3%, and 88.0±0.3%
respectively. These results indicate that TAGOC, STGOC, and
ZTGOC are superior to CAC in the removal of Cr(VI), and also
that they are effective at higher pH values than CAC.

Evaluation of chromium (VI) removal by carbons derived from Sesamum indicum oil cake
It is seen that minimum carbon doses of 0.25 g per
100 mL for TAGOC, and 0.2 g per 100 ml for STGOC and
ZTGOC were sufficient for the removal of 89.2±0.3%,
96.0±0.3%, and 94.0±0.5% of chromium(VI). However, in
the case of CAC a minimum carbon dose of 0.3 g per 100 mL
was required for the removal of 88.0±0.3% of chromium(VI).
This indicates that TAGOC requires 1.2 times less carbon,
and both STGOC and ZTGOC require 1.5 times less carbon,
than that required for CAC under optimum time and pH
conditions. Hence, based on optimization studies, it appears
that TAGOC, STGOC, and ZTGOC could serve as better
adsorbents than CAC in the removal of Cr(VI) from aqueous
solutions.

 #*&)(*%,(#*)+&#
Adsorption isotherms can be used to describe how solutes
interact with adsorbents and so are critical in optimizing the
use of adsorbents. The commonly used isotherms such as the
Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms were applied for this
study. The linear form of the Langmuir equation is given as
(Langmuir, 1918)
[2]
where Ce is the equilibrium concentration (mg/L), qe is the
amount of Cr(VI) adsorbed at equilibrium (mg/g), and ‘a’ and
‘b’ are Langmuir constants related to energy of adsorption
(mg-1) and adsorption capacity (mg/g) respectively. The plot
of 1/qe versus 1/Ce gives a straight line. Figure 4 shows the
Langmuir adsorption isotherms for adsorption of Cr(VI) onto
these adsorbents after an equilibration time of 24 hours.
Langmuir constants ‘a’ and ‘b’ were determined from the
slopes and intercepts, and the values are presented in
Table II.
The maximum adsorption capacities of the adsorbents
calculated from Langmuir isotherms were found to be
88.68 mg/g, 109.89 mg/g, 101.01 mg/g, and 84.03 mg/g for
TAGOC, STGOC, ZTGOC, and CAC respectively. A
dimensionless constant, the separation factor (RL), can be
used to predict whether a sorption system is favourable or
otherwise in batch adsorption. RL values ranging between
0 and 1 generally indicate favorable adsorption. RL values
were calculated from Langmuir isotherm-based equation:

unfavourable when 0 < RL < 1, RL = 0, RL = 1, and RL > 1
respectively. The RL values for TAGOC, STGOC, ZTGOC, and
CAC were found to be between 0 and 1 at all concentrations
investigated, which shows that the sorption of Cr(VI) onto
these adsorbents is favourable.
The linear form of the Freundlich isotherm is represented
by the following equation (Freundlich and Helle, 1939):
[4]
where Ce is the equilibrium concentration (mg/L) and x/m is
the amount adsorbed per unit weight of adsorbent (mg/g).
The plot of log (x/m) versus log Ce gives a straight line, which
indicates favorable adsorption. Figure 5 shows Freundlich
adsorption isotherms for adsorption of Cr(VI) onto these
adsorbents. The KF and n values were calculated from the
intercepts and slopes, respectively. The values of adsorption
capacity (KF), adsorption intensity (n), and correlation
coefficient (R2) are presented in Table III. The plot of log x/m
vs log Ce gives a straight line with a slope of 1/n and log KF is
the intercept of log x/m at log Ce = 0 (Ce = 1). The straight
line nature of the plots indicates that the process was of
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[3]
where Co is the initial concentration of Cr(VI) and ‘a’ is the
Langmuir constant, which represents energy of adsorption.
The RL value indicates the nature of adsorption process
and the process could be favourable, irreversible, linear, and

Table II
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TAGOC
STGOC
ZTGOC
CAC

0.08
0.10
0.25
0.34
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0.9893
0.9997
0.9990
0.9848
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Evaluation of chromium (VI) removal by carbons derived from Sesamum indicum oil cake
Freundlich adsorption type. The KF values of the Freundlich
adsorption equation were obtained for TAGOC, STGOC,
ZTGOC, and CAC from the intercept on the log x/m axis. The
sorption intensities ‘1/n’ were obtained for all the carbons
from the slopes of the curves.
The values of adsorption intensity, ranging between
1 and 10 (1<n<10), generally indicate favourable adsorption.
The ‘n’ values were found to be between 1 and 10, which
shows that adsorption of Cr(VI) onto these adsorbents is
favourable.
Correlation coefficient (R2) values were determined for
the linear plots obtained for both the isotherm models and
are presented in Tables II and III. From the R2 values, it may
be concluded that both the Langmuir and Freundlich
adsorption isotherms operate simultaneously on the surface
of carbon adsorbents in the removal of Cr(VI) from aqueous
solutions.

;1+>=@8=+9?4;>8<@?>9=>@;:=<;,@0$?<@4?>@598?>0<;?:@?4@7>&'@?:<?
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In order to clarify the adsorption kinetics of Cr(VI) ions onto
these adsorbents, two kinetic models, Lagergren’s pseudofirst order and pseudo-second order models, were applied to
the experimental data.
The linearized form of the pseudo-first order rate
equation of Lagergren is given as (Lagergren, 1898)
[5]
where qe(exp) and qt(exp) are the amount of the metal ions
adsorbed (mg/g) at equilibrium and at time t (min),
respectively and k1 is the pseudo-first order equilibrium rate
constant (min-1). A plot of ln(qe(exp) –qt(exp)) versus t gives
a straight line with slope of k1 and an intercept of ln qe(theo).
The straight line nature of curve shows the applicability of
pseudo-first order rate equation. Figures 6–9 present pseudofirst order kinetics for the adsorption of Cr(VI) onto TAGOC,
STGOC, ZTGOC, and CAC respectively.
The pseudo-second order model rate equation may be
expressed as (Ho and McKay, 1999)

;1+>=@8=+9?4;>8<@?>9=>@;:=<;,@0$?<@4?>@598?>0<;?:@?4@7>&'@?:<?
()*73@! 6#.7-@0@.3#63/-@598?>!=:<@9?8=@63.@1@0=>@/66@2"

[6]
where k2 is the pseudo-second order adsorption rate constant
(g/mg min-1). A plot of (t/qt(exp)) versus t also produces a
straight line with slope of 1/qe(theo) and intercept of
1/k2qe2(theo). This indicates the applicability of pseudo-second
order model. Figures 10–13 present pseudo-second order
kinetics for the adsorption of Cr(VI) onto TAGOC, STGOC,
ZTGOC, and CAC respectively.
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Table III
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TAGOC
STGOC
ZTGOC
CAC

15.42
21.40
20.42
15.22

1.01
1.19
1.13
1.42

          

.

0.9876
0.9984
0.9988
0.9981
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Evaluation of chromium (VI) removal by carbons derived from Sesamum indicum oil cake
In order to compare quantitatively the applicability of
kinetic models in fitting to the data, the percentage relative
deviation (P), was calculated as per the following expression.
[7]
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where qe(exp) is the experimental value of qe at any value of
Ce, qe(theo) is the corresponding theoretical value of qe, and N
is the number of observations. It is found that the lower the
value of percentage deviation (P), the better the fit. It is
generally accepted that when P is less than 5, the fit is
considered to be excellent (Ayranci and Duman, 2005). The
results have been analysed using Equations [6] and [7]. The
experimental data fits well in both of the equations. The
values of qe(theo) calculated from these models are compared
with experimental values qe(exp) and are presented in
Table IV. The theoretical qe values (qe(theo) calculated from the
pseudo-first order kinetic model differed appreciably from the
experimental values qe(exp). The percentage relative deviation
(P) was also very high. On the other hand, values of qe(theo)
were very close to qe(exp) when the pseudo-second order rate
equation was applied. Furthermore, the percentage relative
deviation (P) was well within the range and the correlation
coefficients (R2) were very close to unity in pseudo-second
order kinetics. These results clearly indicate that the
adsorption of Cr(VI) onto these adsorbents is governed
predominantly by pseudo-second order kinetics and that the
rate-limiting step is governed by chemisorption between the
carbon and chromium ions.

!+&* %'($,#) (+#
In order to understand whether the adsorption process is
spontaneous or non-spontaneous, the value of free energy of
adsorption (Go) is calculated by the following equation:
[8]

;1+>=@/.8=+9?8=,?:9@?>9=>@;:=<;,@0$?<@4?>@598?>0<;?:@?4@7>&'
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where R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J mol-1K-1), T is
the absolute temperature (K) and ‘a’ is the Langmuir
constant representing energy of adsorption. Gibbs free energy
changes (Go) for TAGOC, STGOC, ZTGOC, and CAC were
calculated to be –20.98 kJ/mol, –24.67 kJ/mol, –23.89 kJ/mol,
and –21.53 kJ/mol respectively. The negative values of Go
obtained for all the adsorbents indicate the feasibility and
spontaneous nature of adsorption (Riaz et al., 2009; Acharya
et al. 2009).

+#*&)(*%,#) (+#
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Desorption studies were conducted with both acid (HCl and
HNO3) and alkali (NaOH) solutions. Various concentrations,
(0.2–2.0 N) of HCl, HNO3, and NaOH were used to desorb
Cr(VI) from spent sorbents. The pH of the Cr(VI) solutions
was maintained at 2.0 in the case of TAGOC, 2.5 in the case
of STGOC and ZTGOC, and 1.5 in the case of CAC. The
carbons and solutions were agitation for 2.5 hours (TAGOC),
2 hours (STGOC and ZTGOC), and 3 hours (CAC) in a
horizontal mechanical shaker. NaOH was found to be a better
desorbent than HCl and HNO3, and maximum desorption
occurred at 1N NaOH. Hence, various concentrations of NaOH
(0.01–1N) were used to desorb Cr(VI) from Cr(VI)-loaded
adsorbents. Results of desorption studies showed that about
46.2%, 30%, 38%, and 60% of Cr(VI) could be desorbed from
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Table IV

8=+9?4;>8<@?>9=>@5:9@08=+9?8=,?:9@?>9=>@;:=<;,@,?:8<5:<8@
7?:,3
&21"'

TAGOC
TAGOC
TAGOC
TAGOC
STGOC
STGOC
STGOC
STGOC
ZTGOC
ZTGOC
ZTGOC
ZTGOC
CAC
CAC
CAC
CAC

10
7
5
3
10
7
5
3
10
7
5
3
10
7
5
3

8=+9?4;>8<?>9=>@;:=<;,8
/
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+&)+*'
&211'

+&+ '
&211'

0.050
0.039
0.037
0.034
0.037
0.038
0.040
0.030
0.031
0.017
0.033
0.027
0.030
0.041
0.051
0.042

2.141
1.121
0.913
0.674
1.659
1.192
1.033
0.561
1.688
0.911
0.968
0.479
1.293
1.536
1.295
0.435

9.10
6.20
4.20
2.30
9.60
6.60
4.60
2.60
9.25
6.35
4.35
2.60
8.85
6.00
4.25
2.35

+&)+*'

&1212;:'

.
&211'@

0.913
0.961
0.982
0.908
0.956
0.973
0.945
0.946
0.948
0.980
0.988
0.974
0.968
0.975
0.959
0.962

76.47
81.93
78.27
70.68
82.71
81.94
77.55
78.42
81.76
85.65
77.74
81.58
85.39
74.41
69.52
81.50

0.0120
0.0279
0.0305
0.0263
0.0146
0.0251
0.0288
0.0284
0.0104
0.0149
0.0234
0.0301
0.0177
0.0172
0.0271
0.0507

9.551
6.386
4.369
2.486
9.950
6.803
4.780
2.773
9.709
6.649
4.564
2.751
9.132
6.297
4.452
2.456

TAGOC, STGOC, ZTGOC, and CAC respectively by using 1N
NaOH under optimal conditions. Similar results have been
reported in desorption studies conducted on marine algal
mass (Thirunavukkarasu and Palanivelu, (2007).

"($')(*%,)*, '#)+ ')+&
Experiments were conducted to determine the efficiency of
the adsorbents for the removal of chromium from chromeplating industry wastewater. The chemical composition of the
wastewater is presented in Table V. The pH of the wastewater
was 4.2. As the wastewater contained a high concentration of
chromium (320 mg/L), it was diluted six times with distilled
water before the adsorption experiments were carried out.
The diluted wastewater was adjusted to pH 2.0 for TAGOC,
2.5 for STGOC and ZTGOC, and 1.5 for CAC using dilute nitric
acid. The effect of adsorbent dose on the removal of
chromium was studied under optimum time and pH
conditions. Figure 14 presents the removal of chromium as a
function of sorbent dose for an initial chromium
concentration of 53.33 mg/L. It is observed that 99% removal
of total chromium could be achieved by TAGOC, STGOC,
ZTGOC, and CAC at sorbent dosages of 1.0 g, 0.6 g, 0.8 g,
and 1.2 g per 100 mL respectively. This indicates that
TAGOC, STGOC, and ZTGOC outperform CAC by a factor of
1.2, 2, and 1.5 respectively. Furthermore, the amount of
chromium remaining in the wastewater after adsorption was
found to be 0.52 mg/L for TAGOC, 0.42 mg/L for STGOC,
0.47 mg/L for ZTGOC, and 0.54 mg/L for CAC, in all cases
less than the 2 mg/L discharge limit (Sahu et al., 2008) for
chromium.

7?:,$+8;?:8@@@@
1. Batch studies showed that 89.2%, 96.0%, 93.5%, and
88.5% of Cr(VI) ions were removed from aqueous solution
by TAGOC, STGOC, ZTGOC, and CAC at optimum pH
values of 2.0, 2.5, 2.5, and 1.5 and adsorbent doses of
0.25 g per 100 mL, 0.2 g per 100 mL, 0.2 g per 100 mL,
and 0.3 g per 100 mL in 2.5 hours, 2 hours, 2 hours, and
3 hours respectively. From these results it is clear that
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9.10
6.20
4.20
2.30
9.60
6.60
4.60
2.60
9.25
6.35
4.35
2.60
8.85
6.00
4.25
2.35

0.998
0.999
0.999
0.997
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.999
0.998
0.999



4.86
2.99
4.02
8.07
3.65
3.07
3.91
6.66
4.96
4.71
4.92
5.81
3.19
4.95
4.76
4.50

Table V
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Cr (total)
Sulphates
Iron

53.33
46.67
1.17

%2?+:<@54<=>@<>=5<2=:<
&21"'
(%)*7 ()*7 ()*7 7%7
0.52
38.60
0.02

0.42
36.20
0.01

0.47
37.00
0.02

0.54
40.60
0.08
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carbons derived from gingelly oil cake were more efficient
than CAC at removing Cr(VI) ions from aqueous solutions
at a higher pH, shorter contact time, and with a lower
adsorbent dose.
2. Both Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption isotherms fitted
well with the experimental data. Since the R2 values for
the Freundlich and Langmuir isotherms are almost equal,
it may be concluded that both isotherms operate
simultaneously on the surface of carbon adsorbents.
3. Langmuir adsorption capacity shows that TAGOC, STGOC,
and ZTGOC are superior to CAC.
VOLUME 118
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Evaluation of chromium (VI) removal by carbons derived from Sesamum indicum oil cake
4. The adsorption of Cr(VI) onto TAGOC, STGOC, ZTGOC,
and CAC was found to follow pseudo-second order
kinetics.
5. Batch studies indicated that TAGOC is 1.2 times, STGOC is
2 times, and ZTGOC is 1.5 times superior to CAC in the
removal of chromium from synthetic chrome plating
wastewater based on the adsorbent consumption rates.
6. Desorption studies indicated that, about 46.2%, 30%,
38%, and 60% of Cr(VI) could be desorbed from TAGOC,
STGOC, ZTGOC, and CAC respectively by using 1N NaOH
under optimum conditions.
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Density functional theory prediction of
the aqueous speciation of ZrF4 and
HfF4
by D.B. Jansen van Vuuren, H.M. Krieg,
D.J. van der Westhuizen, and C.G.C.E. van Sittert

Computational chemistry was used to make predictions regarding the
stepwise hydrolysis and fluoride dissociation reactions of ZrF4 and HfF4 in
aqueous solutions. Specifically, density functional theory was used to
predict Gibbs formation energies for ZrF4 and HfF4 in aqueous solutions,
which were compared to experimental results reported in the literature.
Following this, Gibbs reaction energies for the stepwise hydrolysis and
fluoride dissociation reactions of ZrF4 and HfF4 were predicted, also with
density functional theory, and used to predict stability constants that
describe the distribution of the various zirconium and hafnium species in an
aqueous solution. Finally, given these stability constants, distribution of
species diagrams were constructed, which display which ZrF4 and HfF4
species are present at a given pH.
1-,*$(
Speciation, ZrF4, HfF4, density functional theory, stability constant.
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Zirconium (Zr) and hafnium (Hf) have
important applications in the nuclear energy
industry, where Zr is used as part of the
cladding material of the uranium fuel rod
tubes that are used during the nuclear
reactions, while Hf is used in the control rods
that sometimes moderate these reactions
(Banda and Lee, 2015). Since Zr and Hf occur
together in nature they have to be separated
prior to use in nuclear reactors (Blumenthal,
1958). A promising technology that can be
used to separate these metals is
hydrometallurgical solvent extraction (SX)
(Banda and Lee, 2015). In order to understand
the mechanisms that underpin the SX of Zr
and Hf it is vital to know which Zr and Hf
complexes are dominant in the aqueous phase.
It is well established that solutions of Zr
and Hf chlorides and oxychlorides are
dominated by tetrameric complexes (Hu et al.,
2013; Kalaji et al., 2014; Hagfeldt, Kessler,
and Persson, 2004). However, as the
concentration of certain strongly coordinating
ligands such as sulphate or nitrate anions
increases, the polymerization of Zr and Hf
complexes in chloride and oxychloride
solutions tends to decrease. For instance,
recent studies of Zr and Hf chloride and
perchlorate solutions using high-energy X-ray
spectroscopy have shown that an increase in
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the concentration of sulphate anions leads to a
decrease in the concentration of higher order
oligomers. This trend continues until the
sulphate concentration reaches 2.0 M, after
which the speciation of Zr and Hf is dominated
by monomeric sulphate species (Hu et al.,
2013; Kalaji et al., 2014). Fluoride nuclear
magnetic resonance studies of aqueous TiF4
solutions indicated that only monomeric
species exist in solution; where TiF4 is the
dominant species (Serre et al., 2002).
Furthermore, gas-phase computational
chemistry studies predicted that dimerization
of ZrF4 is energetically unfavourable (Voit et
al., 2000).
In this study, computational chemistry was
used to make predictions regarding the
aqueous speciation of ZrF4 and HfF4.
Specifically, density functional theory was
used to predict three things: (1) how many
aqua ligands associate to ZrF4 and HfF4 in
aqueous solutions, (2) the aqueous Gibbs
formation energies of ZrF4 and HfF4, and (3)
the Gibbs reaction energies for the stepwise
hydrolysis and fluoride dissociation reactions
of ZrF4 and HfF4. Knowing how many aqua
ligands are associated to ZrF4 and HfF4 is vital
to accurately predict Gibbs reaction energies
involving these complexes. Furthermore, such
knowledge also allows rationalization of how
many extractants can bind to these two
complexes during SX reactions, since
extractants often replace aqua ligands when
binding to a metal. Since experimental data for
the aqueous Gibbs formation energies of ZrF4
and HfF4 is reported in the literature (Brown et
al., 2005), predicting these values and
comparing them to the literature values allows
assessment of the accuracy of the
computational chemistry method that was
used in this study.

Denisty funtional theory prediction of the aqueous speciation of ZrF4 and HfF4

The first step in this work was to predict how many aqua
ligands coordinate to ZrF4 and HfF4 in aqueous solutions. To
do this, a ZrF4 molecules was subjected to geometry

optimization calculations, for 200 optimization steps, in the
presence of 26 water molecules. The 26 water molecules were
arranged in a random fashion so that they were evenly
distributed around the ZrF4, as shown in Figure 1. The choice
to use 26 water molecules was based on the judgement that
26 water molecules would sufficiently surround the ZrF4
molecule in such a way that the solvation environment of
ZrF4 would be adequately described. This procedure was
repeated for ZrF3+, ZrF22+, ZrF3+, and Zr4+, where each Zr
complex was surrounded by water molecules in a unique
orientation.
The geometry optimization calculations that were done on
the various Zr complexes predicted that for each complex the
Zr atom would coordinate to some of the surrounding water
molecules. Therefore, for each complex, the Zr atom was
predicted to have, together with the number of initial fluoride
ligands, a total of six ligands coordinated to it. For instance,
ZrF4 coordinated with two water molecules, ZrF3+ with three
water molecules, etc. Figure 1 shows the coordination of two
water molecules to ZrF4. Since each Zr structure was
predicted to have six ligands, it was assumed that six ligands
represent a stable coordination number for Zr fluorides.
The procedure outlined above was repeated for HfF4,
HfF3+, HfF22+, HfF3+, and Hf4+, where each Hf complex was
surrounded by 26 water molecules and subjected to geometry
optimization calculations (see Figure 2). Similar to the Zr
complexes, all the Hf complexes were predicted to have
structures where six ligands where coordinated to the Hf
metal. Therefore, the assumption that six ligands represent a
stable coordination number was also made for Hf fluorides.
Once it was established, within the context of the
predictions that were made in this work, that Zr and Hf
fluorides coordinate with aqua ligands, each forming sixcoordinate complexes, the Gibbs formation energies for Zr
fluoride complexes in aqueous solutions were predicted. As
stated before, the aim of predicting these Gibbs formation
energies is to allow assessment of the accuracy of the
computational method used in this work. The predicted Gibbs
formation energies are given in Table I. To be clear, these

+ *-.* ( (-'$-$.+'. .&)-*.#,"-! "-(.-%,*-.),.&'$.&%)-*
,)),#.-,#-)*.,)+#+&)+,'.!&"! "&)+,'(

+ *-.% ( (-'$-$.+'. .&)-*.#,"-! "-(.-%,*-.),.&'$.&%)-*
,)),#.-,#-)*.,)+#+&)+,'.!&"! "&)+,'(

After assessing the accuracy of the computational
approach that was used, the dissociation constants, K, which
correspond to various metal complexes in equilibrium
(House, 2013), were predicted. Dissociation constants were
determined by the following thermodynamic relation:
[1]
where pK = –logK, G is the change in Gibbs energy
corresponding to a given dissociation reaction, R is the ideal
gas constant, and T temperature (Schroeder, 2000).

2-),$
The computational predictions presented in this paper were
done using the DMol3 code as implemented in Biovia’s
Materials Studio computational chemistry software package
(Delley, 1990, 2000). All calculations were done within the
framework of density functional theory using either the PBE
(Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof, 1996, or B3LYP (Becke,
1993) functionals. The DMol3 code uses numerical basis sets.
The basis sets used in this study, which are referred to as
DNP basis sets in the DMol3 code, involve representing each
valence orbital by two primitive functions plus a third
polarized function. These DNP basis sets also treat the core
electrons of Zr and Hf with relativistic core potentials. Since
the functionals used in this study do not account for
dispersion interactions, dispersion interaction corrections
were added by using the Grimme scheme (Grimme, 2006).
For all structures on which geometrical optimization
calculations were done, vibrational frequency calculations
were also used to confirm that these geometrical optimization
calculations resulted in structures that represent potential
energy minima.

4-( ")(.&'$.$+(! ((+,'
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Table I

Table III
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Predicted Gibbs
formation energy
(kcal/mol)
Zr(H2O)64+ + 4F-  ZrF4(H2O)2 + 4H2O
Zr(H2O)64+ + 3F-  ZrF3(H2O)3+ + 3H2O
Zr(H2O)64+ + 2F-  ZrF2(H2O)42+ + 2H2O
Zr(H2O)64+ + F-  ZrF(H2O)53+ + H2O

Experimental Gibbs
formation energy
(kcal/mol)

–527.1
–423.8
–300.8
–156.5

–573.3 ± 3.1
–475.3 ± 3.0
–286.0 ± 2.9
–207.3 ± 2.9

Table II

*-$+!)-$.+(.*-&!)+,'.-'-*+-(.%,*.)-.()-+($+((,!+&)+,'.,%..%*,#.*.&'$.%.!,#"--(
Predicted Gibbs reaction energy
(kcal/mol)
ZrF4(H2O)2 + H2O  ZrF3(H2O)3+ + F-

51.7

ZrF3(H2O)3+ + H2O  ZrF2(H2O)42+ + FZrF (H O) 2+ + H O  ZrF(H O) 3+ + F-

61.5

ZrF(H2O)53+ + H2O  Zr(H2O)64+ + FHfF (H O) + H O  HfF (H O) + + F-

78.2

HfF3(H2O)3+ + H2O  HfF2(H2O)42+ + FHfF (H O) 2+ + H O  HfF(H O) 3+ + F-

60.0

HfF(H2O)53+ + H2O  Hf(H2O)64+ + F-

78.4

2

4

2

2

2

2

4

2

4

2

2

2

3

2

2

5

3

2

5

72.1
53.1
70.8

Gibbs formation energies refer to the formation of Zr fluoride
complexes in aqueous environments. For instance, the
formation of ZrF4 in aqueous environments is represented by
the equation
Zr(H2O)64+ + 4F-ZrF4(H2O)2 + 4H2O

where six water ligands are coordinated to the Zr4+ ion and
two aqua ligands are coordinated to ZrF4; representing a
hydrated Zr4+ ion and hydrated a ZrF4 molecule. Therefore,
these predicted Gibbs formation energies do not include the
Gibbs formation energy that would be associated with the
formation of water molecules.
When comparing the predicted Gibbs formation energies
to the corresponding experimental values that were taken
from literature, it is clear that the computational chemistry
predictions presented in this paper are in qualitative

Predicted Gibbs reaction energy
(kcal/mol)
ZrF4(H2O)2  ZrF4(H2O)(OH)- + H+
ZrF4(H2O)(OH)-  ZrF4(OH)22- + H+

1.5
4.2

ZrF4(OH)22-  ZrF4(OH)O3- + H+

8.5

ZrF4(OH)O3-  ZrF4O24- + H+

11.5

HfF4(H2O)2  HfF4(H2O)(OH)- + H+

1.8

HfF4(H2O)(OH)-  HfF4(OH)22- + H+

4.7

HfF4(OH)22-  HfF4(OH)O3- + H+

8.9

HfF4(OH)O3-  HfF4O24- + H+

12.0

agreement with the experimental results. However, since
these predictions are not in quantitative agreement with the
experimental values, the results in this paper should only be
used to suggest trends in the aqueous speciation of ZrF4 and
HfF4.
The predictions for the stepwise dissociation of fluoride
ligands from Zr and Hf complexes are shown in Table II.
Since these predicted Gibbs reaction energies are so large, it
follows that the Zr–F and Hf–F bonds were predicted to be
very stable. This is not surprising, given that fluoride is a
very hard Lewis acid, while Zr(IV) and Hf(IV) are very hard
Lewis bases. Furthermore, it is also predicted that ZrF4 and
HfF4 are by far the most stable complexes of all the Zr and Hf
fluorides modelled in this work. Therefore, the stepwise
hydrolysis of Zr and Hf fluorides was modelled under the
assumption that Zr and Hf are always present as ZrF4 and
HfF4.
The Gibbs reaction energies for the stepwise hydrolysis of
ZrF4 and HfF4 are shown in Table III. Figures 3 and 4 show
the distribution of species diagrams for zirconium and
hafnium tetrafluoride species, respectively. It is not
surprising that the prediction reaction energies for the
hydrolysis and the distribution of species are very similar,
since Zr and Hf have very similar chemical properties.
A noteworthy difference between Zr and Hf is that while
for Zr the first hydrolysis product is predicted to appear at a
pH of 0.0, the same hydrolysis product for Hf is predict to
appear at a pH of 2.0. Again, these results should be
understood as only a prediction of trends. Therefore, these
results predict that at very low pH values, extractants that
bind to anionic species should be selective towards Zr.
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Another important difference between Zr and Hf is that for Hf
the first hydrolysis product is predicted to be present in low
concentrations, never making up more that 40% of the
species present in the Hf aqueous solution.
At a pH of 4.0, the aqueous solutions of both Zr and Hf
are predicted to be dominated by dihydroxo complexes.
Finally, at a pH of 6.5, both solutions are predicted to be
dominated by the third hydrolysis product, namely
tetrafluorohydroxooxo complexes of Zr and Hf. Taken
together, these trends suggest that for higher pH values, both
solutions show similar speciation characteristics.

,'!" (+,'
In this work, density functional theory was used to make
predictions about the aqueous speciation of Zr and Hf
fluorides. It was predicted that if ZrF4 or HfF4 is dissolved in
an aqueous solution, none of the fluoride ligands would
dissociate. However, the degree to which aqueous
tetrafluoride zirconium or hafnium complexes hydrolyse
depends on the pH of the solution. It was predicted that
above pH values of 0.0, hydrolysed species exist for Zr, and
for a pH above 2.0 hydrolysed species exist for Hf.
It should be noted that the modelling presented in this
paper was done in such a way that the possibility of two
complexes reacting was not accounted for. The predictions
made here therefore pertain only to the limiting case of the
speciation of monomeric species. Nevertheless, inferences can
be made about the possibilities of polymerization. Since ZrF4
was predicted to hydrolyse above a pH value of 0.0, while
HfF4 was predicted to hydrolyse above a pH of 2.0, both
metals can polymerize via hydroxide or oxide bridges at pH
values above 2.0. However, given that the rate of ageing is
inversely proportional to the concentration of hydrolysed
species, unaged solutions of pH values above 2.0 are
predicted to be dominated by monomeric species.
Given that the fluorine ligands do not dissociate from the
central atom in aqueous environments, it is predicted that the
species in solution will be either negatively charged or
neutral. The charge of the dominant species depends on the
pH; for instance, at pH values below 1.0, the dominant
species is neutrally charged.
Given the predictions regarding the ageing of the solution
and the charge-dominant species, it is recommended that SX
of ZrF4 and HfF4 be done at a pH of about 1.0 using unaged
aqueous phases.
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Application of optimized models
through direct block scheduling in
traditional mine planning
by P.H.A. Campos*, C.E.Arroyo†, and N. Morales‡

Many papers have been published by the scientific community on the
development of techniques that use direct block scheduling (DBS) to solve
open pit production scheduling problems, and have compared the results
obtained with DBS to those obtained with conventional methods for mine
planning. The most significant advantage of using DBS is the possibility of
maximizing the economic value to each project. However, until recently, the
computational complexity of DBS has prevented it from being used to solve
problems on an industrial scale, where there are a large number of mine
blocks to deal with and many constraints.
While much research has already been conducted and many new tools
and algorithms have been developed to solve this global open pit
production-scheduling problem, this article proposes the use of optimized
models obtained through DBS as part of the conventional medium-term
planning methodology to take advantage of its benefits without being
hindered by its limitations.
Three different approaches to medium-term planning were compared.
First, a renowned software package that is used in the mineral industry was
used to execute conventional medium-term scheduling. Then, DBS was used
to perform the same task. Finally, a combination of DBS and conventional
scheduling was tested. Using the results provided by DBS, sectorization of
specific areas was included in the conventional methodology to guide the
scheduling and thus allow this combination to produce real benefits, even
for large projects.
?=,8:43
Block scheduling, open pit mining, mine planning, production scheduling.
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Open pit mine production scheduling is the
process of defining and scheduling mine
production with the objective of obtaining the
maximum possible net present value (NPV) for
the project, subject to spatial precedence and
various operational constraints (Espinoza ,
2012).
It is common practice in the mining
industry to represent a mineral deposit as a set
of three-dimensional blocks, known as a block
model. The production scheduling then
consists of defining when, if ever, to extract
each of these blocks and the destination to
which they should be sent.
There are two methodologies that are
mainly used to optimize this form of
scheduling, namely ‘block-level resolution’
and ‘aggregation’ (Elkington and Durham,
2011). The block-level resolution optimization
approach was first proposed by Thys Johnson
(1968) and evolved to be known as direct
          

block scheduling (DBS). The aggregation
approach splits the scheduling problem into
several smaller sub-processes which include,
for example, the definition and optimization of
the ultimate pit, intermediate pushback
selection, and finally, production scheduling.
This last approach became known as the
conventional planning approach (Elkington
and Durham, 2011; Morales et al., 2015).
Research into DBS and its use as a method
for solving scheduling problems in open pit
mine planning has recently been gaining
increasing interest as an alternative to the
conventional methodology, which is based on
nested pits. In DBS, however, an entire
production plan can be obtained in only one
step, which can maximize the economic value
of a mining project.
Among the advantages offered by this
method is that it considers the temporality of
the problem and the opportunity cost when
sequencing mining blocks, i.e., it searches for
the next best block to mine considering its
implication for other periods. As such, it is
able to present users with the best NPV
possible, subject to constraints such as
operation, capacity, and metallurgy.
However, this methodology is still being
developed, and all of the existing operational
constraints have not yet been fully
implemented in the method, which can result
in unfeasible long-term production plans. To
address this gap, this paper proposes using
DBS as a tool for medium-term planning.
Medium-term planning is important for
operational purposes; it also encompasses the
quality and quantity of intermediate-period
goals required to accomplish the
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strategic/global project goals. The aim of this study was to
utilize the advantages of DBS for improving economic
outcomes in a reasonable solution time with feasible
outcomes and flexible results, which could be adjusted
manually if desired by the planner. For this, DBS was used
together with conventional methods. First, the project was
divided in portions or periods, according to the results
obtained using traditional strategic planning (for this study,
we chose to work with a time span of approximately five
years). Then, the first portion was segmented into sectors,
each one with a mining priority, according to the results
provided by DBS. Because the model size was reduced and
the restrictions were easier to follow, scheduling within each
sector will produce the best result possible.

@<7=:;75:=>:=<=
     

A further problem is the large number of constraints and
aspects that have to be considered when sequencing.
Different applications of DBS have been explored in several
studies with different focuses. Jélvez et al. (2016) used
heuristics based on incremental and aggregation approaches
to solve the problem. Saavedra-Rosas et al. (2016) developed
a block scheduling technique for an exposed ore reserve.
Morales and Reyes (2016) proposed an approach that takes
the mining system into account to solve mine scheduling
issues related to short-term planning. Studies by Morales and
Rubio (2010) and Eizavy and Askari-Nasab (2012) also
focused on the short term.

:89>8:=>0<9=>2;3=>3754,
The developed case study was based on a block model (which
is already in operation) of an existing iron ore mine located
in Brazil. This model contains 38 172 regular blocks of
dimensions 50 m × 50 m × 20 m. Each block has, in addition
to its three dimensional coordinates, other relevant attributes:
tonnage, iron grade, and contaminants, and possible
destination (processing plant or waste dump). For the
economic evaluation, some economic parameters are
necessary: iron price, iron recovery, selling cost, processing
cost, and mining cost. Thus, the block economic value (BV) is
calculated for each possible destination.
If a block is sent to the processing plant,

Because it is hard to solve the entire problem of overall open
pit planning in one step, the traditional planning process
(which has been in use by the industry since the 1960s)
divides the main problem into several sub-problems, such as
determination of the ultimate pit limit, pushback generation,
scheduling, blending, and cut-off grade optimization. Over
time, approaches have been developed to optimize these
decisions individually. For instance, Lerchs and Grosmann
(1965) created an algorithm that guarantees optimality with
respect to defining pit limits that maximize undiscounted
cash flow. They also proposed a technique for creating nested
pits to guide the creation of pushbacks. Subsequent
improvements on this have been made (for example, Picard
(1976), Hockbaum and Chen (2000), and Amankwah,
Larsson, and Textorius (2014)). However, this approach has
three problems: (1) it considers a fixed cut-off grade that
depends on an arbitrary delineation between waste and ore;
(2) it uses notional prices in determining the nested pits; and
(3) it incorporates the piecemeal approach to the entire
optimization problem, thus disregarding the temporal
interaction of resource requirements (Newman et al., 2010).

The slope angle depends on the region: 45° for a bearing
between 0° and 120°; 35° for a bearing between 120° and
240°; and 30° for a bearing between 240° and 360°. The
mining and processing capacities were 55 and 36.5 Mt/a,
respectively. Table I summarizes the main economic and
technical parameters.

   

;3=>3754,

In 1968, Johnson presented a general mathematical
formulation based on mixed integer programming as the
solution to the block scheduling problem that defines when a
block should be extracted, if it is to be extracted, and the
destination to which it should be sent. This formulation
represented a great advance with the incorporation of a ‘time’
factor, that is, all decisions on a period are taken considering
the implications for the others, thus considering the temporal
interaction of resources requirements. Furthermore,
discounting can be used to more accurately reflect the value
of a block as a function of its extraction date and the cut-off
grade definition made dynamic.
This would be the most ideal method to solve open pit
block scheduling problems were it not for its computational
complexity and the excessive processing time required to
generate the solutions. These issues prevent the application
of these techniques in large models. To obtain a reasonable
resolution time, many variations of this method have been
proposed (see, for example, Chicoisne et al. (2012) and
Cullenbine, Wood, and Newman (2011)).

The methodology used in this study was to develop a
strategic planning project using the Whittle software package
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BV = (Metal price – Selling cost) x
Metal grade x Metal recovery x
Tonnage – (Mines cost + Processing cost) x Tonnage

If a block is sent to the waste dump,
BV = – (Mine cost + Processing cost) x Tonnage

Table I

28980<2>;94>7=2-9<2;6>);:;0=7=:3
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Iron price
Iron recovery
Selling cost
Processing cost
Mining cost
Discount rate
Mining capacity
Processing capacity

70
0.9
18
9.45
4.5
0.1
55
36.5

US$/t
US$/t
US$/t
US$/t
Mt/a
Mt/a

Bearing

Slope

0–120°
120–240°
240–360°

45°
35°
30°

Slope angle
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 Scheduling using a renowned software package in the
mineral industry (Deswik). This software package is
very flexible, as it gives autonomy and freedom to the
planner to perform scheduling. To reproduce what is
done in industry, medium-term scheduling was
conducted considering operational issues, such as the
maximum number of resources (excavators), their
mining rate and utilization, the maximum number of
mining fronts, and the access and bench level
considered when assigning priorities. To create
dependencies, constraints were placed on bench face
angle, and the main objective was to keep the mining
rate around 55 Mt/a, with 36.5 Mt/a being sent to the
processing plant. Table II shows some constraints that
were applied to medium-term planning.
 Scheduling with DBS. DBS always seeks to maximize
the NPV. It is not flexible regarding existing
constraints, and a lack of such constraints may yield
non-operational results, such as the extraction of
blocks very distant from one another.
 Scheduling using Deswik aided by DBS. This is an
attempt, shown in this study, which seeks to use the
results of DBS to adjust the sequencing generated by
Deswik to add economic value while remaining
operational. This was done as follows: the extracting
period assigned to each block by DBS was analysed
visually. Then, extraction-period sectors of blocks were
manually defined. This sectorization was done
according to the proximity of blocks with the same
extraction period, e.g. if a block with extraction period
of 1 is surrounded by blocks with extraction period of
2, then this block will be add into the second extraction
period sector.

=35673>;94>4<32533<89
The strategic planning of the whole project produced the lifeof-mine production plan, shown in Figure 1. The low
          

stripping ratio is justified by the fact that the mine is already
in operation and most of the overburden has already been
removed.
Based on this result, the mass extracted in the first five
years (approximately 281 Mt) was taken to be medium-term
sequenced in another software package. Figure 2 shows this
mass highlighted in red; the blocks that belong to the final pit
are shown green, and the remaining blocks of the block
model in blue.
The red blocks were rescheduled using the Deswik
software package to obtain an annual plan that complies with
intermediate targets that have already been defined. Figure 3
shows this scheduling in which blocks to be extracted in that
specific period are pink, and the green region represents the
remaining mass for the period.

Table II

=4<507=:0>28937:;<973
(;:;0=7=:

';65=

Number of excavators
Excavator mining rate (t/h)
Utilization
Max. mining fronts

4
1570
100%
4
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with nested pits based on a revenue factor (factor multiplying
the ore price) between 0.6 and 1.0, while the definition of the
ultimate pit limit and subsequent selection of pushbacks were
made based on the planner’s experience. A sequencing
algorithm based on ‘Milawa Balanced’ was used, which aims
to optimize the utilization of resources, as it is the most
commonly used algorithm in the mining industry. Therefore,
the output from the strategic plan was the ultimate pit and
how the pushbacks were to be mined.
With the strategic planning taken care of, the mediumterm planning was then conducted. Medium-term planning
differs from strategic planning in its level of sophistication. It
is important to ensure that the intermediate targets to be
achieved over shorter periods of time are operationally
feasible; once these are achieved, they can contribute to
achieving a strategic objective (e.g. the excavator mining rate
in tons per hour is an intermediate target that, once complied
with, can help to achieve the desirable quantity of material
mined in a year). For comparison purposes, evaluating the
performance of medium-term plans in the initial years of
mining is enough. Therefore, only the sector that corresponds
approximately to the first five years of mining was selected
and scheduled in three different ways:

Application of optimized models through direct block scheduling in tranditional mine planning
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Scheduling of the same mass was performed using DBS,
as shown in Figure 4. Note the colour scale to distinguish the
periods of extraction of the blocks. Because this methodology
is not based on nested pits, blocks extracted during the same
period may be very far from each other. To fix that and use
DBS as a medium-term planner, operational and physical
constraints such as the horizontal and vertical rates of
advance, the minimum mining width, and the maximum
number of mining fronts, as well as resource characteristics
such as the mining rate, utilization, and availability should
be implemented.
To use the DBS results to aid the scheduling process
reported in schedule (iii) above, the blocks in Deswik were
manually divided into sectors defined according to the
highest proportion of blocks with the same extraction period
(shown in Figure 5). These sectors were used as a priority in
mining. All constraints, priorities, and dependencies created
in production plan (i) were also fulfilled. The final scheduling
is shown in Figure 6, in which blocks to be extracted in that
specific period are pink, and the green region represents the
remaining mass. Note the difference between Figures 3 and 6
and see how the scheduling of the blocks changes.
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Figures 7, 8, and 9 as well as Tables III, IV, and V show
the results in terms of tonnage, economic value, stripping
ratio, and iron grade of each scheduling way: plans (i), (ii),
and (iii).
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Table III
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
16.7

16.0
16.0
6.4
3.1
2.3
0.7
0.8

52.5
52.5
42.9
39.6
38.8
37.2
17.1

0.44
0.44
0.18
0.08
0.06
0.02
0.05

49.46
47.47
46.94
47.94
47.48
50.55
48.36

1.90
2.64
3.26
7.05
7.20
8.68
6.84

34.97
33.81
40.41
44.75
45.08
49.78
46.39

262
228
262
294
289
349
137

238
426
623
823
1000
1200
1270

235.7

45.3

280.6

1820

1270

Total

Table IV
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.4
10.9

2.3
8.6
8.1
4.7
6.6
8.6
15.2

38.7
45.1
44.6
41.2
43.1
45.1
26.1

0.06
0.24
0.22
0.13
0.18
0.24
1.39

58.48
53.53
50.65
47.38
44.90
43.32
35.28

10.44
2.86
3.82
4.65
2.53
3.93
14.04

55.70
43.87
42.10
42.54
38.41
35.78
22.94

481
364
317
277
226
192
-19.7

438
739
977
1170
1310
1410
1400

229.8

54.1

283.9

0.24

1840

1400

Total

Table V
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
36.5
16.3

16.0
16.0
6.7
3.3
1.0
1.4
0.9

52.5
52.5
43.2
39.8
37.5
37.9
17.2

0.44
0.44
0.18
0.09
0.03
0.04
0.05

49.87
47.56
47.11
47.95
48.85
49.49
46.17

1.92
2.21
3.70
6.90
8.15
8.87
10.25

35.26
33.74
40.35
44.56
47.72
47.99
44.33

269
229
263
293
319
328
120

244
434
631
832
1030
1210
1280

Total

235.3

45.3

280.6

1820

1280
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From the comparison of the results, it is clear that in plan
(ii), when trying to maximize the NPV, the DBS delays the
removal of overburden and tries to achieve a decreasing
undiscounted value over time while increasing the stripping
ratio. As there is a constraint to mine all blocks, the last
period has more waste to mine and a negative economic
value, causing the cumulated NPV to decrease. In plan (i),
however, the biggest concern is that the plan should obey
certain mining priorities and operational constraints. The
stripping ratio is decreased while the total mass is mined (the
small difference of 0.01% in total tonnage mined between the
production plans is due to design operationalization). The
result of plan (iii), therefore, is a combined action to comply
with priorities and medium-term constraints while trying to
increase the total value. Table VI shows the NPV of each
production plan.
Scheduling by DBS plan (ii) has a NPV increase of
10.57% compared with traditional scheduling (i). However,
plan (ii) is an operationally unfeasible scheduling, and there
is no way of knowing if there is any real improvement.
However, the combined sequencing (iii) increases the NPV by
0.43%; this improvement is real and possible to comply with.
As the stripping ratios of plan (i) and (iii) are almost the
same, the increase in NPV is mostly due to the slightly higher
iron grade in years 1 to 5; this is a smooth variation in iron
grade over time, as it can be seen in Figure 10.

892653<89
It has become clear that the conventional method based on
nested pits is no longer the ideal method of mine planning.
However, although DBS can provide the best economic results
possible, the current state of the DBS method means that it is
not the most ideal method to plan mining either. Software
programmes based on DBS techniques still lack important
operational parameters and thus yield unfeasible results.

Until computer technologies are advanced enough to
tackle these restrictions, a way must be found to take
maximum advantage of the benefits of the current tools.
The main objective of this study was to verify the use of
the DBS technique to improve medium-term results while
maintaining the flexibility adjustments and operational
feasibility provided by software based on conventional
planning methodology. The technique used herein, which is
the simplest possible, consisted of a visual definition of
priority sectors based on the extraction period for the largest
proportion of blocks in each sector according to results
provided by DBS. An increase in economic output of 0.43%
was obtained. The results could potentially be improved
further through the compartmentalization of blocks by means
of aggregation techniques not based on human subjectivity,
such as visual analysis.

2"986=41=0=973
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Natural tourmaline as an efficient
alternative to ceramic-type material for
plasma spraying
by P. Ctibor*, B. Nevrlá*†, Z. Pala*, and L. Vrtiška‡

Expensive synthetic materials with top-quality properties are often used to
prepare coatings deposited by plasma spraying. Such high quality is not
needed for a variety of end-user applications. We selected natural mineral
tourmaline as an inexpensive alternative material and sprayed it
successfully, forming a ceramic-like coating. The experimental powder for
spraying was as-mined tourmaline schorl, and was only crushed and sieved
to the appropriate size for plasma spraying with a hybrid water-argon
stabilized plasma torch (WSP-H). Deposits on metallic and ceramic
substrates, as well as self-supporting plates and samples annealed in air at
1 000°C, were further studied by optical microscopy, X-ray diffraction,
thermal and mechanical analysis, and optical reflectance tests. The results
showed that the coatings are highly porous (44 ± 8% in the most extreme
case) and partly amorphous tourmaline is always formed by plasma
spraying. The crystallinity depended on the process parameters. During
subsequent annealing, tourmaline decomposed to a mullite-like phase and
haematite; this process was accompanied by a microhardness increase, in
spite of retained microstructure defects. Plasma spraying of a material with
structurally bonded water and with incongruent melting, where both factors
are considered as major disadvantages, was demonstrated.
B?'%9;2:
plasma spraying, tourmaline, crystallinity, annealing.

A8<;9216<=98
Tourmaline (schorl), a mineral with the
general chemical formula
NaFe3Al6(BO3)3Si6O18(OH,F)4, melts
incongruently at temperatures varying roughly
from 1 050 to 1 200°C (Henderson, 1971). For
the iron-rich types, the melting temperature
decreases with increasing content of iron or
magnesium. The density is 2.8 to 3.3 g.cm-3
(similar to e.g. diopside) depending on actual
iron-richness. Homogeneous glass can be
prepared from iron-rich tourmaline by
quenching from about 1 550°C.
Tourmaline in the single crystal form is
piezoelectric (Hawkins, MacKinnon, and
Schneeberger, 1995). Tourmaline can also be
used in chemical catalysis. A commercial dye,
Argazol blue, in an aqueous solution can be
effectively discoloured by a mineral-catalysed
Fenton-like system of schorl (Fe-containing
variety of tourmaline) and H2O2 (Xu et al.,
2009). In another work by the same team a
discoloration of Rhodamine B dyeing
wastewater is described (Xu, Prasad, and Liu,
2009b).
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Liu et al. (2008) deposited a tourmaline
film about 170 nm thick on glass by ion beam.
However, tourmaline had never been
processed by plasma spray before this work.
Processing of materials that melt incongruently
(in the case of tourmaline this is it mainly
because of the OH group in its structure) is a
challenge for the plasma spray technique with
its typical rapid quenching. Due to the
processing parameters used, rather than
production of piezoelectric parts, we targeted
our spray campaign onto environmental
barriers or ultra-low weight ceramic parts.
Plasma spraying offers deposition of
silicate glasses on many kinds of substrates
without thermal damage to the substrate
(Cojocaru et al., 2013; Salimijazi et al., 2012;
Wang et al., 2012). Various silicates already
have well-established applications but these
single-phase ceramics require sintering at a
high temperature, which is sometimes a
serious drawback. Since silicates are reliable,
inexpensive, and easy to process (Zhang et al.,
2014), investigation of multi-phase silicates is
also useful because these include natural
geomaterials. Moreover, plasma spraying can
offer selective evaporation of some unwanted
admixtures (impurities) (Ctibor, Brožek, and
Hofman, 2003; Rykalin and Kudinov, 1976).
In our material the OH group and partly also F
and Na tended to preferentially evaporate.
Tourmaline is studied as a candidate material
for possible replacement of high-melting-point
synthetic silicates, since tourmaline is an
inexpensive geomaterial with a low melting
point.

Natural tourmaline as an efficient alternative to ceramic-type material for plasma spraying
Also, synthetic ceramic materials such as
Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-Pb(Zr0.48Ti0.52)O3 exhibit incongruent
melting, which makes plasma spraying difficult (Liu et al.,
2017).
The novelty of our research was to spray material with
chemically bound water in its structure and exhibiting
incongruent melting. Plasma spraying of a material
combining both these obstacles has, according our
knowledge, not been previously reported. Since the bound
water is responsible for the incongruent melting, the key
factor is to find spay parameters for melting maximum
amounts of the powder mass.

C.?;=7?8<>4
 
The samples were produced using a high feed rate plasma
spray system with a hybrid stabilization by two media –
water and argon WSP-H (IPP, Prague, Czech Republic)
(Jenista et al., 2011). This system operates at arc power up to
160 kW and can process a large amount of material per hour.
Natural as-mined tourmaline was crushed and sieved to
obtain the feedstock powder for spraying. This powder had a
size distribution of 63–125 μm, which is required by the
features of the WSP-H system plasma jet. Plasma spray
parameters were adjusted using observation of single splats
sprayed on non-treated surfaces of laboratory glass.


Stainless steel coupons, as well as ceramic tiles, were used as
substrates for coating. The substrates were grit-blasted
before spraying. The substrates were preheated to 300°C just
before spraying. The preheated substrate provides a better
platform for the coating crystallization and reduces the
amount of amorphous phase formed in the coating due to the
slightly prolonged quenching time of individual droplets
(Fauchais et al., 2004). Spreading of splats is also enhanced
(Fauchais et al., 2004). The powder was fed in by
compressed air through two injectors. The thickness of the
deposited coating was from 0.5 to 2 mm. To form selfsupporting plates (SSP), several deposits were later removed
from the substrate by thermal cycling at approximately
–170°C to +100°C.

 
Annealing of the as-sprayed SSP and some coatings on
ceramic tiles was carried out in air in a laboratory furnace
using two regimes. In both regimes, the temperature was set
to 1 000°C, and heating as well as cooling were done at a rate
of 7 K/min. Dwell time was 30 minutes in the first case and 8
hours in the other case. Annealing temperature was chosen
on the basis of the thermal analysis results so as to be above
the tourmaline transformation temperature. The short and
long dwell times were chosen in order to observe how much
the annealing process changes the microstructure,
crystallinity, and mechanical aspects of tourmaline.

  
 
Powder samples of the feedstock and sprayed SSP, as well as
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the coatings, were analysed by X-ray diffraction. The aim
was to obtain information about the crystalline phases, their
amounts, and degree of crystallinity. All samples were
measured in the same manner on Bruker D8 Advance
diffractometer in Bragg-Brentano geometry with Cu-Kα
radiation and a 1D LynxEye detector. Precise alignment of
the sample surfaces was done by laser. Topas software
version 4.2 was used for quantitative Rietveld analysis. The
amorphous material was assumed to be of the same chemical
composition, so the crystallinity was computed from integral
intensities of crystalline phases and amorphous haloes only.

   
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) curves were obtained by
simultaneous thermal analyser (TG-DTA, Bähr, Germany)
using a B-type thermocouple. A heating rate of 10 K/min was
applied up to 1 100°C in a dynamic argon atmosphere (flow
rate 5 l/h). The weight of the feedstock powder was 30 mg
and was measured in an alumina crucible. The results were
corrected by blank subtraction.


Samples were sectioned using a diamond cutting blade and
cross-sections were mounted in a low-viscosity resin.
Metallographically polished cross-sections were prepared
from as-deposited SSP samples. Grinding and polishing of the
samples was carried out using an automatic polishing system
Tegramin-25 (Struers, Denmark). Cross-sections of the
samples were observed under a light microscope Neophot 32
(Carl Zeiss SMT, Germany).

     
Porosity was studied by optical microscopy on polished crosssections. Micrographs were taken with a CCD camera and
processed using image analysis (IA) software (Lucia G,
Laboratory Imaging, Czech Republic). Porosity levels were
determined by IA based on differentiating between porosity
and bulk coating by the grey levels. Ten images of
microstructures taken from various areas of the cross-section
for each sample were analysed. In addition to a simple
quantification of porosity, other porosity features of selected
coatings were also examined. Density was determined by
Archimedes’ principle (water immersion).
Vickers microhardness of the coatings was measured on
polished cross-sections using an optical microscope equipped
with a Hanemann head and Vickers indenter using a 1 N load
applied over 15 seconds. The mean value of the
microhardness was calculated as an average from 20
indentations.
Surface roughness was determined by a contact method
using the Surtronic 3P (Taylor-Hobson, UK) apparatus on a
length of 13 mm repeated five times on various parallel
tracks.


The slurry abrasion response (SAR) of coatings was
measured with respect to ASTM G 75-95 (ASTM, 1995).
The SAR test is based on measuring the mass loss rate
of a standard-shaped block (7.5 mm × 12 mm × 25 mm)
immersed in a slurry. The test was run for more than
9 000 m in four equal increments, with the mass loss being
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measured at the end of each increment. The applied force was
22 N per specimen. After each run the specimens were
ultrasonically cleaned and weighed. The slurry consisted of
150 g of water and 150 g of alumina powder with a particle
size of 40–50 μm. Accuracy of the measurement was
approximately ±5%. The results were expressed as inverse
wear rate (IWR), which represents the length of path
necessary to remove one cubic millimeter of material. The
higher the IWR, the better the wear resistance.

 
Reflectance measurement in this work was performed using
an ultraviolet/visible/near-infrared (UV/Vis/NIR)
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu, Japan). Prior to the
measurement a calibration process was conducted using a
BaSO4 reference mirror in order to minimize the error from
the environment. The accuracy guaranteed by the
manufacturer is ±0.3 nm, independent of actual wavelength,
and the uncertainty of measurement was less than 0.2%. The
wavelength of incident light used for the reflectance
measurement was in a range from 250 nm to 2 000 nm and
the measured area was about 2 cm2.

?:14<:@>82@2=:61::=98
The WSP-H system allows adjustment of the feeding distance
(FD), which is the axial position of the powder injector with
respect to the plasma nozzle. Figure 1 depicts single splats
sprayed from four different spray distances at a fixed feeding
distance of 40 mm. For the shortest spray distance (SD), a
plasma nozzle to substrate stand-off of 300 mm, the splats

were fragmented, which indicates impact at too high a
temperature and at an unacceptably high velocity. When the
SD was set to 400 mm or 450 mm, the splats frequently
bounced off (the central part of the splat is absent or
damaged) because of low impact temperature and velocity. At
a medium SD of 350 mm the splats were surrounded by long
‘fingers’, but only in this case was the central part
completely solid. This indicated that the most suitable
conditions for coating build-up are at SD 350 mm.
However, the characteristics of single splats is not the
only consideration for process optimization, because the
cooling regime is not easily transferable to a different
substrate material. Free-flight particles (FFP, i.e. particles
passing through the plasma but not impacting the glass
substrate) were observed also.
Figure 2 shows the appearance of FFP from two markedly
different FDs. At the short FD (40 mm) the particles were
well spheroidized, which signifies proper melting. At the long
FD (80 mm) a larger amount of less well spheroidized
particles was present. The incongruent melting was
responsible for the dramatic difference among various
particles collected at FD 40 mm (Figure 3). Many of them
were foam-like with internal porosity. The mixture of wholly
molten and partly molten particles, several of which were
foam-like, is a suitable basis for production of porous, ultralow weight coatings.
For coating production, FD varied between 40 mm and
100 mm and the SD varied between 250 mm and 350 mm. A
combination of FD 100 mm and SD 250 mm was used as
well, not based on the previously described optimization but
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in order to minimize the trajectory length where the hot
powder is surrounded by reactive air.
A representative microstructure of as-sprayed tourmaline
cross-section is shown in Figure 4. A lamellar structure,
typical for plasma sprayed coatings, is suppressed by a large
amount of pores and unmelted or prematurely re-solidified
particles in the coating. Multiple cracks and predominantly
globular pores were also observed.
The porosity (Table I) as measured by IA was lower for
FD40/SD350 coating and extremely high for FD90/SD250
coating. The equivalent diameter (ED, i.e. mean size) of pores
for the second coating was about 15 times smaller than the
maximum. The number of pores per square millimeter was
only 670, whereas for other coatings from natural mineral
feedstock it was typically much higher (Table I). This means
that tourmaline pores are large and, compared to olivines
(Ctibor et al., 2015a), not very frequent. The specific weight
determined by Archimedes’ principle was higher for the
FD40/SD350 coating and lower for the FD90/SD250 coating.

The specific weight is always markedly lower than for
tourmaline mineral.
The wear resistance for the ‘low porosity’ coating
FD40/SD350 was much lower than for other sprayed silicates
such as basalt or garnet (Table I).
The phases present were quantified by Rietveld analysis
of the XRD patterns of the feedstock powder. The powder
was composed of 97.2% tourmaline, 1.3% rutile (TiO2), and
1.5% phlogopite – a brown mica with chemical formula
KMg3(Si3Al)O10(OH,F)2. As opposed to the feedstock
powder, which was fully crystalline, the material after
spraying was partly amorphous (a halo located between 18°
and 38° 2θ in the XRD pattern) with the crystalline phase
content varying depending on the FD/SD combination (Figure
5). The crystalline part of the material exhibited one phase
only – tourmaline.
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Table I
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Tourmaline FD40/SD350

16 ± 3

8.7 ± 0.6

1145

1.67

14.7

Tourmaline
FD90/SD250

44 ± 8

10.5 ± 1.0
(149 ± 27)

670

1.18

n.a.
63

Olivine

14

7.3

990–1170

n.a.

Garnet

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

45

Basalt

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

38–42
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880 ± 10°C.
Reflectance results are displayed in Figure 8. Surfaces of
the as-sprayed and annealed (30 minutes) FD40/SD350 and
FD100/SD250 coatings were compared in a wavelength range
250 nm to 2000 nm. Local maxima at about 1450 nm and
1950 nm were attributed to adsorbed water (ambient
moisture) and were present in all materials. The flat region
between 830 nm and 1000 nm is an instrumental artifact.
The FD40/SD350 coating had a reflectance about 10% (of
that of the BaSO4 standard) through most of the observed
wavelength range. After annealing, the reflectance partly
increased in the range below 1450 nm. In this range it was
similar to the as-sprayed FD100/SD250 coating. The
F100/SD250 coating was markedly changed by annealing. In
the whole visible band and mainly in the infrared band, the
reflectivity increased markedly to about 30%. This
corresponds with its reddish colour (Figure 9), which is
caused by haematite.
After annealing, the microstructure was almost
unchanged (Figure 10). After 30 minutes the coating on a
ceramic tile (left) was still porous and the extremely large
pores tended to cluster together. After 8 hours the SSP tended
to show pore clustering and reorientation into lines parallel
with the former substrate. This sample would very likely
delaminate when exposed to long-term heating.
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In general, the longer the FD and the shorter the SD, the
greater the degree of crystallinity. This verified that the
combination of long FD and short SD used to minimize the
trajectory length where the dwell time in a molten state is
minimized was an efficient way of obtaining a predominantly
crystalline coating.
The surface roughness parameter Ra is displayed in
Figure 6. The values between 20 μm and 40 μm are
comparable with e.g. WSP (a similar spray technique to WSPH) sprayed TiO2 (Ctibor, Sedlacek, and Pala, 2016) or WSPsprayed Ce:YAG (Ctibor et al., 2014), and slightly lower than
WSP-sprayed natural diopside (Ctibor et al., 2015b). For low
SD the roughness increases with higher FD. A combination of
FD 100 with SD 250 yielded the highest roughness. This is
an indication of slowly impacting particles. Crystallinity of the
sample FD100/SD250 was the highest, therefore the slow
impact led to longer cooling and to crystallization at nonovercooling conditions.
Chemical resistance was tested by immersing a piece of
plasma-sprayed SSP (sample FD60/SD250) in nitric acid. A
commercial 65% solution of HNO3 in water was used and the
duration of the test was 100 hours. The low specific weight of
the sprayed tourmaline (less than 1.5 g.cm-3) resulted in its
floating on the acid surface. However, after 18 hours it
started to sink and at the end of the test it was lying on the
base of the flask. This indicates certain chemical changes,
most probably leaching.
The initial crystallinity of this sample, about 27% (Figure
5), decreased after leaching to 14.5%. However, the
diffraction pattern corresponded strictly to tourmaline. Also,
the amorphous fraction of the material was preferentially
leached, which led to an increase in specific weight since the
crystalline material was commonly heavier.
XRD phase analysis of the sample annealed for 8 hours
revealed the presence of boromullite (Al9BSi2O19) and
haematite (Fe2O3). On annealing, Na, F, and OH groups were
released from the original tourmaline
(NaFe3Al6(BO3)3Si6O18(OH,F)4) phase. Incorporation of
boron into the mullite-like phase was reported by Henderson
(1971). The other elements were incorporated in new phases.
The transformation temperature of the original tourmaline
powder was revealed by an endothermic peak on the DTA
curve with onset at 890°C (Figure 7), which is in good
agreement with values in the literature (Henderson, 1971):
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The microhardness increased markedly with annealing
(Table II). This is due to the formation of new phases, namely
boromullite. A hardness value for boromullite could not be
found, but mullite has a Vickers microhardness up to 15 GPa
(Shackelford and Doremus, 2008).

&98641:=98:
Tourmaline is an inexpensive natural material that can be
successfully processed by the plasma spray technique to form
self-supporting plates stripped from steel substrates or
coatings on metallic and ceramic substrates. This study
demonstrated this ability using a novel hybrid water-argon
stabilized plasma spray system WSP-H. Despite the
disordered structural character (phase composition containing
chemically bonded water, incongruent melting, as well as
microstructural homogeneity), plasma-deposited tourmaline
exhibited relatively good chemical resistance in nitric acid
(65% HNO3 in water). The porosity of the deposits was very
high and the material was partly amorphous after spraying,
with the crystallinity being dependent on a combination of
feeding and spraying distances. The observed mechanical
properties of the as-sprayed tourmaline are due to its high
porosity. Therefore, tourmaline is not fully comparable with
other silicates. In particular, the wear resistance of tourmaline
was low. Microstructural modification by annealing, i.e.
crystallization into phases without OH groups, appeared to be
not favourable in terms of defect healing, probably due to the
incongruent melting caused also by other impurities.
However, the microhardness increased markedly because of
the formation of new harder phases.
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Table II
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FD40/SD350
FD90/SD250
Annealed 30 min, FD90/SD250
Annealed 8 h, FD90/SD250

8.7 ± 1.4
9.3 ± 0.9
12.7 ± 1.2
13.5 ± 1.6
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The Wits Club, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
The object of the interactive workshop is to address the more complex application of the codes through case studies. It will
be assumed that the participants are fully conversant with the SAMREC and SAMVAL codes and are able to discuss their
perspective on aspects of the case studies. The emphasis will be on being able to face one’s peers and include both compliance
and best practice aspects of the codes.
The workshop will take the form of group discussions of various case studies to facilitate discussion. Various topics have
been selected and will be discussed in conjunction with discussions around Precious Metals, Coal, Diamonds and Valuation
covering Exploration Results, Mineral Resources, Mineral Reserves and Valuations.
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The 9TH Southern African Base Metals Conference

9–12 July 2018
Avani Victoria Falls Resort, Livingstone, Zambia

SAIMM is proud to host the Second Copper Cobalt Africa
Conference in the heart of Africa
To be held in Livingstone, Zambia, this anticipated and
prestigious event provides a unique forum for discussion,
sharing of experience and
knowledge, and networking for
all those interested in the
processing of copper and cobalt
in an African context, in one of
the world’s most spectacular
settings - the Victoria Falls.
The African Copper Belt is
again experiencing a resurgence of activity following the
commodity downturn of recent years. A significant proportion
of capital spending, project development, operational
expansions, and metal value production in the Southern
African mining industry take place in this region. The geology
and mineralogy of the ores are significantly different to those
in other major copper-producing regions of the world, often
having very high grades as well as the presence of cobalt.
Both mining and metallurgy present some unique challenges,
not only in the technical arena, but also with respect to
logistics and supply chain, human capital, community
engagement, and legislative issues. This conference provides a
platform for discussion of a range of topics, spanning the
value chain from exploration, projects, through mining and
processing, to recycling and secondary value addition.
For international participants, this conference offers an ideal
opportunity to gain in-depth knowledge of and exposure to
the African copper and cobalt industries, and to better
understand the various facets of mining and processing in this
part of the world.
Jointly hosted by the
Mining and Metallurgy
Technical
Programme
Committees
of
the
Southern African Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy
(SAIMM), this conference
aims to:
 Promote dialogue between the mining and metallurgical
disciplines on common challenges facing the industry
 Enhance understanding of new and existing technologies
that can lead to safe and optimal resource utilization

Encourage participation and build capacity amongst young
and emerging professionals from the Copper Belt region.
The organizing committee looks forward to your
participation.
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Influence of additives on the
devolatilization product yield of typical
South African coals, and effect on tar
composition
by N.C. Bean*, J.R. Bunt†, C.A. Strydom‡, H.W.J.P. Neomagus†,
D. van Niekerk*, and B.B. Hattingh§

.7;19@9
South African coal is mainly used for electricity generation by means of
pulverized fuel combustion and liquid fuels production via indirect
gasification technology and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. In order to expand
the utilization potential with regard to the production of high-value
compounds, the effect of in situ organic/inorganic salts on the
devolatilization behaviour and product spectrum of tars derived from three
typical South African coals was investigated. Potassium-based salts and
alumina were chosen as additives, based on numerous literature citations
stating that these were successful in catalysing coal char devolatilization
reactions and influencing tar quantity and quality. Using a modified Fischer
Assay analysis experimental method, the solid and liquid product yields
were determined at a temperature of 520°C. An increase in additive loading
decreased the yield of liquid products by up to 50%, while the char yield
increased by up to 10%. The quality of the liquid products formed was also
affected by an increase in additive load, with the resultant tars having a
lighter average molecular weight and a lower average boiling point,
indicating significant changes in the product composition. Due to the
potential for the production of high-value chemicals from coal, a study of
this nature represents a significant insight into the devolatilization
behaviour of typical South African coal, and could serve as a precursor for
the development of a technology capable of producing high-value chemicals
as well as a coal-derived char suitably catalysed for gasification to produce
synthesis gas.
>.);=:9
coal, char reactivity, devolatilization, tar, mineral additives.

bituminous, sub-bituminous, and lignite ranks
(vitrinite-rich); this wide variety of rank is
also the case with many of the world’s other
top producers of coal, as reported by the World
Coal Institute (2008). As a result, most
previous studies (especially those done outside
of South Africa) are not applicable to the highinertinite, high-ash bituminous coals from this
region. Previous studies performed in South
Africa were not focused on the devolatilization
products, but investigated the process of
devolatilization with regard to South African
coals (Beukman, 2009). Due to the potential
for the production of high-value chemicals
from coal, it is deemed appropriate to
investigate the effect of extraneous additives
on the quantity and composition of the tars
that can be derived from South African coal
when pyrolised at a slow heating rate in the
presence of an alkali metal catalyst. Should the
tar yield be reduced due to additive addition,
and lighter products be formed, then this could
be seen as a positive step toward the
production of valuable chemicals from coal.

@<>=?<2=>A=>-@>)A?7:A<5>;=.

In this study, three coal samples from the
Witbank area of South Africa were specifically
chosen with a range of maceral content.
Previous studies investigating the effect of
inorganic additives on devolatilization have
found that several additives affect the amount
of volatiles derived from the studied coal (Liu
et al., 2004; Ahmad et al., 2009; Wu,
Sugimoto, and Kawashima, 2003). Studies
investigating the effect of operational
conditions (temperature, pressure, and heating
rate) on the devolatilization product
composition have found that changing these
conditions will also influence the product yield
and composition (Juntgen and van Heeck,
1977; Rennhack, 1964; Peters and Bertling,
1965). The importance of studying coals from
South Africa becomes apparent when
comparing coals from this region to coals that
are mined in other regions. Coals from North
America are spread between anthracite,
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When coal is heated in an inert atmosphere
(absence of oxygen), water vaporization and
devolatilization takes place (Bell, Towler, and
Fan, 2011). This is the initial step in any coal
conversion process, where up to 70% of the
initial coal weight can be lost (Solomon and

Influence of additives on the devolatilization product yield of typical South African coals
Hamblen, 1985). At temperatures lower than 350°C, mostly
vaporization takes place (Ladner, 1988). When coal reaches
temperatures above 320°C, bonds between carbon and
oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur break and fragmentation
occurs. This process is called pyrolysis. The four main
products formed during pyrolysis are water vapour, gas, char,
and tar (Fuchs and Sandhoff, 1942; Solomon and Hamblen,
1985). Fragments are created by the breaking of labile bonds
between aromatic clusters (Shadle, Berry, and Syamlal,
2002). These fragments are unstable, but pyrolyse further to
stable compounds (Ahmad et al., 2009; Bell, Towler, and
Fan, 2011; Liu et al., 2004). Low molecular-weight
components vaporize and escape the coal particles in the form
of tar and gas. The high molecular-weight components do not
vaporize and re-attach to the coal lattice (Fletcher et al.,
1992). All the components with a molecular weight higher
than C6 are defined as tars, whereas those lighter than C6 (of
which CO, CO2, CH4, C2H6, and H2O are the most significant)
are defined as the gas. Both tar and gas are in the vapour
phase during pyrolysis (Chen and Wen, 1979).
Primary and secondary devolatilzsation reactions occur
when devolatilizing at high temperatures (Ladner, 1988).
During primary devolatilization the weak bridges break to
form the fragments, as discussed above. Further consumption
of hydrogen from hydroaromatic or aliphatic functionalities
will increase the hydrogen content in the aromatics. Alkyl
aromatics, alkyl radicals, and aromatic ring structures are
subsequently formed due to the breakage of hydrocarbon
linkages (Wanzl, 1988). These molecules have a low
molecular weight and vaporize to light oils and low
molecular-weight tars (Smith et al., 1994). It has been found
that secondary tar reactions during pyrolysis result in the
formation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) (Nelson
et al., 1988; Smith et al., 1994). The aromaticity of the
formed tar is greatly affected by the amount of mono- and
polyaromatic units, which are formed by phenols and
aliphatic molecules present in the tar. C3 and C4 olefins
undergo Diels-Alder cyclization reactions to form cycloolefins (Cypres and Soudan-Moinet, 1980). Further reactions
during secondary stages cause the formation of CH4 (from
methyl groups), HCN (from nitrogen species), CO (from
ethers), and H2 (ring structure condensation reactions)
(Kristiansen, 1996).
As discussed earlier, devolatilization behaviour has been
shown to be most affected by the operating temperature (Hu
et al., 2004), where an increase in operating temperature will
result in an increase in volatile yield; but a large range of
product compositions can be present (Hu et al., 2004;
Kandiyoti, Herod, and Bartle, 2006; Kristiansen, 1996;
Ladner, 1988). The reactivity of the chars formed during the
pyrolysis step has been found to decrease with an increase in
final pyrolysis temperature (Haykiri-Acma, Yaman, and
Kucukayrak, 2012). For slow heating rates of 5–10°C/min,
certain maximum tar and liquor values are observed in a
range of 525–575°C (Öztas and Yürüm, 2000; Yaw et al.,
1980). Temperatures above this range result in a decrease in
tar and liquor yield, while gaseous species formation starts to
be favoured more (Speight, 1994). This phenomena, and the
influence on the quality and quantity of products, is
discussed in a review study by Ladner (1988), comparing
high-temperature (900–1000°C) and low-temperature (400-
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750°C) pyrolysis. Liquor, light oils, and tar yields were found
to be lower for the high-temperature pyrolysis, whereas gas
and char yields were higher. The compositional differences
can be seen in Table I. At temperatures above 800°C, the
most predominant tars formed are PAH with up to five rings
(Nelson et al., 1988). This can also be seen in Table I by the
higher aromatic/phenol ratio observed at high-temperature
pyrolysis. From Table I it can further be seen that the lower
molecular-weight species are formed during hightemperature pyrolysis and can be attributed to the secondary
gas-phase degradation reactions taking place at higher
temperatures. The tar is also more aromatic in nature, with
unsubstituted PAH present at the higher pyrolysis
temperatures (Nelson et al., 1988).
Gaseous biomass or coal-derived tars, for example, can
react under inert conditions (thermal cracking) or with
components in the producer gas such as H2, H2O, or CO2
(gasification). The reaction rate of thermal cracking is such
that temperatures of approximately 1200°C or higher (also
depending on residence time) are needed to create a producer
gas with low tar concentrations. The rate of thermal cracking
of tars depends on the kind of tar. The rate decreases in the
series: biomass pyrolysis oils/tars > phenolic tar compounds
(phenol, cresol, naphthol) > pyrolysis tars from coal >
polycyclic aromatic tar compounds (anthracene,
phenanthrene, naphthalene, benzene). The rate of thermal
cracking also depends on the atmosphere in which the tars
are cracked because the gas phase components H2, H2O, and
CO2 play a role in the cracking reactions. H2O and/or CO2
increase the decomposition rate of tars, whereas H2 decreases
the rate. The aromatic rings of tars can also be hydrogenated,
which occurs only under hydrogasification conditions at high
partial pressures of H2. This leads to the production of CH4.

Table I
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H2
Hydrocarbons
CO
CO2
Other
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10
65
5
9
11

Paraffins
Olefins
Cyclo-paraffins
Cyclo-olefins
Aromatics
Other

46
16
8
9
16
5

BTX
Phenol
Cresols
Xylenols
Other phenols
Tar bases
Naphthalene
Other aromatics
Pitch

1.5
1.5
4.5
7.0
16.0
2.0
3.5
38.0
26.0
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H2
Hydrocarbons
CO
CO2
Other

)<A,
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)<A,

50
34
8
3
5

BTX
Alicyclics
Aliphatics

89
5
6

BTX
0.6
Phenols and cresols 1.6
Xylenols
0.5
Other phenols
1.0
Naphthalene
8.9
Anthracene
1.0
Other aromatics
24.6
Tar bases
1.8
Pitch
60.0
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(Liu et al., 2004). In several other studies to determine the
effect of inorganic material on devolatilization (without direct
loading onto the coal matrix), it was found that magnesium
was catalytically active; sodium, calcium, and potassium,
however, were ineffective. However, when sodium, calcium,
or potassium was loaded directly into the coal matrix these
species became highly active (Liu et al., 2004).
Three groups of catalyst materials have been applied in
biomass gasification systems – alkali metals, nonmetallic
oxides, and supported metallic oxides. Alkali metals are
thought to enhance the biomass gasification reactions and
therefore are considered primary catalysts and not tar
reforming catalysts. Alkali salts are mixed directly with the
biomass as it is fed into the gasifier. It is well known from
several fundamental studies of cellulose and biomass
pyrolysis that alkali metals enhance char formation reactions
during thermochemical conversion (Antal and Várhegyi,
1995; Raveendran, Ganesh, and Khilar, 1995, 1996; Richards
and Zheng, 1991). The nonmetallic and supported metallic
oxide catalysts are usually located in a separate fixed-bed
reactor, downstream from the gasifier, to reduce the tar
content of the gasification product gas, and are therefore
referred to as secondary catalysts. Although the nonmetallic
catalysts are sometimes used as bed material in fluidized bed
gasifiers to affect tar formation, standalone catalytic reactors
can be used with any gasification technology and can be
independently controlled to maximize the versatility of the
hot gas conditioning process. The most widely studied
nonmetallic catalysts for biomass gasifier tar conversion are
dolomites (calcium magnesium carbonates).
In a study by Franklin et al. (1981), it was concluded that
very few minerals have any effect on the devolatilization
behaviour of coal. These discrepancies in results can be
attributed to the wide variety of coal compositions and
experimental methods used in the numerous studies
conducted.

1>=@0>7<?8
      
The coals used in this study (WIR2, WIR4, and WVR5)
originate from seams 2, 4, and 5 of the Witbank Coalfield,
which is situated between Springs and Belfast in the
Mpumalanga Province in South Africa. This coal is currently
recovered using opencast mining techniques (Pinheiro,
2010). Ash-free ultimate analyses of the three samples are
shown in Table II. Proximate analyses and petrographic
results for the three coal samples are shown in Table III.
The characteristics of the inertinite-rich WIR2 and WIR4
coals are very similar. Coal WVR5 differs from both the
inertinite-rich coals, due to its higher volatile matter (VM)
content and lower fixed carbon (FC) content. A maceral point
count analysis of the three coals indicated that coal WVR5
had more vitrinite and liptinite than either of the other coals.
Four additives were selected to study the effect that the
different additives have on the tar quantity and quality.
Alumina (Al2O3) and three potassium-containing alkali metal
salts, i.e. potassium carbonate (K2CO3), potassium acetate
(CH3COOK), and potassium hydroxide (KOH)were selected
based on the work of Liu et al., (2004). The characteristics of
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Radical reactions are the main reactions in the mechanism of
tar decomposition and the formation of methane. Radical
formation is the rate-determining step in this mechanism.
After radical formation, the composition of the gas phase
determines the final products of the tar decomposition
(Vreugdenhil and Zwart, 2009).
Typical constituents of the light oil, recovered by steam
stripping of the liquid tar product from devolatilization,
include BTX (benzene, toluene, and xylene), alkanes,
cycloalkanes, olefins, and aromatic species (Speight, 1994).
Benzol can be produced by the fractional distillation of this
oil. After a few washing stages, important BTX products, as
well as naphtha, can be recovered by distillation. Benzene
extracted from the BTX can be converted into cumene, which
can be used to produce synthetic phenol and acetone
(Schobert and Song, 2002; Speight, 1994). Valuable
compounds obtainable from the tar of coal pyrolysis include
many one- to four-ring aromatic and polar compounds. Some
of these include phenol, naphthalene, phenanthrene, pyrene,
biphenyl, cresol, and pyridine (Schobert and Song, 2002;
Speight, 1994). The syntheses of many compounds such as
phenolic resins, adipic acid, alkyl-phenols, caprolactam,
catechol, and monomers (biphenol A and 2,6-xylenol) are
dependent on phenol. An application of 2,6-xylenol is the
synthesis of polyphenylene oxide (Schobert and Song, 2002).
Various chemicals, specialty chemicals, and solvents can be
produced from naphthalene (Song and Moffat, 1994). 2,6dialkyl substituted naphthalene, a monomer feedstock for
production of advanced polyester materials, can be produced
by alkylation of naphthalene over a molecular sieve. The
hydrogenation of naphtalene, on the other hand, produces
commercial decalins, which can be used as a thermally stable
jet fuel (Song and Schobert, 1993; Schobert and Song, 1995).
Inorganic components in coal have been shown to have a
significant effect on coal reactivity (Jenkins, Nandi, and
Walker, 1973; Miura, Hashimoto, and Silveston, 1989;
Mühlen, Sowa, and van Heek, 1993; Nishiyama, 1991).
Differences in the maceral composition, thermoplastic
properties, and char morphology limit the study of the effect
of mineral matter on coal pyrolysis. However, it has been
reported that mineral matter has an effect on many variables
related to pyrolysis/gasification, i.e. heating value, coal rank,
and ash content (Samaras, Diamadopoulos, and
Sakellaropoulos, 1996), final product distribution (Ahmad et
al., 2009; Liu et al., 2004; Slaghuis, Ferreira, and Judd,
1991), coal reactivity (Miura, Hashimoto, and Silveston,
1989; Ye, Agnew, and Zhang, 1998), and technological
problems such as fouling and slagging (Pusz et al., 1997).
The individual effects of minerals can be studied by
demineralizing the coal with acid (Hashimoto, Miura, and
Ueda, 1986; Kyotani, Herod, and Bartle, 1993; Miura,
Hashimoto, and Silveston, 1989).
In a study by Liu et al. (2004), in which coal was
selectively demineralized and then devolatilized in order to
determine the effect of inorganic material on devolatilization,
it was found that the addition of inorganic additives (K2CO3
and Al2O3) to demineralized coal increased the yield of liquid
products by up to 11%. It was also determined that the
inorganic additives decreased the activation energy for
devolatilization, and the characteristic temperature changed

Influence of additives on the devolatilization product yield of typical South African coals
Table II

Table IV
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Carbon
Hydrogen
Nitrogen
Oxygen (by difference)
Total sulphur (IR)
Total
Atomic H/C ratio
Atomic O/C ratio

'
=. !@=A:=.

wt. % 79.1 81.2
wt. % 4.6
4.7
wt. % 2.0
2.0
wt. % 9.7 10.0
wt. % 2.0
2.1
wt. % 97.4 100.0
0.69
0.09

 '
=. !@=A:=.

(/*%

=.

81.1 83.8 75.4 79.2
4.2
4.3
5.2
5.5
2.0
2.1
2.1
2.3
8.5
8.8
11.5 12.1
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
96.7 100.0 95.2 100.0
0.62
0.83
0.08
0.11

Name
Physical state

Melting point
Boiling point
Molecular weight
(g/mol)
Purity
Supplier

/%/**

Potassium
carbonate

Potassium
acetate

Solid

Solid

891°C

292°C

Decomposes Decomposes

!8(*%

*

Aluminium Potassium
oxide
hydroxide
Solid
crystalline
powder

Solid

2072°C

380°C

2980°C

1384°C

138.21

98.14

101.96

56.11

>99.99%

>99.99%

>99.99%

>99.99%

Sigma Aldrich

Table III
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Inherent moisture
Ash
Volatiles
Fixed carbon
Total
Fuel ratio (FC/VM)

wt. % 2.1
2.8
4.2
wt. % 18.2
14.8
12.9
wt. % 25.0 31.3 24.5 29.7 32.7 39.4
wt. % 54.7 68.7 57.9 70.3 50.2 60.6
wt. % 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
2.2
2.4
1.5

Gross calorific value
Grade (based on CV,
AD basis)

MJ/kg

><=;4=?15@6A?7?8.9@9
Total vitrinite
Total liptinite
Reactive semifusinite
Reactive inertodetrinite
Total

vol.%
vol.%
vol.%
vol.%
vol.%

26.9
C

27.7
B

28.4
A

'(

'

 '

33
3
11
6
53

22
3
16
5
46

56
9
6
2
73

the additives are given in Table IV. The additives were added
to the three coals at dosages of of 2.5 wt.%, 5 wt.%, and
10 wt.%. Experiments were also conducted on the three coals
with no additive. Duplicate experiments were conducted for
each test condition, and the tar fractions obtained from each

experiment were analysed individually. The errors based on
the standard deviation for duplicate experiments and a 95%
confidence interval were deemed acceptable for use to
identify significant changes.
To establish a comparative baseline for the coals used in
this study, samples of the three coals were subjected to the
modified Fischer tar assay method; details of which have
been reported elsewhere (Roets et al., 2014). Figure 1 shows
a schematic of the modified Fischer Assay experimental setup that was recently developed in order to perform Fischer
Assay experiments at temperatures above the ISO 647
temperature of 520°C. The modifications include the use of
stainless steel retorts instead of aluminium in order to
operate at temperatures close to 1000°C and the capture of
non-condensable gases in gas sampling bags. The gas
formed during the heating of the coal and pyrolysis flows
through stainless steel pipes and is bubbled though a tar trap
and two gas wash bottles. This is done in order to capture the
condensable gases (tar and water vapour) before the noncondensable gases are captured in 10 L Tedlar gas sampling
bags. Toluene is used as solvent in the tar trap and gas wash
bottles, and is kept at 0°C by immersion in an ice bath.
Two stainless steel retorts, built according to ISO 647
dimensions, are used to contain the 50 g coal samples with

$@42=>A&65>0?<@6A;3A<5>A$@965>=A!99?.A>1>=@0>7<?8A9><21
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particle size 90% < 1 mm, not more than 50% <0.2 mm. The
coal is heated in an argon atmosphere in order to prevent
combustion. The retorts are heated in a Lenton oven (22 A,
48 kW rating over 220 V) fitted with a TOHO TTM-P4
temperature controller and a Shinko LMD-100 console/data
logger. Two K-type thermocouples are fitted in each of the
two retorts, one measuring the bed temperature and the other
the temperature inside the oven chamber. A lag in
temperature increase between the oven chamber temperature
and the bed temperature exists; therefore the bed temperature
was used for temperature control. The heating rate ranged
between 8.5°C/min and 9.5°C/min, depending on the final
pyrolysis temperature of 520°C. The work was conducted
under atmospheric pressure (87.5 kPa).
Fischer Assay product mass yields derived from the coal
include char, tar, water, and gas. All these products are
captured in the closed system. The mass yields (on an ’asanalysed’ basis) are determined by the following equations:
[1]
[2]
[3]

[4]

where
m0 is the sample mass
m1 is the mass of the empty receiver and stopper
m2 is the mass of m1 plus tar plus total water
m3 is the mass of total water determined
m4 is the mass of char
M is the inherent moisture content of the coal sample.
Yields on a dry basis can be determined multiplying the
above equations by:
[5]

from the lower density (865 kg/m3) non-polar liquid
(toluene) and could easily be decanted and weighed.


The mixture of toluene and tar, after the water has been
removed by Dean-Stark distillation, was transferred into a
round-bottomed flask connected to a Büchi Rotavapor R II.
The pressure inside the system was gradually decreased from
atmospheric to 27 mbar, while the toluene-tar mixture was
kept at 60°C. A Büchi V-850 vacuum controller and V-700
vacuum pump were used to obtain this pressure. The
pressure was held for at least 5 minutes in order to ensure
that all the toluene was removed from the flask. The mass of
the flask was determined after evaporation and the tar yield
was determined using Equation [2].


The gas yield was determined by difference using Equation
[4].
The results obtained from the modified Fisher Assay
method were compared with the standard ISO Fischer assay
method (SANS 1974); results are given in Table V.
Both methods showed that all the raw coals produced
significant amounts of tar, with coal WVR5 producing the
highest amount (11 wt.%). In order to calculate the additivefree mass of the char, the volatilization of the additive must
be taken into account. The amount of additive volatilized at
520°C was determined by heating the pure additive in a
thermogravimetric analyser (TGA) and measuring the mass
loss as the temperature increased.
In the absence of catalysts:
[6]

where the total mass is

[7]

When a catalyst is used, and to account for the partial
decomposition of the catalyst at T=520°C, the yield is redefined to account for the presence of the remaining catalyst
in the solid fraction as follows:
[8]



 
Dean-Stark distillation was used in order to determine the
total water yield. The liquid obtained from the tar trap and
two gas wash bottles, containing toluene, water, and tar, was
placed in a round-bottomed flask inside a Seta MTop 5
heating mantle. This mixture was heated and the evaporated
components were condensed using a reflux condenser and
captured in a reflux reservoir. The condensed liquid
contained the water, toluene, and light tar components. The
higher density (998 kg/m3) polar liquid (water) separated
          

All results reported in this paper are calculated on this
basis.

Table V

'>928<9A3;=A=?)A6;?8A9?018>9A92>6<>:A<;A<5>
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?<>=A",#

?=A",#
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Modified Fischer-tar Assay
WIR4
WIR2
WVR5

77.92
75.94
61.30

5.16
6.11
9.64

7.28
5.46
11.24

9.64
12.48
17.82

Standard Fischer-tar Assay
WIR4
WIR2
WVR5

83.63
82.98
72.84

6.40
5.65
9.9

5.80
6.69
11.29

4.17
4.69
5.97
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The char yield was determined by weighing the residue
retained in the retorts (after it was left to cool to room
temperature) on a mass balance and with the use of Equation
[1]. The chars were stored in airtight containers after purging
with argon in order to prevent oxidation before
characterization was done.

Influence of additives on the devolatilization product yield of typical South African coals
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Simulated distillation analysis was conducted according to
the ASTM D2887 standard as reported previously (Roets et
al., 2014). Petrochemical products were categorized into
boiling point ranges using simulated distillation, a standard
used for fractions with a boiling range between 55.5°C and
538°C (Ukwuoma, 2002). This analysis was done for all
experimentally generated tars. A Perkinelmer Clarus 500 HT5
aluminium-clad fused silica capillary column with 25 m
length and an ID of 0.32 mm was used for this analysis. An
FID detector was used and helium was applied as the carrier
gas at a flow rate of 10 mL/min. The program was set to an
injection temperature of 350°C and the detector temperature
at 370°C. The first ramp was at 15°C/min from 35°C to 350°C
and was held for 2 minutes. A second ramp was introduced
at a heating rate of 25°C/min to 380°C and was held for 10
minutes. Only the fractions with boiling points lower than
450°C were analysed. From petroleum cut-tables, the boiling
points are generally categorized as follows: heavy naptha
(< 205°C), kerosene (205–260°C), diesel (260–340°C), gas oil
(340–425°C), and residue fraction (425–450°C).
The SEC-UV analyses of the derived tars were carried out
by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) using an
Agilent 1100 instrument set at 80°C with a 300 mm long,
7.5 mm internal diameter PLgel mixed-E (Varian) GPC
column for separation and HPLC grade 1-methyl-2pyrollidone (NMP) from Merck Chemicals at a flow rate of
0.5 ml/min as eluent. Integration and peak identification of
the SEC-UV data was done using the HP 1100 data analysis
software.
Characterization of the coal tar derived from the additivemixed coal samples was completed by investigating the effect
that the additives had on the structure of the coal tar
samples. The NMR method, as described by Morgan, George,
and Davis, (2008) was used for investigating the tar
structure. The samples were mixed with a dichloromethane
(DCM) solvent, ferric acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)3) relaxation
agent, and tetrakis(trimethylsilyl)silane (TKS) internal
standard the concentrations shown in Table VI. The samples
were then analysed at 600 MHz for proton NMR analysis and
at 150 MHz for carbon NMR analysis. The analyses were
carried out at a working temperature of 35°C.
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Fischer Assay experiments were conducted with additives
ranging from zero to 10 wt%. The effects on the char and tar
product yields are shown in Figures 2 to 5. Bars in the
positive region of the graphs indicate an increase in relation
to the raw coal without additive, and those in the negative
region a decrease .
It was noted that although the additive had an effect on
all the coals used in this study, the magnitude of the effect
varied with coal type. Product quantity from the WIR2 coal
showed little to no change when additive load was increased,
whereas for the WIR4 and WVR5 coals, changes in tar yield
in relation to the raw coal without additive ranged
significantly between 15% and 48% for a 10% additive load.
Table VII summarizes the results regarding tar product yields
obtained at 10% additive load. It can be observed that less tar
was produced in all cases, meaning that the additive has an
effect on tar yield irrespective of additive type. Similar results
were observed by other researchers (Franklin et al., 1981,
1983, Howard, 1981, Mori et al., 1996, Hayashi et al., 2000).
The reason why the WIR2 coal char yield is largely unaffected
by the additives is not currently understood.

  
Tar composition is highly dependent on the maceral content
of the coal feedstock to the extent where variations in the
vitrinite composition affect the tar composition (Pan et al.,
2011). In general, coal containing high amounts of vitrinite

Table VI

'A9?018>A1=>1?=?<@;7A6;76>7<=?<@;79
?018>A9;82<@;7
Sample weight (mg)
Fe(acac)3 weight (mg)
Sample + solvent volume (mL)
Sample concentration (% w/v)
Fe(acac)3 concentration (% w/v)
Reference material (TKS) weight (mg)

&'

&%/'

200
< 3.0
1
20
0.0-0.3
10

200
30
1
20
3
20

(/*%
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Figures 6 to 9 show the changes in light and heavy
components for each of the additives used: see Table VIII for
an explanation of the coal-additive mixture in these Figures.
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produces tars with higher levels of hydrocarbons and
condensed aromatic systems (Iglesias et al., 2001; Pan et al.,
2011). Tar composition was analysed using size exclusion
chromatography, simulated distillation, and nuclear magnetic
resonance.

Influence of additives on the devolatilization product yield of typical South African coals
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components with the subsequent reduction in higher weight
components indicates a transformation of the product
composition. This is discussed further in the nuclear
magnetic resonance 13C-NMR and 1H-NMR results to follow.
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Table VII
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WIR4
WIR2
WVR5

5.82
4.38
9.78

4.28
4.45
7.16

K2CO3

WIR4
WIR2
WVR5

5.82
4.38
9.78

4.87
4.38
7.79

CH3COOK

WIR4
WIR2
WVR5

5.82
4.38
9.78

5.09
4.01
9.32

Al2O3

WIR4
WIR2
WVR5

5.82
4.38
9.78

4.12
4.57
8.06

KOH

It can be observed that, in general, as the additive load is
increased, the heavy component fraction decreases (mainly
from 2% to 5%) with a subsequent change in the light
component fraction. The effect of additional mineral matter
on the devolatilization products from low-temperature
carbonization may be attributed to the promotion of
secondary hydrocarbon cracking. This is most evident in the
case of the WVR5 coal, where the increase in lower weight

$@42=>A/A
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Figure 10 shows the recovered tar mass vs. boiling point for
the WIR2 coal tar using KOH as additive. The data indicates
that after the initial mass loss (incurred when the samples
are heated to 200°C), the tars lose mass at a constant rate
with increasing temperature. A comparison of the tar
recovery vs. boiling point trend for the parent coal with the
trend lines for the coal-additive mixtures indicates that the
temperature needed to reach 100% mass loss of tar is
substantially higher (540°C) than for the tar derived by KOH
addition (390°C).
These lower temperatures observed for the tar samples
derived from additive-mixed coals are indicative of a tar that
has a lighter average composition (ECHA, 2009). Using this
metric, the tars produced in the presence of an additive can
be considered to have been chemically altered to have a lower
average molecular mass.
The weighted average boiling point (WABP) is
determined by Equation [9] (Iglesias et al., 2001).
[9]
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WIR4
WIR2
WVR5

?=>7<

(+,

,

&,

1
5
9

2
6
10

3
7
11

4
8
12
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where the subscripts denote the percentage mass loss and T
denotes the boiling-point temperature.
Results for the average boiling point analyses are given
in Figures 11 to 14. It can be observed that a decrease in
weighted average boiling point (WABP) occurs with an
increase in additive load, with minor exceptions. For all
additive loads of 2.5%, the average boiling point decreased
irrespective of the coal used. As the additive load is increased
further, the boiling point for the K2CO3 samples increase for
both coals WIR2 and WVR5, resulting in a WABP which is
higher at 10% load than with zero load. This same trend of
optimal additive load can be observed for CH3COOK, where,
the maximum reduction in WABP is observed at 5% additive
load. The effect of the Al2O3 additive on WABP becomes
significant only at loads above 5%. In order to determine
which additive is the most effective, the reductions in the
WABP caused by the different additives were compared. The
most effective additive tested in this study for the reduction
of the WABP of liquid products is KOH, with a significant
reduction in WABP (>50°C) observed at 2.5% load; this
reduction is largely sustained at higher additive loads.
The WIR4 coal values from Figure 11 shows that the
WABP is 359°C; when the additive load is increased to 2.5%
the WABP drops to 308°C, which indicates a much lower
average molecular mass tar being produced. With a further
increase in additive load to 10%, the WABP increases to
VOLUME 118
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Table VIII
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334°C. This shows that the optimal load is 2.5% addition, for
reasons that are currently not clear. For coals WIR2 and
WVR5, K2CO3 had a much smaller effect with regard to
lowering of WABP, with both these coals undergoing minimal
change in WABP at 10% additive load.
When taking into account the decomposition of the
additives, in all cases it was noted for the WVR5 coal that the
CH3COOK additive (Figure 12) caused an increase in WABP
when the load was increased to 10%. Coals WIR4 and WIR2
showed a significant decrease in WABP at 5% additive
loading, while at 10% additive loading this trend reversed
with a large increase in WABP occurring for both coals. With
Al2O3 additive (Figure 13) the WIR2 and WVR5 coals
underwent only small changes at low additive loadings, while
the WIR4 coal underwent a 25°C lowering of the WABP at
2.5% and 5% additive loadings. At 10% additive loading, all
three coals underwent large changes to end at lower WABP
values.
The KOH additive (Figure 14) showed no clear optimal
loading, with the additive causing significant changes (even
at low loadings these changes were sustained). When the
additive loads were increased to 10%, the coal WIR4 tar
product had a final WABP 80°C lower than the tar product of
the parent material. The decrease in average boiling points
compares well with results obtained from the SEC analyses,
indicating a lower average molecular mass, which would lead
directly to a decrease in WABP.
The SimDist boiling points obtained in this study were
further characterized using petroleum cut-tables. Based on
inference from Figure 10, the recovered mass (%) yields
were:
(1) Heavy naphtha: 9%, 10%, and 15% for the parent
coal, 2.5% additive addition, and 5% additive
addition respectively
(2) Kerosene: 11%, 13%, and 15% for the parent coal,
2.5% additive addition, and 5% additive addition
respectively
(3) Diesel: 28%, 49%, and 42% for the parent coal, 2.5%
additive addition, and 5% additive addition
respectively
(4) Gas oil: 28%, 0%, and 0% for the parent coal, 2.5%
additive addition, and 5% additive addition
respectively
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(5) Residue fraction: 8%, 0%, and 0% for the parent coal,
2.5% additive addition, and 5% additive addition
respectively.
These results show conclusively that lower boiling-point
petroleum products were produced when additives were
reacted together with coal and pyrolysed at 520°C.


The results of the 13C-NMR and the 1H-NMR analyses for
coal with K2CO3 additive are given in Tables IX and X
respectively. The changes observed in the 13C-NMR analysis
of the WIR4 coal tar indicate that as the additive load is
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/5>0@6?8A95@3<A=?74>A
"110#
17–23
23–29.5
29.5–34
34–39.5
39.5–49.3
108–129.5
129.5–160

$=?6<@;7A",#
,

(+,

,

&,

7.13
6.97
6.50
4.01
2.11
45.99
27.29

4.08
3.11
7.94
3.67
1.71
43.80
35.69

7.57
11.14
4.37
3.23
1.01
51.23
21.44

8.02
5.85
12.28
5.32
2.29
47.06
27.21

Table X
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",#

/5>0@6?8A95@3<A=?74>A
"110#
0.5–1
1–1.6
1.6– 2
2–3
3–3.4
3.4–3.8
3.8–4.5
6.3–8.4
8.4–9.5

$=?6<@;7A",#
,

(+,

,

&,

8.12
23.12
5.65
27.12
1.80
0.88
0.38
31.11
1.83

6.65
19.24
4.66
23.64
16.47
0.79
0.12
26.81
1.62

7.80
24.15
5.30
27.54
2.40
1.32
0.87
28.70
1.92

10.16
27.37
6.31
25.67
1.55
0.58
0.00
27.25
1.11

increased to 2.5%, the aromatic fraction of the coal increases
(from 73.3% to 79.5%). This increase does not occur at
higher additive loadings. The largest contribution to the
increase in aromatic fraction is for the peri-condensed or
protonated aromatic carbons (108–129.5 chemical shift).
With regard to the hydrogenated aliphatic ranges,
increases are noted for the ethyl and propyl groups at 5%
additive loading; this increase occurs only at 5% additive
loading, with both the 2.5% and 10% additive loadings
resulting in a decrease in the ethyl and propyl groups. The
increases in ethyl and propyl groups indicate greater sidechain lengths for this coal tar. Acenaphthene-type methylene
(29.5–34 chemical shift) increases at higher additive
loadings, with the maximum increase occurring at 10%
loading, where the fraction doubles to 12.3%.
1H-NMR analysis indicates that the fraction of aromatic
hydrogen compounds decreases at higher additive loads.
This decrease is caused by a decrease in both non-sterically
hindered and general aromatic hydrogen. When the additive
load is increased beyond 2.5%, an increase in aliphatic
hydrogen in methyl or methylene  compounds is noted,
reaching a maximum at 10% additive loading, with the
methyl or methylene compound fraction increasing to 27.4%
from 23.1% at no additive loading.

  
Several possible causes have been identified for this tendency
of tar yield reduction, which depends strongly on the inherent
and additional minerals present during the devolatilization
          

process. Franklin et al. (1981, 1983) postulated that the
reduction in liquid product yields with the addition of
minerals is due to catalysis of secondary hydrocarbon
cracking/repolymerization reactions. In a study by Wornat
and Nelson (1992), a reduction in liquid hydrocarbon product
yields was attributed to either the promotion of tar-to-char
reaction by the additive, or to the tightening of the coal
structure (reduction in pore diameter), which ultimately
increases the resistance to the transport of larger tar
molecules from the structure. Thus, from a kinetic
perspective, the longer the condensable tar-forming fraction
is held within the coal structure, the more it will crack to
carbon and lighter hydrocarbons.
Based on the results in Figures 2 to 5, the reduction in
liquid product yield noted in this study may be a combination
of all three postulated mechanisms. The catalysis of
secondary hydrocarbon cracking/repolymerization reactions
was investigated using SEC, and from the increase in char
mass with an increase in additive loading, the tar-to-char
reactions are most likely favoured. The proximate analysis
(a.f.b.) of the additive char samples compared to that of raw
coal samples suggests that the promotion of tar-to-char
reactions not only helps to explain the reduction in tar yield,
but also may account for the observed increase in char mass.

/;76829@;7
Using the Fischer Assay analysis method, the quantities of
both liquid (tar) and solid (char) products were found to be
influenced by the addition of additives for the three coals
tested. The liquid product yield generally decreased as the
additive load increased, with vitrinite-rich coal (WVR5)
displaying the largest changes (up to 50% reduction) when
mixed with K2CO3. Inertinite-rich coal (WIR4) also showed
significant decreases in liquid product yield (10–40%
decrease) with any of the additives. The reduction in liquid
product yield was lowest for the inertinite-rich WIR2 coal,
with a maximum reduction of 14% at 10% Al2O3 addition.
On the other hand, with increasing additive load, coals
WIR4 and WVR5 yielded a higher mass of solid product
compared to the WIR2 coal. The yield of char derived from
WIR4 increased (on average by 2%) over the range of
additives used in this study. This effect was much more
pronounced for coal WVR5, with an average increase in char
mass of 5% over the range of additives tested. On the
contrary, Fischer Assay analysis of coal WIR2 indicated little
to no effect of additives on char yield.
Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) showed that the tar
products derived in the presence of additives contained a
lower fraction of heavy components (above 400 MM), and a
lighter average light component (below 400 MM). The
changes noted for the heavy components of tars derived from
coals WIR2 and WIR4 were not reflected in the tar derived
from coal WVR5 in that the heavy component fraction was
not reduced.
Analysis of the coal tars by simulated distillation
supported the results derived from the SEC analysis in that it
showed a reduction in WABP as the additive loading
increased to 10%; this is indicative of a lower average
molecular weight tar being produced. Investigation of the
structure of the coal tars derived from coal WIR4 with K2CO3
additive indicated that as the additive load increased the
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Table IX

Influence of additives on the devolatilization product yield of typical South African coals
fraction of aromatic carbons increased; this was accompanied
by a reduction in aromatic hydrogen. Changes in the chemical
shift integration analyses of the NMR data also pointed to a
reduction in side chain length at higher additive loadings.
When the results from the Fisher Assay analysis and the
various characterization techniques are combined, a picture
of the effect of additives on the liquid products derived from
the devolatilization of typical South African coals can be
formed. An increase in additive load leads to a reduction in
tar yields. The quality of the liquid products formed is also
affected by an increase in additive load, with the resultant
tars having a lighter average weight, a lower average boiling
point, and significantly different compositions.
A study of this nature presents a significant insight into
the devolatilization behaviour of typical South African coals,
and could serve as precursor for the development of a
technology capable of producing high-value chemicals, as
well as char gasification to produce synthesis gas. The
findings demonstrated in this study are in agreement with
studies showing that vitrinite-rich coals generally produce
tars with a higher amount of aromatic hydrogen and a higher
quantity of condensed aromatic systems.
In conclusion, this study showed that the additives acted
primarily as catalysts to promote tar cracking during
pyrolysis. The quality of the tars produced in this manner
should be quantified in further studies using gas
chromatography/mass spectrometry to identify chemical
families present (boiling point < 300°C), i.e. alkyl benzenes,
phenols, cresol and paracresol, furans, alkanes, polycyclic
aromatic compounds (PAH), and long-chain alcohols. In
addition, since it is known that char reactivity is significantly
enhanced by alkali metal catalysts, further work should be
conducted to assess the reactivity of the catalysed char. The
authors believe that this would establish a more direct link
between the numerous results obtained and a potential new
value-add to coal technology will be realized.
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The effects of orepass loss on loading,
hauling, and dumping operations and
production rates in a sublevel caving
mine
by B. Skawina*, J. Greberg*, A. Salama†, and A. Gustafson*

Orepass failure is a well-known problem in deep mines, and the risk of
losing an orepass is associated with severe production disturbances. In the
near future, one possible scenario in the Loussavaara Kiirunavaara
Aktiebolag (LKAB) Malmberget mine is to concentrate the mining operation
in fewer, but larger, production areas. In this paper we evaluate the effects
of orepass loss on loading, hauling, and dumping operations and production
rates using discrete event simulation, by simulating part of the Malmberget
mine loading and hauling system under different environmental and
operational constraints.
74 10*LHDs, orepass loss, production simulation, underground iron ore mining.

6./01*,+/31.
Underground mining of iron ore takes place
through a number of different unit operations,
such as extraction, transport, storage, or sizing
of the material. In caving and sublevel stoping
mines, orepass systems are commonly used to
transfer broken rock between different levels
(Hambley, 1987). Orepass structures are
exposed to the risk of failure, leading to a need
for redevelopment or rehabilitation, thus
creating a major problem for the mining
operations (Brummer, 1998). An orepass can
be lost as a result of operational or structural
failure, leading to either short-term or longterm loss. This paper focuses on the effects on
the LHD operations and related production
rates following a long-term loss of one or more
of the orepasses in an underground mine
using sublevel caving. In this study, long-term
is defined as the time that it takes to mine out
a whole production area. The effects of
increasing the LHD fleet size in order to
maintain production are also analysed.
Different scenarios have been used to analyse
different production areas, different numbers
of vehicles, and different numbers of available
orepasses.



! !

The LKAB’s Malmberget mine, located in
northern Sweden, is an iron ore mine using
the sublevel caving method to extract ore.
Underground operations in Malmberget began
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in 1920 (Quinteiro and Hedström, 2001).
Sublevel caving was introduced as the main
mining method in the 1970s, and since then
main haulage levels have been built on levels
600, 815, 1 000, and 1 250 metres. The ore
reserves are distributed over 20 large and
small orebodies, 14 of which are currently in
production. The orebodies are spread over an
area 5 km long and 2.5 km wide.
A total of three production areas (A, B, and
C) are analysed in this study (Figures 1–3).
The figures depict the orebody outlines, the
orepasses, and the drifts used for hauling the
ore from the face to one of the orepass
locations. These production areas were chosen
as together they will represent a substantial
share of the total mine production in the
future. In each of the production areas studied,
there are four orepasses. The orepasses are
around 300 m long, have a diameter of around
3 m, and dip around 60 degrees. The drifts are
approximately 5 m high and 6.5 m wide.
The current loading practice in Malmberget
mine is based on the use of manually operated
diesel LHDs with a 21 t bucket capacity. In the
smaller orebodies, there is usually one LHD in
operation. In larger production areas, two
LHDs may be used simultaneously. The
number of orepasses in each orebody varies
from one to four, depending on the size of the
production area. The sequencing of drifts to be
extracted is mainly based on factors related to
rock stress, the ancillary activities in the
production drifts, distances to the orepasses
(depending on the production rate
requirement), and the amount of ore left in
each of the production drifts. The ore is
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transported from the drawpoints to the orepasses. From the
orepasses, the ore is collected on the main haulage level by
trucks and then hauled to the crusher, where the rock is
fragmented and further transported.

01!&4$5*4'3.3/31.
One concern related to the use of orepass structures is their
ability to convey or store material without unnecessary
stoppages (Beus et al., 2001) that could result in unwanted
disturbances in production. These stoppages are associated
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with hang-ups, piping, blockages, orepass degradation, and
wall stability (Beus et al., 2001; Hadjigeorgiou and Lessard,
2010). Disturbances are often the result of caving, poor
fragmentation (boulder arching or cohesive arching), poor
design of the orepass (wall stability or piping), or ingress of
water (mud rushes or piping) (Beus et al., 2001). Even
though loss of orepasses is a recognized problem and often
leads to a long-term reduction in operational capacity, there
is still no efficient strategy that will quickly bring the
orepasses back to an operational state and maintain the
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The study presented in this paper was conducted using
discrete event simulation (DES). When using DES, the goal is
not to model an exact representation of the real system but to
answer or solve specific problems using a simplified model of
the system. In other words, the goal is to capture the
important features that are of interest without losing focus on
quality aspects such as building of the model, analysis, and
event runs (Thesen and Travis, 1998). In this study, the
simulation tool AutoMod was used to model the studied
production areas. AutoMod was chosen as it has the
necessary capabilities and flexibility in developing various
custom-made transportation systems, together with inbuilt
debugging and tracing features (Greberg and Sundqvist,
2011) that make the verification and validation process
easier.

+4.2031In this study, 15 production scenarios were simulated (Table
I) for each of the three production areas. In Table I ‘FL’
stands for the orepass located in the far-left side of the
studied production areas, ‘CL’ stands for the orepasses
located in the centre-left position, while ‘CR’ and ‘FR’ stand
for centre-right and far-right, respectively. The number of
operational orepasses varies between one and four while the
number of LHDs ranges between one and six in each
scenario. The number of vehicles was varied for each
scenario in order to check whether the current infrastructure
and system can accommodate additional machines in case of
orepass loss. The maximum number of six LHDs was used in
this study, since larger numbers of LHDs would result in
excessive waiting times for the machines, and would be
highly impractical. The simulated production scenarios are
not meant to predict exact numbers but are constructed for
the purpose of analysing and visualizing how the loss of an
orepass affects the productivity of LHDs. This means that the
focus was not on optimizing the number of LHDs but to
study and analyse the effects of orepass loss on loading,
hauling, and dumping operations and production rates for the
specified scenarios. The modelled scenarios can be
summarized as follows:
 In scenario 1, four orepasses were operational
          

 In scenarios 2 to 5, three orepasses were operational
and one was not operational
 In scenarios 6 to 11, two orepasses were operational
and two were not operational
 In scenarios 12 to 15, one orepass was operational and
three were not operational.
All simulations resulted in the following outputs: time to
mine out the production area, the LHD waiting times caused
by an orepass loss, the production rate, and the LHD
travelling distances. Production rate is defined as total tons
loaded into the orepasses located in one of the production
areas divided by the total number of days required to
complete production. Waiting time is defined as the
percentage of the time that LHD operators had to wait in the
production drifts for an orepass to become available.

 !! !! 
A number of tests were performed in order to ensure the
correctness of the model (verification) and to ensure that the
model reflects the real system (validation). Verification and
validation tests of the model are necessary to increase the
level of confidence, the credibility, and the probability of the
model correctness (Kleijnen, 1995; Sargent, 2011). Thus,
verification and validation tests reduce the risk of making
errors and generating misleading results. When verifying, the
consistency of the simulation model with the conceptual
model was ensured by testing the model behaviour with the
specialists and experts involved in the study. Moreover, by
testing the logic with the use of an interactive run controller
(debugging feature), an examination of the animation and
systematic scanning of the logic was performed. When
validating the model, a comparison of scenarios with the real
system was made with the assistance of specialists. This was
ensured by comparing the production data from the operating
mine with the results from the simulation. In addition,
extreme condition tests, degenerate tests, traces, and internal
validity were used to test the credibility of the model. An
extreme condition test was performed on the LHDs by setting
their bucket capacity to zero and, after the simulation was
run, observing the final production results. The degenerate
test was used to see how the average number of cycles,

Table I
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
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3
3
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2
2
1
1
1
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1
1
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1
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
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1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
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operational capacity of the area. Several simulation studies
that dealt with transportation systems of rock in
underground mines have been performed for different mining
operations (Hoare and Willis, 1992; Hunt, 1994; Turner,
1999; Salama, Greberg, and Schunnesson, 2014; Salama et
al., 2016; Usmani, Szymanski, and Apel, 2014). However,
the effects of orepass loss on LHD operations have not been
extensively studied and published. As the rehabilitation cost
is high and the time required is usually long, in some cases
extending to years, a new orepass is often developed instead.
If unpredicted orepass failure occurs, alternative strategies
should be applied in order to compensate for the loss. One of
the possible strategies is to increase the fleet size in the areas
where an orepass is available or use an alternative
transportation system such as trucking. However, this might
not be a feasible solution due to, for example, possible traffic
congestion.

The effects of orepass loss on loading, hauling, and dumping operations and production rates
production rates, and queuing change when different input
parameters are used in the simulation model. Traces were
used to trace the behaviour of the specific entities during the
run of the model (possible via debugging feature). Tracing of
an entity was used to ascertain any abnormal symptoms that
the specific entity displayed, and further to determine the
exactness of, and if necessary correct, the model logic.
Internal validity was tested (five additional replications were
performed for each set of different scenarios in each
production area) by ensuring that, after changing the stream
random numbers in the model, the model results did not
differ significantly from each other. In most of the cases, the
results of running the model with different stream random
numbers deviated from each other by no more than 5%.
However, higher output variations were detected in
production area C after running scenarios 12–15, with more
than two LHDs in operation. This deviation is related to the
way in which the vehicles claim the orepass locations. The
orepass locations are claimed by vehicles after the bucket has
been filled and before the vehicle has started to travel to the
location. This could create a condition, especially for larger
production areas, with fewer accessible orepass locations, in
which the vehicle further away from the accessible orepass
claims the orepass before the vehicle closer to that orepass.
Since the simulated production scenarios were not meant to
predict exact numbers but were constructed for the purpose
of analysing and visualizing how the loss of an orepass
affects the productivity of LHDs, this was considered
acceptable and no further action was required.

! !!
The simplified model logic is described in the flow chart
shown in Figure 4. In all cases, machines were ordered to
travel to one of the production drifts and then assigned to
one of the orepasses. The machine operators chose their
destination by selecting the closest orepass. If the closest
orepass was unavailable, the machines travelled to another
orepass close by. If all orepasses were unavailable, the
machine operators waited until an orepass was available.
This means that the LHD cycle time is affected by the time
that the LHD has to wait in the production drift for the
orepass to become available. Each simulation ended when
there was no longer any material left to be loaded, indicating
that the production level was mined out. It was assumed that
there was enough blasted material for loading at the faces at
all times. The condition of the lighting in the drifts, floor,
roof, and walls was not considered as an obstacle to the
loading processes, hence collisions with walls or spillage of
the muck would not influence the vehicles. To simplify the
operation, one type of machine, a 21 t diesel LHD, was in
operation for 15 hours per day per simulated production area.
However, during this time the LHD encountered delays in
operation whenever production disturbances or breakdown of
the vehicle took place, thus reducing the operating time to
almost 10.3 hours per day. Work was performed seven days
a week. During the breaks, the machine was sent to the
closest parking space. Whenever breakdown of a vehicle took
place, the vehicle stopped at its current location.

 ! 
The model input data consists of the mine layout (Figures 1–
3) with the distances from the loading location to the
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orepasses, availability of the vehicles, availability of the
production areas, and performance data of the vehicles
(Table II). The theoretical tonnage available in each
production area was estimated by adding 10 000 t of ore for
every 3 m blast. These resulted in totals of 15.06 Mt of ore in
production area A, 14.37 Mt in production area B, and 17.43
Mt in production area C. It was assumed that LHDs will be
available for operation 90% of the total time and the
production disturbances were estimated to be 20% of the
total time. Availability of the vehicles and production
disturbances are values obtained from the studied mine. The
LHD performance data (Table II) was collected from the mine
on several different occasions through video recordings,
documentation, and time studies. Data collected from video
recordings and from time studies was used to identify the
probability distributions and Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Anderson
Darling, and chi-square goodness-of-fit tests were performed
to evaluate the chosen distribution and make sure that the
formal conditions are satisfied. Kolmogorov-Smirnov and
chi-square are standard goodness-of-fit tests (Banks et al.,
2013). The Anderson Darling test is similar to KolmogorovSmirnov but is based on a more comprehensive measure of
difference (Banks et al., 2013).
In Table II:
 Time spent at the face refers to the time that the LHD
operator spent at the face preparing the material for
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21 t
diesel
machine
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Log-Pearson III distr.
(α=7.6013 β=0.18222
ϒ=2.5624)

Log-Pearson III
distr. (α= 1.8987
β= 0.0456
ϒ= 2.2533)

17.48

Normal distr.
(19.32,
3.436)

loading and loading the bucket. The time is measured
from when the vehicle enters the production face area
to when it leaves. Time was recorded only if the
machine was leaving the face area with a loaded
bucket, otherwise the time spent at the face was
considered as a disturbance and assumed to be
included in the production disturbances. The input data
was collected in a production area located in the same
orebody as production area B and with similar
production area layout as production area B. Time
spent at the face varied from 13 to 429 seconds, with
an average of 59.8 seconds.
 Time spent at the orepass refers to the time that the
LHD operator spent at the orepass location dumping
the material. The time is measured from when the
vehicle enters the orepass area to when it leaves. The
input data was collected from a production area located
in the same orebody as production area A and having a
similar production area layout. Time spent at the
orepass varied from 10 seconds to 12 seconds, with an
average of 10.4 seconds. This saved time when
dumping and thus the machine stopped at the orepass
for no longer than 2 to 3 seconds.
 Travelling speed refers to the average speed used for
vehicle movement in the simulation model. An average
travelling speed was calculated from the wireless online
loader information system (WOLIS) (Adlerborn and
Selberg, 2008) of one of the mined production areas
from years 2009–2014. The input data was collected
from a production area located in the same orebody as
production area B and having a similar production area
layout. The average speed was based on the distances
and travelling cycle times. In the real system, the
travelling speed of the LHD would be different
depending on whether the bucket is empty or loaded,
the skills of the operators, infrastructure, or machine
reliability. However, with regard to the purpose of the
simulation, there is a need for some degree of
simplification to avoid unnecessary complexity of the
model. Therefore, the simulation model travelling
speed was calculated based on average cycle times.
This simplification does not affect the study and the
simulation since the aim is not to simulate the exact
behaviour of the LHD movement but rather to ascertain
the effects of orepass loss on loading, hauling, and
dumping operations.
 Bucket weights represent the tons drawn from the
production face. The bucket weights are based on the
WOLIS data gathered from the operating mine. Bucket
weight data shown in Table II is from one year of
          

,0.3.(
-
7

production (Gustafson et al., 2013). A normal
distribution was selected to represent this data as it is
usually used to model the events with limited
variability (Banks, 2004).
 Turning represents the time that the LHD operator
spent turning the vehicle before and after entering the
orepass location. The time is measured from when the
LHD operator starts to make a turn to when the vehicle
starts to make its way to or away from the orepass
location. The data was collected from a production area
located in the same orebody as production area A and
having a similar layout. Time spent turning the vehicle
varied from 6 seconds to 8 seconds, with an average of
7 seconds.

4-,&/-52.*5*3-+,--31.
The simulation was conducted for 15 scenarios for each of
the three production areas in three different orebodies: A, B,
and C respectively. Each scenario consists of six runs where
the number of LHDs ranged from one to six, and the number
of operational orepasses ranged from one to four. Having
many vehicles in only one production area creates a higher
risk of production disturbances, especially when an orepass
fails. Furthermore, the ventilation of the drifts to remove the
exhaust gases would have to increase, increasing both the
cost for ventilation and the traffic congestion. Therefore
having more than six LHDs in operation would not be a
feasible solution and thus was not simulated in this study.
The time to mine out the production area varied depending
on the number of LHDs and orepasses in operation
(Figure 5–7).

! !! ! ! !
In Figures 5–7, the horizontal axis shows the scenario
number clustered with the maximum number of operational
orepasses for a given range of scenarios. The vertical axis
shows the time that the LHDs required to finish mining the
whole production area. The time to finish mining the
production area in orebodies A, B, and C (Figure 5–7) ranges
from 733 days to 5 902 days, 628 days to 4 098 days, and
856 days to 7 644 days respectively, depending on the
scenario and number of LHDs used. The highest variation in
the time to finish a mining production area is observed for
orebody C, whereas the lowest variation is observed in
orebody B.

      
     
When there are four or three operational orepasses (Figure 5–
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7), the time to mine out the production area is similar, with a
difference of less than 653 days. When three or two
orepasses are operational, the time to finish a mining
production area varies little compared to when all four
orepasses are operational. This suggests that in the case of
scheduled maintenance or operational or structural failure of
an orepass, there are enough orepasses available to take up
the extra capacity. Hence, there is a possibility of increasing
the number of LHDs operating, as long as the orepasses are
not over-utilized and as long as the LHD waiting time for the
orepass to become available is not excessive. When only two
orepasses are operational, the differences become larger, and
vary up to 1 131 days. If only one orepass is operational, the
production rate drops considerably, extending the time to
mine out the production area by up to 3 804 days.



   

In all scenarios, the addition of one LHD is sufficient to
maintain or even improve production. However, the waiting
time for the orepass to become available slowly starts to take
effect, reducing the vehicle working time, since when the
number of LHDs increases from one to four, the difference in
the time to finish mining the production area is greater than
when increasing the number from four to five or to six. In
scenarios 12–15, with more than two LHDs in operation and
only one operational orepass, the difference in time to finish
mining the production area is much lower. As a consequence,

this leads to longer waiting times for the LHDs since an extra
LHD increases the waiting time for the vehicles operating in
that area.

 !!!!!! !  ! !
The LHD waiting times are related to waiting for an orepass
to become available for dumping the ore, and are presented in
Figures 8–10. Waiting time can comprise up to 70% of the
total time that the vehicle was scheduled to work. The total
sum of waiting times for each scenario confirms that the
lower the number of operational orepasses, the higher the
total waiting time, ranging between 0% and 70% of the total
time. The locations of the orepasses in the production area
are not as critical as the orepass loss in each set of scenarios
(2–5, 6–11, 12–15). For example, in orebody A, when six
LHDs are used, the differences in waiting times in scenarios
6–11 are not higher than 3.3%, whereas the difference in
waiting time between scenarios 5 and 6 is 17.4%.

 ! 
Figure 11 and Figure 12 show comparisons of production
rates between the production areas. Depending on the
scenario number and production area, the production rates
vary, but tend to decrease with decreasing number of
available orepasses, especially when six LHDs are in
operation. Only the results from scenarios with three and six
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production area. The most severe scenarios are those in
which the orepasses closer to the centre of the studied
production areas are lost. Similarly, in scenarios number 6, 8,
and 9, the LHDs had to travel further than in scenarios
number 7, 10, and 11.
Likewise, in Figure 14, the relationship between the
production rate and total distance travelled in production area
C is shown. These results are based on having six LHDs in
operation. In scenarios with more operational orepasses
(scenarios number 6, 8, 9, 10, and 11) the travelling
distances were further than in the scenarios with one
operational orepass (scenarios number 13 and 14). This
suggests that the location of the orepasses and sequencing of
the vehicles affects the LHD distance travelled, but not
necessarily the production rate.
Additionally, the different locations of the orepasses
affect the production. This can be shown when three LHDs
are working on the right-hand side of the production area.
The distance to the far right orepass is much shorter than to
the other orepasses, but only one LHD can be accommodated
at a time in the FR orepass, meaning that the other two LHDs
would have to travel to another orepass or wait for the first
LHD to finish. Therefore, an appropriate strategy for fleet
management is necessary in order to maintain the production
rate. One possible solution is to decrease time losses by
VOLUME 118
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LHDs are shown since the results from scenarios with one,
two, four, and five LHDs follow a similar pattern. In
production area B the production rate is higher than in
production areas A and C as there are shorter distances to
cover. Differences between the production areas depend
mainly on the average distance that the LHD needs to travel
to the orepasses. The longest average distance that the LHD
must travel to the orepasses is in production area C. The
highest variation in the production rate, when using six
LHDs (Figure 12) was 14 235 t/d in orebody A, whereas the
highest variation when using three LHDs (Figure 11) was 6
920 t/d in orebody C. Thus, the higher the number of the
LHDs operating in the production area affected by an orepass
loss, the higher the production rate variation.
Figure 13 shows the relationship between the production
rate and distance travelled in production area C. The results
are based on the use of one LHD. A similar pattern followed
in production areas A and B. From Figure 13 it can be seen
that the lower the number of operational orepasses, the
higher the average LHDs travelling distance and the lower the
production rate. In scenarios number 12 and 15 the machines
had to travel further than in scenarios number 13 and 14,
resulting in lower production rates. This is because the
location of the operational orepass in scenario 12 and
scenario 15 is to the far left and far right side of the studied
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managing the movement of the LHDs. For example,
whenever one LHD is dumping, the second is loading, and
the third is travelling to or from the orepass. Another option
is to not allow the use of more than one LHD in each
production area, by redirecting part of the fleet into another
production area.

1.+&,-31.Several scenarios were studied with the purpose of analysing
the effects of the loss of one or more orepasses on the LHD
operations and the production rate. The main objectives were
to study how the current LHD operations are affected when
one or several of the orepasses cannot be used, and how
many of the orepasses can be lost while still maintaining
production rates. The following conclusions can be drawn.
 If one or two of the four orepasses are lost, production
can be maintained, or even improved, by the addition
of one LHD.
 In the scenario when only one orepass remains in
operation, the production rate of the vehicles drops due
to increased waiting times, especially when extra LHDs
are being used.

 Operating with a high number LHDs in the production
area affected by an orepass loss results in greater
variations in production rate than when operating with
a low number of LHDs. Thus, instead of using more
LHDs in the area where an orepass failed, transferring
the LHDs to another production area (if possible) to
achieve higher production rates could be a short-term
option.
 When two adjacent drifts are used for loading, the
LHDs may end up having to travel to the orepass
located further away from the production drift as the
closer one may be occupied by another LHD.
Consequently, this would lead to a decrease in
production rate and should be avoided.
 When two orepasses are operational, increasing the
number of LHDs from five to six would result in a
higher production rate, whereas if only one orepass
remains in operation, using six LHDs would result in
almost the same production rate as using five LHDs.
The remaining orepass in operation will be at
maximum utilization, with the LHDs continuously
claiming that orepass. This restricts the increased
number of LHDs from dumping more material into the
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orepass and highlights the need for analysis of the
system in order to avoid increasing waiting times and
traffic problems by using too many machines in the
area.
 In the studied production areas, the most severe
scenarios involve losing the orepasses that are located
closer to the centre of the production area.
 Mine management should have a strategy for orepass
loss situations in order to be able to mitigate the
possible production disturbances and try to avoid high
variations in the production rates. Otherwise, loss of an
orepass would likely result in additional fleet
requirements or in production disturbances while the
orepass is being restored.
 In order to avoid increased waiting times and traffic
congestion due to using too many machines in the
working areas, an evaluation of whether the system
can accommodate an extra machine in the production
area could be conducted. Alternatively, the machine
should be redirected into another production area, or
additional orepass inlets could be constructed to allow
entry for the incoming fleet.
The simulation created a baseline for further studies of
possible alternatives and improvements that can be made for
future underground transportation systems. As most
underground mines operate with small economic margins,
strategies should be developed to mitigate the production
disturbances related to the loss of one or more orepasses. The
results of this investigation show clearly the effect of the
number of additional LHDs in operation on production rate,
stressing the importance of a well-developed strategy.
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Green coal development for application
in fixed-bed catalytic gasification
by J.R. Bunt, S. Marx, F.B. Waanders, and N.T. Leokaoke

A novel ‘green coal’ product formulation has recently been developed and
the utilization concept tested at the North-West University coal research
laboratories. Hydrothermal liquefaction was used to produce bio-oil and
biomass char from sweet sorghum bagasse at operating temperatures
ranging between 280 and 300°C, and the resultant char was mixed in
various ratios (0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1) with fine medium-rank C
bituminous discard coal (<212 m) and CaCO3 (1–5 wt%). The mixtures
were pressed into 12 × 12 mm pellets using an LRX press at a pressure of 4
bar and gasified using CO2 at atmospheric pressure and temperatures
ranging between 800 and 1000°C. Kinetic parameters obtained from the
experimental data showed that the reaction rate of the biochar was an order
of magnitude higher than that of raw coal, with the blend containing 3 wt%
CaCO3 having the fastest reaction rate. In order to study the effect of
temperature and catalyst on the retention of elemental sulphur during
combustion of the various pellets, a combustion set-up consisting of a
furnace, glass bayonet-type reactor, Liebig cooler, liquid traps, and an SO2
gas analyser was used, with experiments conducted at temperatures
between 500 and 800°C. As expected, sulphur retention was low for the raw
coal and biochar blends, but increased significantly to between 56 and 86%,
decreasing with increasing temperature, in the runs with added metal
catalyst/sorbent. A simulation using FactSageTM predicted that >50% of the
pyritic sulphur entering the fixed-bed gasifier would be removed from the
gaseous phase as insoluble CaSO4 when operated in a catalytic gasification
mode at a temperature of 800°C, which is in good agreement with the
experimental findings.
  
Coal briquette, catalytic gasification, reactivity, sulphur retention.

   
The World Energy Outlook in 2011 estimated
that global energy needs will increase by 75%
by 2035, and over 1 trillion US dollars is
needed for large-scale investment for future
energy supply in coal and biofuels (Statistics
SA, 2011). Of the 255 Mt of coal produced
annually in South Africa, 60 Mt is discarded
from mining and transport operations because
of its perceived poor quality (high ash and
sulphur), and volatiles diminish as stockpiles
age (Wagner, 2008; Bunt and van Nierop,
1997). Coal fines, generally classified as
particles < 500 m that are separated from the
coal during the beneficiation process (UNFCCC,
2001), are also discarded. In coal-to-liquid
(CTL) plants, for example, fixed-bed gasifiers
use a lower cut size of 5 to 8 mm in the
production of liquid fuels, thereby delivering a
higher percentage of ‘fine’ coal, which is
mainly used in the generation of high-pressure
          

steam (in pulverized fuel combustion plants)
for use in the gasification process (RatafiaBrown et al., 2002). However, there is an
overbalance of fine coal in the circuit, which
inevitably leads to coal being discarded into
storage ponds and slimes dams (EUBA, 2007).
Since coal is a non-renewable resource, it
is important that these coal fines be utilizd.
Discard coal with a heating value of
approximately 16 MJ/kg can be burnt by
energy utilities, making it a viable energy
source; it can be beneficiated and added back
to a washed coarser product where contracts
allow; or it could be gasified in fluidized-bed
and entrained flow reactors. However these
technologies are extremely capital-intensive
and to date have not been implemented in
South Africa (Radloff, Kirsten, and Anderson,
2004; Hippo and Tandon, 1986). The Highveld
coalfields are of great importance to the longterm production of synthetic fuel in South
Africa, but these coalfields are close to
exhaustion, with an estimated remaining
recoverable coal reserve of 9 Gt (Jeffrey,
2005). Utilization of discarded Highveld fines
will assist in increasing the coal reserves
available, and will also be aligned with
government policy. An alternative process
should therefore be sought to enable coal to be
used more effectively, thereby improving the
lifespan of coal resources for the benefit of
future generations (UNFCCC, 2001).
Coal utilization has also led to rising
concerns about CO2 emissions causing global
climate change. Biomass is considered to be a
renewable resource, and its use assists in
reducing CO2 emissions compared with coal,
because biomass is suggested to be CO2neutral with regard to the greenhouse gas
balance (Usón et al., 2004; Zhu, Song, and
Lin, 2008; Biagini et al., 2002). Carbonization
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Green coal development for application in fixed-bed catalytic gasification
(also referred to as torrefaction or liquefaction) is a mild
thermochemical treatment (200-400°C and 100 bar pressure)
that removes moisture and organic acids from the biomass,
producing a coal-like substance (biochar) as solid product, as
well as bio-oil and biogas. The main aim of liquefaction is to
transform a material of low density and energy value into a
stable product with high energy density and carbon content
ready for use in combustion and gasification processes (Chen
et al., 2009; Bridgman et al., 2008). Liquefaction entails the
highest net energy gain for biomass conversion to solid,
liquid, and gas products compared to pyrolysis and
gasification (Khoo et al., 2013).
An attractive system for coal gasification is one in which
high-sulphur coal is gasified and sulphur in the coal is
retained within the gasifier ash, thereby eliminating the need
for gas clean-up; i.e. the gas is available for use without first
cooling it to preserve the sensible energy; and water vapour
is retained in the product gas to make a substantial
contribution in the combined-cycle power output. These
criteria can be met through the use of a calcium-based
sorbent such as limestone or dolomite directly in a fluidizedbed gasifier, which acts as both a catalyst for the gasification
reactions and captures sulphur as calcium sulphate
(Abbasian et al., 1990). Researchers in the field of chemical
kinetics of limestone/dolomite reactions with hydrogen
sulphide (Rehmat et al., 1987; Chang. and Thodos, 1984;
Keairns et. al., 1976; Borgwardt, Roache, and Bruce, 1984;
Pell, 1971; Squires, Graff, and Pell, 1971; Freund, 1984;
Ruth, Squires, and Graff, 1972; Kamath and Petrie, 1981;
Borgwardt and Roache, 1984) have verified the potential use
of these sorbents for sulphur capture. The reaction of calcined
limestone/dolomite is very rapid, and closely approaches
equilibrium. On that basis, it is possible to capture
substantial quantities of sulphur and discharge it with the
ash (Jones and Patel, 1985). Based on equilibrium
considerations, it is feasible to remove up to 90% sulphur
using this process.
Much laboratory research has been conducted in the field
of catalytic gasification, where small coal particles (<1 mm)
are gasified using steam and CO2 in the presence of alkali
metals, and has shown that gasification reactivity can be
significantly enhanced at temperatures ranging from 8001000°C. Exxon Research and Engineering Company
developed a catalytic coal gasification (CCG) process in the
1970s (Nahas, 1983). More recent research by Nel et al.,
(2013) has shown that the addition of an impregnated K2CO3
catalyst (1% loading) to 10 mm particles of run-of-mine
Highveld coal, lowered the activation energy during reactivity
testing compared to raw coal. The challenge remains to
increase the catalyst loading to large coal particles. Bunt et
al., (2015) successfully demonstrated that a catalyst (1%,
3%, 5% K2CO3 addition) can be incorporated into a discard
Highveld fine coal agglomerate mixture (10 mm pellets) by
physical mixing in order to improve CO2 gasification
reactivity at high temperatures (900-1000°C). It was
concluded that the CO2 gasification reactivity could at least be
doubled in this catalysed system compared to raw coal.
From the foregoing it is clear that there is a need to
explore the agglomeration of fine discard coal together with
biochar and an alkali metal catalyst/sorbent for use in
applications such as fixed-bed gasification. A reduction in
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sulphur emission concomitant with increased reactivity rate
will be an improvement over the conventional fixed-bed
gasification operation. This paper addresses the development
of a ‘green coal’ formulation and discusses preliminary
results obtained from CO2 gasification and carbon
combustion tests, thereby demonstrating the ability to
enhance the reaction rate and sulphur capturing propensity
during thermal treatment.
A number of reactions occur in a fixed-bed gasifier. The
gasification reactions are: H2O + C  H2 +CO and CO2 + C 
2CO. We have selected the CO2 gasification reaction with C as
an example in our study. The combustion reaction C + O2 
CO2 was also selected in order to show the impact on S
behaviour in the oxidation zone of the fixed-bed gasifier.
Oxygen is needed to drive the endothermic gasification
reactions higher up in the gasifier. The SO2/SO3 generated in
the oxidation step flows upwards countercurrent to the
downward-moving char bed and reacts with hydrogen
produced from the reaction with steam, forming H2S in the
top half of the gasifier, which operates under reducing
conditions. By sorbent capturing of S in the form of CaSO4 in
the oxidation zone of the gasifier, the S species is removed
from the gasifier with the ash assemblage, resulting in less
H2S reporting to the raw synthesis gas. Future work needs to
be conducted using the green coal formulation to address the
steam gasification reaction and its effect on the reaction rate
and sulphur capturing propensity.

%635&6012*7%34-6+.36
 
Biochar was produced in a grade 316 stainless steel autoclave
equipped with removable heating jackets and a magnetic
stirrer. The set-up can be seen in Figure 1. Pulverized sweet
sorghum bagasse (32.5 g) and distilled water (102 g) were
placed in the autoclave. The autoclave was sealed and air was
purged using nitrogen. The two heating jackets were
tightened and turned on. The magnetic stirrer was set to 50
r/min and remained at a constant speed throughout the run.
The temperature was allowed to rise to 290°C at a heating
rate of 2.5 K/min, whereafter the heating jackets and
mechanical stirrer were turned off. The heating jackets were
opened and the autoclave was allowed to cool to atmospheric
temperature and pressure. An electric fan was used to
accelerate the cooling process. Chloroform (100 ml) was
added to the autoclave after it had reached ambient
temperature and the mixture was stirred for approximately 10
minutes. Chloroform acts as a solvent and aids in the
extraction of liquefaction products. The products were
separated using a vacuum filter. The liquid product (a
mixture of bio-oil and chloroform) was collected and the
biochar was dried in an oven for 12 hours at 105°C. After
drying, the biochar was stored in a ziplock bag. Only particles
of a size less than 212 m were used in this study.
The discard Highveld coal filter cake (medium rank C
bituminous coal) was reduced to less than 212 m using a
ball mill. The proximate analysis results for the discard coal
and biochar are given in Table I. It can be observed that the
biochar has a very low ash content (5.2%) compared with the
discard coal (29%), and the fixed carbon content is high
(71.4%) compared with the discard coal (41.5%).
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using the LRX machine press. Five different pellet types were
pressed:

Table I

345&2167202*/5/736/.*1/7253+356+7'2/5/
34-6+.36

"42*

54-,23

Moisture content (wt%)

5.9

1.4

Ash content (wt%)

29.0

5.2

Volatile matter (wt%)

23.5

21.9

Fixed carbon (wt%)

41.5

71.4

For the coal reactivity work, blend ratios of coal to biochar
of 75:25, 50:50, and 25:75 were prepared by physical mixing.
CaCO3 and Ca(OH)2 were used as catalysts and added to the
75:25 blend in 1 wt%, 3 wt%, and 5 wt% concentrations.
Pellets were pressed using an LRX Plus machine press
operated with NEXYGEN PLUS software. The force of the
machine was set at 4000 kN. Pellets 10 mm in diameter, 10
mm in height, and with a mass of 450 mg were pressed. The
samples were then gasified in a TGA with CO2 at temperatures
of 900°C, 950°C, and 1000°C.
For the sulphur retention study, pellets were also pressed

 Coal pellets (CC)
 Biomass char pellets (BMC)
 A mixture of coal and biomass char pellets, containing a
ratio of 70 wt% coal and 30 wt% biomass char
(CC+BMC)
 A mixture of coal and biomass char (70 wt% coal and 30
wt% biomass char) and CaCO3 as catalyst
(CC+BMC+CAT1)
 A mixture of coal, biomass char (70 wt% coal char and
30 wt% biomass char) and Ca(OH)2 as catalyst
(CC+BMC+CAT2).
The catalyst addition was 3 wt% in all cases. The terms
‘catalyst’ and ‘sorbent’ are used interchangeably in this paper,
as the same alkali metal acts as a catalyst during gasification
before becoming deactivated at high temperatures, and in the
case of combustion acts as a sorbent for in-situ sulphur
capture. The samples were then reacted in air in a bayonettype glass reactor in a temperature range of 500°C to 800°C,
with continuous measurement of the SO2 gas concentration. A
schematic of the experimental set-up is given in Figure 2.
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The samples placed in the TGA were firstly heated to 30°C at
a heating rate of 50°C/min in a stream of N2 at a flow rate of
150 ml/min. This temperature was held constant for 5
minutes. The samples were then pyrolised in an inert
nitrogen atmosphere up to a final temperature of 1000°C ,
using a TGA heating rate of 50°C/min and streaming nitrogen
at a flow rate of 150 ml/min, and held at that temperature for
30 minutes. The gasification reactions were then carried out
at 900°C, 950°C, and 1000°C using carbon dioxide (CO2) as
reactant gas at a flow rate of 150 ml/min. The reaction time
was set to 6 hours.


Figure 2 shows the experimental set-up of the combustion
process used in order to measure retention of sulphur by the
pellets. It should be noted that in a fixed- or moving-bed
gasifier the reactant gases and solid fuel move countercurrent
to one another. Essentially, oxygen combusts the char at the
base of the gasifier, leading to the formation of SO2, which
partitions to H2S in the upper part of the gasifier where
reducing conditions are prevalent and exits in this form in
the raw syngas. The combustion reaction was studied as this
reaction controls the formation of gaseous sulphur within the
gasifier. The furnace of the reactor (A) was operated at
temperatures between 500°C and 800°C. The feed air entered
the reactor at position (D) at a flow rate of 220 ml/min. The
pellets were inserted between two ceramic wool plugs at
position B (glass reactor). A quartz sleeve (C) contained a
thermocouple for continuous temperature measurements
within the reaction zone. A PID controller was used to
maintain a constant temperature. Position (E) indicates the
effluent of the decomposed gases. The gas was then
condensed in a Liebig cooler to slow down the flow rate
before passing through liquid and moisture traps where all
the remaining moisture was removed. The SO2 gas was then
analysed by a SO2 gas analyser before being vented to the
atmosphere. SO2 gas is the only gas that can be detected by
this analyser. To calibrate the SO2 reading, 1% SO2 gas at a

flow rate of 220 ml/min entered through the entire system
until the reading reached equilibrium. The analyser was then
spanned to zero, so that only the presence of SO2 produced
by reaction could be detected when operating the combustion
procedure, since the calibration gas addition was superfluous.
Before starting the combustion process, all of the SO2 had to
be removed from the system. Nitrogen gas at a high flow rate
(420 ml/min) was passed through the system for about 20
minutes to purge all of the SO2 present. Once the SO2 gas
analyser had been calibrated, the glass reactor was heated by
the furnace to the desired temperature. Both the furnace and
the glass reactor contained thermocouples for temperature
control. When the desired temperature was reached, it was
kept constant for the entire combustion process. Normally the
glass reactor was approximately 20°C cooler than the furnace
temperature. After the combustion process, the remaining
ash residue of each sample was analysed. Inductively coupled
plasma (ICP) analysis was conducted to investigate the
concentrations of the elements in the sample, as well as to
determine the sulphur retention.

  
In order to demonstrate the gaseous sulphur reduction
possible with the use of the green coal feedstock, a
simulation of the fixed-bed gasification process was
conducted to show the partitioning and speciation behaviour
of the inorganic sulphur chemistry. The thermochemical
simulation package used was FactSageTM 6.3, which is used
extensively to study the high-temperature thermodynamic
chemistry of inorganic minerals. The simulation input data
was derived from the analysis (proximate, ultimate,
elemental ash analysis) of a typical Highveld no. 4 seam coal
from Secunda (Bunt et al., 2015).
The model input was as follows: carbon (73.76 g),
nitrogen (1.99 g), oxygen (11.84 g), hydrogen (4.40 g),
Al2O3 (2.05 g), CaO (0.93 g), Cr2O3 (0.01 g), Fe2O3 (0.78 g),
K2O (0.05 g), MgO (0.30 g), MnO (0.009 g), Na2O (0.05 g),
SiO2 (2.91 g), TiO2 (0.14 g), V2O5 (0.006 g), ZrO2 (0.01 g),
Ba (0.04 g). Sulphur was introduced as FeS2 (1%). To
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simulate the gasification process, hydrogen gas was
introduced in excess (100 g) in order to ensure that the
chemical system was under strictly reducing conditions. In
practice, hydrogen will be produced from the steam
gasification reaction together with char. Hydrogen is
produced in the reduction zone of the fixed-bed gasifier and
its reaction with S species (FeS2 and FeS) as it moves
upwards through the char/coal bed needs to be understood,
both in the absence and the presence of an alkali metal
sorbent. Dolomite [Ca/Mg (CO3)2] (10 g) was added to the
system to investigate the possibility of sulphur capturing and
retention, and the results were compared to a base case
simulation with no dolomite present. Since catalytic
gasification is proposed to operate at temperatures of 1000°C
(max.), the simulation considered the temperature range
25°C to 1025°C, in steps of 100°C. The gasifier pressure was
fixed at 28 bar, which is typical of this technology, as also
used by Sasol (Bunt and Waanders, 2008). The FactSageTM
distribution function was used to disseminate the sulphur
species behaviour once the simulation was completed.

6/.*1/720+7+5/-.//540
   
Figure 3 shows the normalized mass loss curves for the base
coal, biochar, and the various coal and biochar blends at
1000°C. It can be seen that the ash content of the individual
blends decreases as the biochar loading increases. It is clear
that the mass loss of biochar is much faster than that of coal.
To calculate the reaction rate, the moisture content,
volatile matter, and ash content were removed from the mass
loss curve to obtain the carbon mass loss curve. The reaction
rate was calculated using Equation [1]:
[1]
The carbon conversion was calculated using Equation [2]:
[2]
where mash is the mass of the ash in the respective samples.

Figure 4 shows the reaction rates (g/g.h-1) of base coal,
biochar, and the various blends at 1000°C. It is apparent that
the reaction rate of biochar is much higher than that of the
base coal and the individual blends. The high reaction rate of
biochar is a well-known phenomenon and has been studied
extensively (Brown, Liu, and Norton, 2000; Emami-Taba et
al., 2013; Jeong, Park, and Hwang, 2014). The high reaction
rate can be attributed to the high alkali metal content of
biochar and weak bonds between holocellulose and lignin
(Emami-Taba et al., 2013).
Although the reaction rates of the base coal and
individual blends are quite similar at the start of gasification,
the reaction rate of the 25:75 blend increases significantly at
a conversion of 70%, and becomes faster than that of the
base coal, the 50:50 blend, and the 75:25 blend. It can be
seen that the 75:25 blend has the lowest reaction rate at the
end of the reaction. At a temperature of 900°C (not shown
here), the differences in the reaction rates were more
pronounced, suggesting that the catalytic effect is greater at
lower temperatures.
To determine if reaction inhibition is present, the
theoretical conversion was calculated using the method
proposed by Ren et al., (2011) (Equation [3]) and compared
to the experimental values.

[3]

where Xcalculated is the conversion at time t of the base-case
run. If Xcalculated is larger than the experimental conversion
for any blend, reaction inhibition is suspected. If Xcalculated is
smaller than the experimental conversion, synergistic effects
are present. Figures 5 and 6 show some sample results
obtained. It can be seen that the theoretical conversion is
higher than almost all of the experimental conversions,
indicating that reaction inhibition is taking place. Only the
25:75 blend at 900°C (Figure 6) shows synergistic effects,
which once again indicates that a lower temperature might be
beneficial to the co-gasification reactions.
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A number of studies have been conducted to understand
the interaction between coal and biochar and to explain the
reaction inhibition. Habibi (2013) studied the co-gasification
of switchgrass with coal and fluid coke. It was found that
inhibition occurs in the co-gasification of switchgrass and
coal, which was attributed to alkali metals reacting with
aluminosilicates to form immobile compounds such as
KAlSi3O8 and KAlSiO4. However, synergistic effects were
observed between switchgrass and fluid coke, considering the
fluid coke contained less mineral matter than coal. Ren et al.,
(2011) co-gasified bone meal and coal and found that at
higher temperatures, Ca and Na reacted with mineral matter
to form alkali aluminosilicates, thus also inhibiting the
reaction. The same inhibiting effect was possibly observed in
this study, and is likely caused by the formation of alkali
aluminosilicates.
To determine the effect of catalyst addition on the
reaction rate of coal and biochar blends, CaCO3 was added to
the 75:25 blend in 1 wt%, 3wt%, and 5 wt% concentrations.
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Figure 7 shows the effect of CaCO3 on the reaction rate at
1000°C. It can be seen that the addition of CaCO3 as catalyst
increases the reaction rate of the 75:25 blend. The blend
containing 1 wt% CaCO3 shows the smallest increase in the
reaction rate, while the 3 wt% addition shows the highest
increase. Some inhibition is observed when 5 wt% CaCO3 is
added, considering the reaction rate is slower than that of the
3 wt% sample. The optimal catalyst addition seems to be 3
wt%. It is known that the mobility of alkali metal salts under
gasification operating conditions should lead to good
dispersion throughout the coal surface, resulting in an
enhanced reaction rate. However, if the salt is present in
excess, it can also react with aluminosilcates to form inactive
alkali aluminosilicates, resulting in an observed inhibition in
reaction rate, as is postulated in this study.
The observed activation energy and pre-exponential
factor of the Arrhenius equation were calculated by
linearization of the Arrhenius equation, as shown in
Equation [4]:
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By plotting ln r versus 1-T , the linearized Arrhenius plots
were obtained. Figure 8 shows the Arrhenius plots for the
base coal, biochar, and respective blends.
From the kinetic data is it clear that biochar had a much
higher reaction rate than the base coal. As the biochar
loading increased, the reaction rate also increased. However,
some reaction inhibition was observed, which could be
attributed to the formation of inactive alkali aluminosilicates.
The increase in the reaction rate was more pronounced as the
temperature decreased.
The activation energies of coal and biochar were found to
be 224 kJ/mol and 242 kJ/mol, respectively. Furthermore, the
activation energies of the 75:25, 50:50, and 25:75 blends
were found to be 219 kJ/mol, 221 kJ/mol, and 227 kJ/mol,
respectively. The activation energies of the blends containing
          

1 wt%, 3 wt% and 5 wt% CaCO3 were 222 kJ/mol, 233
kJ/mol, and 222 kJ/mol, respectively.
The homogeneous model, shrinking core model, and
Wen’s model (not shown here) were all capable of predicting
the conversion accurately, considering that no R2 value was
found to be lower than 0.94.


Figure 9 shows the results obtained during the combustion of
biomass char pellets (BMC) at 700°C. Each run consisted of
920 mg BMC and a total of five runs were conducted in order
to obtain effective repeatability results. The average,
minimum, and maximum data for the five runs were plotted.
The average curve was determined by taking the average
data for all five runs. The average maximum peak for SO2
emissions was 3400 ppm, which was reached in the first 220
seconds. Each combustion test was completed in
approximately 30 minutes.
VOLUME 118
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The SO2 reduction emission efficiencies for the
combustion runs conducted at temperatures ranging from
500–800°C were calculated using Equation [5]
[5]
The sulphur before combustion was calculated using the
sulphur percentage obtained from the ultimate analysis
multiplied by the total mass. The total sulphur after
combustion was calculated using the sulphur wt% obtained
from the ICP analysis multiplied by the total ash wt%. Table II
shows the sulphur retention results obtained for the various
samples with respect to combustion temperature.
It can be observed that in the case of the BMC pellets the
sulphur retention ranged between 13% and 18% within the
temperature range studied. For the coal (CC) pellets, sulphur
retention ranged between 16% and 34%; decreasing with

Table II

.*%,.3736160154072/7(.0-154074(7362-1540
16&%6321.367(4371,67(5!67-2/6/7/1.+56+
Type

BMC

% S retention % S retention % S retention % S retention
(500°C)

(600°C)

(700°C)

(800°C)

18

13

15

14

CC

34

22

17

16

BMC+CC (30:70)

29

19

16

15

BMC+CC+CAT1

60

78

52

39

BMC+CC+CAT2

86

74

67

56

increasing temperature. In the case of the mixture of
CC+BMC pellets, the sulphur retention ranged between 15%
and 29%. When the catalyst/sorbent was added
(CC+BMC+CAT1), the sulphur retention increased
significantly to between 39% and 78%.
Finally, when (CC+BMC+CAT2) was combusted, the
sulphur retention was found to range between 56% and 86%
for the four temperatures studied. There is thus clear
evidence that 5% sorbent addition effectively increased the
sulphur retention during the combustion experiments. The
Ca(OH)2 catalyst is the more effective catalyst/sorbent
compared to CaCO3. The most effective pellet for retaining
elemental sulphur was found to be the (biomass char, coal,
and Ca(OH)2) pellet, with the highest sulphur retention of
86% at 500°C. The addition of a catalyst/sorbent, especially
Ca(OH)2, tends to minimize the effect of temperature change
on the combustion process and also stabilizes the SO2
emission curves. Without the addition of a sorbent, the
biomass char and coal pellet mixture was found to be the
most efficient, with a sulphur retention efficiency of only
29% at 500°C. This retention was caused by the reactive
alkali metals in the natural ash-forming minerals present in
the coal pellet mixture.
In the case of catalytic gasification (where oxidizing and
reducing conditions are present in the bottom and top halves
of the gasifier, respectively), the operating temperature
should preferably not exceed 1000°C in the combustion zone.
It can be concluded from this example that a sulphur
retention of close to 60% is obtained at a temperature of
800°C. It was also shown earlier that the CO2 reaction rate
(reactivity) is highest at lower operating temperature. Thus, it
has been proven experimentally that the BM+CC+CAT(1/2)
formulation is capable of both (1) enhancing reaction rate
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during CO2 gasification, as well as (2) significantly retaining
sulphur in the ash during combustion, and an international
patent has been granted (Waanders, Marx, and Bunt, 2016).
The co-utilization of carbon feedstocks, particularly those
of a biomass origin, is considered to deliver lower net CO2
generation, as biomass is deemed to be renewable and
produces less CO2 emissions than coal, because biomass is
suggested to be CO2-neutral with regard to the greenhouse
gas balance. In most cases the bio-oil will be used as binder
if briquetting together with fine coal is being considered. In
the case of green coal, the bio-residue is utilized as a carbon
source together with fine discard coal. The biochar prepared
at a temperature of approximately 300°C is similar to young
lignite in terms of coal rank, and is therefore considered a
highly reactive carbon source.


Figure 10 shows the base case model output results (reaction
temperature versus sulphur species fractional % distribution).

It can be observed that in this highly reducing atmosphere,
pyrite decomposes at 125°C forming pyrrhotite (FeS) with the
release of H2S gas according to the reaction FeS2+H2 
Fe(1-x)S + H2S. FeS is stable up to a temperature of 525°C,
whereafter it decomposes, and is not present above 725°C. At
this point, all of the sulphur (in the form of H2S) is present in
the gas phase, in agreement with the literature (Skhonde et
al., 2009).
Figure 11 shows the simulation output for the dolomiteadded scenario under reducing conditions. It can be observed
that the speciation of FeS2 and FeS occurs in an identical
fashion as in the base-case run, but the formation of a
calcium sulphide (CaS) solid species is now also evident.
According to Abbasain et al., (1990), this species starts
forming in the process, and the primary sulphidation
reactions take place within the gasifier under reducing
conditions. The limestone is calcined at gasification
conditions, and sulphur capture occurs through the reaction
of calcium oxide with hydrogen sulphide as shown in
Equations [6] and [7] respectively:
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[6]

[7]
The simulation in Figure 11 shows that a CaS (s1) phase
is possible at temperatures ranging between 125°C and
425°C. When the FeS solid species has finally decomposed
and the dolomite has been calcined at 625°C (Equation [6]),
a CaS (s2) transition state product is formed (Equation [7]),
and a clear reduction in gaseous H2S is evident. At 1025°C,
the fractional H2S distribution has been reduced to 24%, with
the CaS (solid reaction product) accounting for the remaining
76%. This result is in fair agreement with results reported by
Abbasin et al., (1990), who claimed a 90% removal of
sulphur in the form of CaS during fluidized-bed gasification
studies.
However, the CaS product formed under reducing
conditions (as shown by the simulation) is water-soluble and
cannot therefore be disposed of in the ash product exiting the
gasifier. It is known that CaS reacts with water to form H2S in
solution and Ca(OH)2 (Waanders, Marx, and Bunt, (2016).
Fortunately, oxidizing conditions are also needed during the
fixed-bed gasification process, and Figure 12 shows the
simulation result when the CaS and H2S products formed are
reacted with oxygen. The input data for this simulation was
taken as the model output as given at a temperature of
825°C, because the catalytic gasification process needs to run
at temperatures below 1000°C. In this case, the CaS and H2S
distributions were approximately 70% and 30% respectively.
The simulation input data was as follows: H2S (0.85 g), H2
(0.10 g), Mg2Al4Si5O18 – corderite (4.59 g), CaS (3.15 g),
MgS (1.07 g), NaAlSi2O8 – high-albite (0.44 g), Al6Si2O13 –
mullite (0.43 g), KAlSi2O6 – leucite (0.24 g), and TiS2 (0.20
g). An assumption was made to include carbon (10 g) since
the thermodynamic model takes the process to complete
equilibrium, yet it is known in practice that between 10 and

20% of the carbonaceous char is finally combusted during
fixed-bed gasification (Bunt and Waanders, 2008). An excess
of oxygen (50 g) was added to the model input to simulate
the effect of oxidation of the CaS species, in particular.
Figure 12 clearly shows the effect of sulphur capturing
during the oxidation step; i.e. the CaS is oxidized to insoluble
CaSO4 (40%) and corderite reacts with oxygen and sulphur to
form MgSO4 (13%) at 925°C. As expected, the gaseous
products formed are SO2 and SO3 (47% in total at 925°C).
The CaSO4 distribution remains constant at higher
temperatures up to 1225°C according to the reaction CaS +
2O2  CaSO4. The gaseous products of oxidation (SO2, SO3)
will further react with hydrogen under reducing conditions
higher up in the fixed-bed gasifier to form H2S, and be
released into the raw syngas as this species. On the other
hand, the CaSO4 species formed in the bottom of the gasifier
will exit the reactor as part of the solid ash assemblage.
This simulated example has shown that 53% of the
pyritic sulphur entering the fixed-bed gasifier is removed
from the gaseous phase as insoluble CaSO4 during operation
in a catalytic gasification mode.

"40-*.+50)736&23:/
Minimizing the amount of sulphur partitioning to the gas
phase during utilization lowers the total cost of the gas cleanup process. ‘Green coal’ has the potential to reduce the
current gaseous sulphur emissions during fixed-bed
gasification by up to 50%, with the balance of the sulphur
encapsulated in an insoluble solid phase in the ash
assemblage.
With the green coal formulation, the catalyst plays a dual
role: (1) self-scrubbing (in-situ capture) of sulphur during
utilization in fixed-bed gasification or any process operating
on lump coal, as well as (2) enhancing the rate-limiting CO2
gasification step of the char. Green coal thus has the
capability of at least doubling the gasification reactivity, thus
allowing for enhanced throughput possibilities in fixed-bed
gasifiers.
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The use of green coal essentially offers an attractive
solution since it is formulated from a combination of discard
fine coal and biochar (a carbonaceous residue after bio-oil
extraction). The biochar addition to the formulation is
considered a renewable energy source, thus carbon credits
can be claimed due to the reduction in CO2 production.
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health, safety and the environmental
impact in the mining and metallurgy
industry and highlight actions to be taken.
It will act as a platform for learning and
allow people to share ideas on safety,
health and the environment as well as
local communities relationship (issues).

SUPPORTED BY:

Mine Health &
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This conference aims to bring together
management, DMR, Chamber of Mines,
Unions and health and safety practitioners
at all levels from the industry to share
best practice and successful strategies for
zero harm and a value-based approach to
health and safety. It will address the main
challenges in the mining industry such as
logistics, energy and safety of employees,
contractors and the communities.
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Safety and health leadership: a concise
‘story line’ to achieve zero harm
by K. de Jager

A holistic safety and health approach is necessary for a company to succeed
in achieving zero harm. Potential systemic failures are highlighted that
could exist within organizations, which create the ‘error traps’ where
accidents become inevitable. Safety and health leadership strategies and the
interdependencies between leadership components and health and safety
systems are described to understand ’cause and effect’. Human factors and
human error in health and safety, as well as the application of behavioural
safety theory and methods, help to look at people in context, both within
and outside the workplace.
'# 
safety, leadership, human factors, human error, human behaviour, safety
culture.
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It is imperative that leaders involved in safety
and health holistically understand the
interdependencies between various safety
aspects in dealing with the concept of zero
harm and how to achieve it. In large
organizations, very few individuals actually
understand the interdependencies of the
overall safety management ‘system’ as a
whole.
It’s critical to recognize that safety success
isn’t an ‘or’ issue (one strategy or another),
but rather an ‘and’ issue (one strategy and
another). Safety excellence isn’t the result of a
singular strategy. There are no universal
answers (Hansen, 2007).

)#"# "#" "#
There are many publications available on
specific aspects of safety management such as
safety management systems, behavioural
safety, human error, etc. However, few bring
the various components of safety management
together and contextualize the
interdependencies.
In a complex environment or a very large
organization, it is conceivable that only a few
people, if any, understand the overall
interdependencies of all the aspects of the
safety management system. There should,
therefore, be a consistent, simplified safety
story line available so that the majority of the
staff understand how the various components
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fit together as a whole in order to achieve zero
harm.
As a start, the leadership of a company
must instill zero harm as a non-negotiable
value for the company. However, it should be
understood that zero harm is a reactive
mindset in that it implies that an incident is
expected to occur, but that the consequences
should result in zero harm. The next desirable
proactive mindset is that of ‘zero incidents’,
meaning that all risk management controls are
appropriate and applied.
Genuine caring for people creates an
environment conducive for zero harm. ‘Values’
on a wall poster that are not being applied,
especially by leadership, have significant
negative consequences on the safety culture in
the longer term. Management must be seen to
live the values and lead by example.
The company’s safety efforts should be
documented and contained in a safety
management system (SMS), agreed to by all
and applied by all stakeholders in the
company. Participative management is
important to the success of the ‘zero harm’
concept.
A credible dynamic risk management
process must underpin the SMS. Risks at all
levels of the organization must be identified
and controls instituted. Controls must be
applied by all so as to ensure that activities are
within the company’s residual risk tolerances.
Safety is a result of proactive risk
management and is a concurrent activity to
ensure that controls are in place before and
during the execution of any task and not
something that is done subsequently. For
every task to be performed there should be an
agreed safety procedure available and all staff
should agree to work to it.

Safety and health leadership: a concise ‘story line’ to achieve zero harm
What gets measured gets done. The safety information
system must be appropriate for the company, with leading
and lagging indicators which are relevant, accurate, and
available timeously. More importantly, appropriate action
should be taken should indicators trend negatively.
Human factors, which include the theory of behaviour as
well as human errors, should be well understood, including
human limitations. This will include the behaviour of
leadership as well as the individual who is in the line of fire.
Behaviour turns systems and procedures into reality.
Benchmarking of relative industry performance should be
undertaken and system audits should be done regularly to
ensure compliance of the company’s safety policy. The
company should strive for continual improvement of its
safety performance.
The abovementioned is a high-level safety story line that
will be unpacked in more detail in the rest of the paper.

#"## *
The role of leadership is to enable, influence, and to motivate
others towards achieving the same purpose goals
contributing to the effectiveness and success of the
organization or group of which they are members.
Leadership must embrace the notion that all injuries are
preventable and that no injury is acceptable. Safety is a
priority and schedule, cost, or production will not take
precedence over an injury-free workplace.
Studies in safety leadership indicate that the behaviours
of supervisors and senior managers have a direct influence
on worker behaviours and thus on workplace health and
safety. Safe behaviours at work are influenced by specific
leadership approaches. Senior managers are the key
influencers on the safety culture of an organization and
effective safety leadership is vital to the success of a safety
programme. Management’s safety leadership lays the
foundation upon which a solid system is built.

 
Leadership determines whether safety will be achieved in an
organization through its actions, commitment, measures,
example, and rewards.
Effective safety leadership determines the extent to which
safety rules and procedures are adhered to in reality. Top
management’s commitment is expressed through action, not
only talk. Example and integrity have been noted as supreme
qualities of leadership.
Leaders demonstrate safety when the words and deeds
match. If you say ‘be safe’ and act in ways that do not ensure
safety, it sends out conflicting messages. Good example and
integrity build good faith, trust, and confidence.

  
Management attitude, behaviour, and style tend to be less
quantifiable indicators of safety management outcomes than
safety management systems. However, these factors have a
very powerful effect on workforce safety and help separate
the excellent organizations from the merely good ones.
Legislation, in most countries, provides a basis for
worker representatives to provide input into decision-making
that affects worker safety. People work more safely when
they are involved in the decision-making process, have
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specific and reasonable responsibilities, and have immediate
feedback about their work.
While it is recognized that regulation is necessary for
good safety, compliance with legislation and a regulatory
regime alone do not lead to an outstanding safety record.
However, this commitment must extend beyond satisfying
regulatory requirements to achieving improvements in safety
management
Some of the obstacles to effective safety leadership
include:
 Safety is thought of as only a system of discipline
 Safety efforts are delegated to lower levels in the
organization and leaders have little hands-on
involvement
 Passively handing over safety leadership to external
agencies or companies
 Lack of participation, poor communication, lack of
accountability, lack of enforcement, lack of clarity, ‘Us
vs. Them’ mentality
 Safety as a priority is never demonstrated, just talked
about.

( $"!! #
An organizational culture does not spring up ready-made.
Organizations, like organisms, adapt. Safety cultures evolve
gradually in response to local conditions, past events, the
character of the leadership, and the mood of the workforce
(Reason, 1998).
The degree to which control over work organization and
task structure is centralized is an important consideration in
the culture of safety, with greater decentralization making for
better safety outcomes.


A safety culture is the product of individual and group
values, attitudes, competencies, and patterns of behaviour
that determine commitment to safety (Booth, 1996). It is
something an organization is, the beliefs, attitudes, and
values of its members regarding the pursuit of safety. It is
also something that an organization has, the structure,
practices, controls, and policies designed to enhance safety.
It is the way a company thinks and acts towards safety and it
is believed to be a key predictor of safety performance.
A safety culture consists of shared values – what is
important, and beliefs – how things work to produce
behavioural norms (‘the way we do things around here’)
(Strong, 2012). A positive safety culture is where there are
trustful communications, shared perceptions of importance of
safety, and confidence in the efficacy of preventive measures
(Booth, 1996). Changing workplace culture may be difficult,
but its success is very much dependent on good leadership.



  



An ideal safety culture is the 'engine ' that drives the system
towards the goal of sustaining the maximum resistance
towards its operational hazards, regardless of the leadership's
personality or current commercial concerns.
The power of this engine relies heavily on a continuing
respect for the many entities that can penetrate, disable, or
bypass the system's safeguards (Reason, 1998). Safety is
invisible in the sense that safe outcomes do not deviate from
          

Safety and health leadership: a concise ‘story line’ to achieve zero harm


A safety climate is a subset of safety culture concerned with
the values and attitudes of staff at all levels (Booth, 1996).
Although a company may have an ideal safety culture, the
safety climate or ‘mood’ may be depressed if there is a
serious injury, for example.

#"##"#
In the health and safety literature, systems are referred to
frequently as being composed of humans, machines, and the
environment, which interact in order to achieve a defined
goal and have the following characteristics:
 Systems are purposive
 They can be hierarchical, that is, considered to be parts
of larger systems or a 'nesting’ of systems within a set
system boundary
 They operate in an environment
 Systems components serve functions – information
receiving, information storage, information processing
and decision, and action
 The components of a system interact
 Systems, sub-systems, and components have inputs
and outputs (Sanders and McCormick, 1993).
A SMS is a set of plans, actions, and procedures to
systematically manage safety in the workplace that is actively
endorsed by a committed employer to achieve the following:
 Provision of a safe and healthy workplace and the
prevention/reduction of illness and injury for both
employees and contractors
 Identification of workplace hazards, assessment and
control of all risks
 Active involvement in health and safety matters by
managers, supervisors, and employees and their
representatives
 Provision of information and training for employees at
all levels so they can work safely.
It is important to put effort into continuous improvement,
which is building in ways of periodically checking how you
are doing and how to improve your system, using feedback
mechanisms, audits, and inspections.
Developing a structured training strategy, with the ability
to meet different language and education needs, is a
significant factor to attaining success. An effective system is
more than a paper chase. It is about making sure that
relevant changes occur, to improve safety. However,
documenting what you do is good business practice.

 
The SMS is directly aimed at managing critical risks. Senior
managers or owner/operators practice what they preach and
make decisions to eliminate or reduce hazards. Supervisors
and employees understand their role in the system and are
closely involved in its development and operation.
          

The system is commensurate with the risks to be
managed and is absolutely tailored to the organization’s
requirements. The SMS is able to withstand, and welcomes,
robust questioning and review from everyone involved.

 
 Management support is irregular and inconsistent
 Everyone treats the system as ‘paper warfare’ and
follows procedures to keep the managers happy,
regardless of their effectiveness
 The SMS is established in response to external
demands and never really ’owned’ or understood by
those subject to it
 The system is imposed without effective participation
by those who have to make it work
 The effort to build an organization-specific system is
not made and ‘off the shelf’ solutions are applied that
have little relevance to the culture of the workplace
 The SMS lacks the full support of, and commitment
from, management
 Due diligence is not shown, for example, by having
safe work practices and procedures that sit, fully
documented, in a folder on the shelf – but are never
used
 The performance of safety and health as well as injury
management systems should be continually reviewed
and opportunities identified for improvement.
Those who manage and operate the system must have
current knowledge about the human, technical,
organizational and environmental factors that determine the
safety of the system as a whole. For an accident to occur in
such a system, it requires the unlikely combination of several
different factors to penetrate the many protective layers and
to allow hazards to come into damaging contact with plant,
personnel, and the environment (Reason, 1998).
Some of the barriers to the effective implementation of
safety and health management systems are:
 Failure to meet necessary conditions (for example, by
not being customized to the needs of the organization)
 Inappropriate use of audit tools (for example, where
they become an end in themselves)
 Application in hostile environments (for example, in
areas with precarious employment).
Make sure leaders in the organization are familiar with
the SMS. Recognize that cultural and attitudinal change may
be necessary to improve performance, and that this takes
time.

+"##
The principles for preventative and protection measures
include avoiding a risk altogether, or using a different
approach, substance, or method of work. Risks should be
combated at source rather than by adopting secondary
measures. Work should be adapted to the individual rather
than expecting the individual to adapt to the work.
When treating risks, advantage should be taken of
technological and technical progress. Risk prevention
measures must be part of a coherent policy and approach to
safety management.
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the expected, and so there is nothing to capture the attention.
If people see nothing, they presume that nothing is
happening, and that nothing will continue to happen if they
continue to act as before. But this is misleading because it
takes a number of dynamic inputs to create stable outcomes
(Reason, 1998).

Safety and health leadership: a concise ‘story line’ to achieve zero harm
The causation model (Figure 1) depicts a systematic
analysis of potential multiple causes of incidents. The model
is roughly based on the previous work done by Bird and
Heinrich (1985).
In the causation model, risk management vs crisis
management, proactive vs reactive, from paper to practice, as
well as leadership, errors, and behaviour is depicted. Another
example is the Swiss cheese model (Figure 2), where risk
management barriers are discussed.
Risk barriers should consider a four-stage approach:
 Prevention barriers intended to prevent the energy
from getting out of control (with adequate
reinforcement or redundancy where barrier failure is
probable)
 Monitoring barriers intended to monitor the status of
the energy to identify if it is different from expected
and if the barriers are as effective as required
 First-response barriers intended to stop an unwanted
event in the early stages before any significant
consequence can occur
 Amelioration barriers intended to minimize the
consequences of a major unwanted event (NSW Mine
Safety Operations Branch, 2011).

#" "#
It is difficult for leaders to make an informed contribution to
safety and injury management without an understanding of
the relevant regulatory frameworks, individual,
responsibilities, or emerging health, safety, and injury
management risks and issues.
In the absence of frequent unwanted events, the best way
to induce and then sustain a state of intelligent and respectful
wariness is to gather the right kinds of data. This means
creating a safety information system that collects, analyses,
and disseminates information from incidents and nearmisses, as well as from regular proactive checks on the
system’s vital signs. (Reason, 1998)

 Measurement over time will reflect the results of action
(Chrvala and Bulger, 2010).


Using a mix of positive performance or lead indicators and
outcome or lag indicators will help organizations achieve
targets and improve performance. A supplementary view
considers process indicators, which refer to asset or technical
integrity, and personal indicators, which refer to personal
injury (Hopkins, 2007).
Positive or lead performance indicators allow an
organization to measure activities undertaken that are
designed to impact positively on outcome or lag performance.
Leading indicators are predictive, require active monitoring,
and provide feedback on performance before an accident or
incident (HSE, 2006)
Outcome indicators are important measures, but generally
reflect the results of past actions. There is often a time lag
between an action taken by an organization to improve
performance and any measurable change in performance.
Outcome indicators may hide potential risks. For
example, a low incidence of injury does not necessarily mean
that adequate safety systems and controls are in place.
Therefore relying on lag indicators to gauge a company’s
safety performance is problematic, as this approach is after
the fact and measures failures. Reactive monitoring involves
identifying and reporting on incidents to check whether the
controls in place were adequate, to identify weaknesses or
gaps in control systems, and to learn from mistakes (HSE,
2006).

!" 
The aim of applying human factors is to optimize the
performance of individuals and teams in the workplace,

 






Indicators should be worth measuring
Indicators can be measured for diverse populations
Indicators can be understood by people who need to act
Information will galvanize action
Actions that can lead to improvement are known and
feasible
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reduce error, and improve safety and efficiency through an
understanding of human capabilities and human limitations.
A human factor is any biomedical or psycho-social
consideration relating to human characteristics in areas
including, but not limited to, human engineering, humanmachine interface, personnel selection, training, job
performance, and human performance.
Human factors is an applied science that draws on
methods and principles from psychology and other
behavioural and social sciences, engineering, ergonomics,
and physiology.
The human factors domain includes communication,
knowledge, skills, abilities, procedure use, workload on the
human, fatigue, situational awareness, attention, and safety
The role of human factors in management system design,
evaluation, and implementation is critical. With increasing
automation and advanced technology it is important to
identify and manage human performance-related issues as
early as possible. This will result in optimized relationships
between people, tasks, technologies, and the working
environment aimed at ensuring safe and efficient human
performance (Eurocontrol, 2008). Human factors integration
enables designers to understand what end-users can and
cannot do as compared to the tasks they will be required to
undertake once the ‘system’ is operational.
There is a wide body of knowledge on human capabilities
and both physical (e.g., body size, tolerances, strength) and
mental (e.g., perception and information processing
capabilities) limitations (Cullen, 2007).

 
Almost 90 years of research and observation, ranging from
Heinrich’s early hypothesis in the 1930s to DuPont’s timetested successes of today, confirm that unsafe behaviours are
involved in almost all accident occurrences. It could also be
argued that unsafe behaviours in the boardroom, regarding
making inappropriate decisions on safety-related issues,
could also be the cause of an incident.
The core questions remain: Why do employees do what
they do, act unsafely, and have accidents? What ‘causes’ atrisk behaviour? (Hansen, 2007),
Good safety systems on their own do not ensure
successful health and safety management; the level of
success is determined by how organizations ‘live’ their
systems (Reason, 1998).

There is evidence that a proportion of accidents are
caused by unsafe behaviour. Promoting safe behaviour at
work is a critical part of the management of health and
safety, because behaviour turns systems and procedures into
reality. At-risk behaviour is the critical element, which must
be addressed to achieve safety excellence.
Changing unsafe behaviour into safe behaviour is
appropriate; however, this should not deflect attention from
analysing why people behave unsafely. Behaviour
modification techniques can be effective in promoting critical
health and safety behaviours, provided they are implemented
effectively.
Focusing on only treating individual behaviour without
considering necessary changes to how people are organized,
managed motivated, rewarded, their physical work
environment, and tools and equipment can result in treating
the symptom only, without addressing the root causes of
unsafe behaviour (HSE, 2002).


It is important to focus on human error (Figure 3) so as to
reduce vulnerability to human error, i.e. prevent accidents, to
understand the trade-offs and pressures which people
encounter at work, and to clarify the value and limitations of
human error theory.
The expression ‘human error’ is widely used and
generally misused. It has been traditionally associated with
the attribution of responsibility and blame. In this context,
‘human error’ is typically a judgement of human performance
made after an event has occurred (Massaiu, 2005).
Human error and ‘pilot error’ are terms used
synonymously, and in the aviation industry it is an overly
simplistic, if not naive, approach to accident causation. The
same applies to the assigning of accidents to ‘operator error’
in other industries. Accidents cannot be attributed to a single
cause, or in most instances, even a single individual. Even
the identification of a ‘primary’ cause is fraught with
problems. Accidents are the end result of a number of causes,
only the last of which are the actions (‘unsafe acts’) of the
aircrew or the operators (Wiegmann, 2000).
A poor safety culture is likely to increase the number of
defensive weaknesses due to active failures. Front-line errors
are more likely in organizations that are insufficiently
concerned about the working conditions known to promote
the slips, lapses, and mistakes of both teams and individuals.
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Safety and health leadership: a concise ‘story line’ to achieve zero harm
These include such factors as inadequate training, poor
communication, poor procedures, and problems with the
design of the human-machine interface. But, perhaps even
more potently, a poor safety culture will encourage an
atmosphere of noncompliance with safe operating practices.
Violations are likely to be most common in organizations
where the unspoken attitudes and beliefs mean that
production and commercial goals are seen to outweigh those
relating to safety.
The effect of a poor safety culture is evident in the
unwillingness to deal proactively with known deficiencies in
the defenses. In short, defensive gaps will be worked around
and allowed to persist. The history of organizational
accidents is rich with examples of management neglecting or
postponing the elimination of previously identified defensive
weaknesses (Reason, 1998).

#"! 
The safety maturity journey of a company can be
characterized in various ways using safety maturity models.
Figure 4 is an example described by Ryder Marsh (Strong,
2012)
The DuPont Bradley curve (Figure 5) is another way of
depicting the shifts in mindset and actions that need to occur
over time to develop a mature safety culture. The safety
maturity journey is as follows: a reactive culture, based on
natural instincts; a dependent culture, based on supervision;
an independent culture, based on self; and a final
interdependent culture based on a team approach.
An accident is an undesirable or unfortunate happening
that occurs unintentionally and usually results in harm,
injury, damage, or loss; casualty; mishap: or vehicle accident.
It includes the entire interacting circumstantial framework
(chance, pre-existing, or uncontrolled dynamically
developing conditions such as commonplace actions, random
time and place, participants etc.) leading up to, including,
and resulting from, the accident's immediate occurrence.
Other models include the Hudson Ladder model (SIEP,
2003) and the minerals industry risk management maturity
chart (NSW Mine Safety Operations Branch, 2011).

 Cost of recruitment, replacement and training
 Increased workload pressure and uncertainty for coworkers
 Higher risk of injuries to other staff and lowered
morale
 Cost of replacement equipment
 Damage to the organization’s reputation and image as
an attractive workplace
 Cost of investigations and reports.

!
Although a significant amount of information is available
globally with respect to safety, it is mostly focused on specific
aspects of a ‘safety management system’. The intent of this
paper is to clarify the context within which interested parties
share concepts and contribute to the enhancement of the
overall safety process.
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This paper was adapted from a previous paper published in
2015 at the Annual Meeting and Conference of the Society of
Mining Professors, Freiberg, Germany.
Thank you to the University of the Witwatersrand and
the Society of Mining Professors for allowing me to republish this paper.
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While workers’ compensation costs (typically paid as
premiums) are a significant component of the cost of
workplace injury and disease, there are other hidden and
indirect costs. For example, for employers they include:
 Lost productivity
 Loss of skills, experience, and knowledge
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BACKGROUND
The minerals industry is a backbone for most of the economies in the African continent, thus, it is vital that the exploitation of the mineral
resources is conducted profitably. However, without any paradigm shift in the tactics we employ to mine these resources, the mineral
wealth we possess will not be of any benefit to the current and future generations. There need to be a shift in the way we exploit the
resources in order to ensure longevity of current operations and enable mining of deep-level complex orebodies in a safe, healthy and
profitable manner. This can be achieved through integration of 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th revolutions to create a sustainable minerals industry
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BACKGROUND
The theme of this first geometallurgy conference ‘Back to the future’ is inspired by looking both into the past and the future: the
concept of Geometallurgy goes back to some of the earliest mining activities when mineral recognition, mining, separation and
concentration were undertaken simultaneously. Over time, changes in operational structures, product expansion and specialisation
ultimately led to the diminishment and breakdown of this holistic approach.
In the last two decades ‘Geometallurgy’ has become a sophisticated yet entirely logical return to this integrated approach to
mine planning. In a world of exponentially increasing ore heterogeneity and economic complexity, Geometallurgy is effectively a
highly structured, integrated multi-disciplinary collaboration for optimising the value of an ore deposit. The approach is premised
on acquiring multi-dimensional, spatially constrained (blocked) ore body knowledge that quantifies and qualifies all aspects of ore
body variability. This data must include each element’s response to blasting, excavation, crushing, grinding, separability and the
environment and of course, its economic factors. These discrete elemental data sets are modelled to optimise a mine plan which
takes into account the respective threshold criteria for each of the dataset components. Geometallurgy provides for truly integrated
mine planning, ore flow management and processing from exploration to operations and through to final closure and rehabilitation.
(Think of it as 4D Whittle on steroids, but for the entire mine life cycle, not just the optimised pit or stope envelope for the mining
operation).
Looking into the future, we need to visualise what our ‘ideal’ mining operation in Southern Africa should look like, how it will
function, and be equipped to articulate what we need to do to achieve this. Geometallurgy is a critical tool in achieving this.
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Mitigating the socio-economic
consequences of mine closure
by M. Ackerman, G. van der Waldt, and D. Botha

An analysis of trends in the mining industry in South Africa reveals a
general lack of understanding among mining companies of the significant
socio-economic consequences that mine closure may have on affected
communities. The existing statutory and regulatory framework of the
mining industry makes provision for planned mine closures, but not for
unexpected ones. This article presents the findings of an empirical study
undertaken to assess the socio-economic consequences and vulnerabilities
of communities with the view to proposing a more contingency-based and
socio-economic risk mitigation approach for unexpected mine closures. Two
cases were analysed, that of the Grootvlei mine in Springs and the Orkney
mine. Mainstream contingency planning models, approaches, and principles
were synergized and contrasted with the consequences experienced at the
two sites. Based on a gap analysis, the respective phases of, and activities
associated with, a mine-closure contingency planning approach are
suggested for design and implementation by mining companies.
 
contingency planning, disaster, livelihoods, mine closure, mining
community, mine closure plan, mitigation, socio-economic vulnerability.


According to Statistics SA’s Quarterly Labour
Force Survey (Quarter 1: 2016) the total
number of mine employees, including
employees of subcontractors and employees
through labour brokers, declined from 538 000
in 2012 to 490 000 in 2015. The Chamber of
Mines’ Facts and Figures (June 2017) indicate
that this number decreased to its current (June
2017) number of 457 698 employees.
Approximately 4.5 million dependents are
supported by the sector. A significant number
of families, therefore, depend on this industry
for their income and livelihood. It thus stands
to reason that mine closure could have a
devastating impact on the national economy
and on the socio-economic wellbeing of
communities in affected areas (Oliveira, 2016;
Digby, 2016).
A historical overview of the mining
industry in South Africa generally reflects key
role-players’ lack of understanding of the
significant impact that the closure of mines
has on industry, society, and the environment.
The detrimental effect of closures in the
mining industry necessitates a comprehensive
and a holistic approach to examine the various
          

   " 
  
Mine closure can be regarded as part of a
mine’s life-cycle, which typically culminates in
the relinquishment of the mining license,
social closure, decommissioning, and
rehabilitation (Stacey et al., 2010). The
International Council on Mining and Metals
(ICMM) uses an integrated approach to
closure, which takes the environmental and
social matters into account (ICMM 2010).
According to Laurence (2006), van Eeden,
Lieffering, and du Rand (2009), Olalde
(2016), and Oliveira (2016), mine closures
have become a contested and controversial
matter, with several unresolved issues that
usually ultimately are left to government to
resolve.
Most mines in South Africa have been in
operation for at least 50 years. Fourie and
Brent (2008) point out that these mines have
benefited from decades of profiteering and
relative unchecked activities. Such activities
unfortunately also lead to the neglect of the
environment and run counter to developmental
needs of the communities surrounding the
mines (Cronjé and Chenga, 2007; Camargo,
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dimensions of mine closure and ways to
mitigate its socio-economic consequences. The
primary purpose of this article is to reflect on
an empirical survey undertaken at selected
sites to assess the socio-economic
consequences of mine closure on communities.
The secondary purpose is to present a
proposed contingency approach to mine
closure planning that would help mitigate the
socio-economic consequences of such a
closure, especially an unexpected, premature
one.

Mitigating the socio-economic consequences of mine closure
2014). Statutory and regulatory measures (e.g., national
legislation) to mitigate the often irresponsible way in which
mining was conducted only came into effect after most mines
became operational. Therefore, when these older mines were
established, the management naturally did not have to
consider proactive contingency planning ahead of their
possible closure (Swart, 2003; Fourie and Brent, 2008).
The Minerals Act 50 No. of 1991 made provision for
measures that a mining company should take when the mine
closes at the end of its life-cycle. These measures focused
mainly on the restoration of the environment (Fourie and
Brent, 2008). However, the socio-economic responsibility of
the mining companies toward their host communities was not
captured in legislation until the implementation of the
Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act No. 28 of
2002 (MPRDA). The MPRDA and the Broad-based SocioEconomic Empowerment Charter of South Africa (referred to
as the ‘Mining Charter’) placed pressure on mines to act
responsibly and work towards upholding principles of
sustainable development within their areas of operation
(Cronjé and Chenga, 2007).
The Amendment of the Mining Charter (‘Mining Charter
2’), issued in September 2010, emphasizes the promotion of
sustainability, growth, and transformation of the mining
industry (Amendment of the Mining Charter of 2010).
Mining Charter 3 came into force on 15 June 2017. However,
the MPRDA and the respective versions of the Mining Charter
are severely limited in their description of the various aspects
affecting the socio-economic environment of mining
communities. For example, there is reference to ‘ghost towns’
being the ‘unintended consequence of mining operations’.
However, details on how a mining community may be
affected by the degeneration of their town into a ‘ghost town’
are not provided. Furthermore, the legislation refers to
‘planning for enough resources to meet mine closure
requirements’ (Mining Charter, Clause 2.8), but again there is
no elaboration on what exactly is required from the mining
industry regarding actual mine closure.
The challenge for the South African mining industry is to
deal with the plethora of problems that typically arise due to
mine closures, and particularly premature ones. The
difficulties associated with such closures in South Africa
revolve mainly around two issues: the rehabilitation or
restoration of the environment, and the dependency of the
surrounding community on mining activities for employment,
services, and a market for local businesses (Fourie and Brent,
2008; Stacey et al., 2010). Planning for a mine closure
should thus focus not only on rehabilitating the environment,
but also on the various socio-economic aspects of closure.
Appropriate action would include a budget that provides for
the added financial burden to mining companies when
planning proactively for a possible mine closure.
There is a growing ethical consciousness (sense of
corporate social responsibility) in the mining industry that
unused mines may no longer be abandoned. An abandoned
mine refers to an area formerly used for mining or mineral
processing where closure is incomplete and for which the title
holder still exists. Mine owners are expected by law to leave
behind decommissioned infrastructure and put in place
sustainable economic arrangements that do not hamper
opportunities for communities to function once a mine is
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closed (Stacey et al., 2010). The current state of mine closure
in South Africa is generally characterized by reluctance on
the part of the mining companies, and even government, to
take responsibility for issues surrounding the closure and the
costs involved in rehabilitating the mining site (van Eeden
et al., 2009; Olalde, 2016; Oliveira, 2016).

! $   
  
Studies by van Eeden, Lieffering, and du Rand, (2009),
Stacey et al., (2010), and du Plessis (2011) identified the
general socio-economic consequences of mine closure for
communities. These consequences are expounded below.

     
In most cases, communities were not prepared beforehand for
the loss of employment and ensuing poverty. Most affected
mining communities suffered from shock. Both the emotional
and economic spheres of the inhabitants’ existence were
affected. This process also impacts social structures and the
economic wellbeing of a mining community. Studies indicated
a strong relationship between unemployment, emotional
issues, and health problems such as hypertension, insomnia,
and psychological maladies like depression and feelings of
uncertainty. Participants also reported feelings of
helplessness and anger.

    
The mining communities also experienced social changes
related to job loss, for example unemployment and poverty.
Even though plans for skills development and job creation
schemes were proposed in the MPRDA, in the past these
interventions were not realized in time to ameliorate the
consequences of closure for the mineworkers. These
individuals had acquired skills only for employment in the
mining industry, and job creation schemes failed as well
(du Plessis, 2011).

       

Mineworkers lose their right to housing when the mine
closes. However, their dwellings are left abandoned and are
then inhabited by illegal occupants. This clearly impacts
negatively on the existing social structures and on the safety
of the neighbourhoods. Mining sites are stripped of usable
metal, which is then sold to metal recyclers. The
infrastructure and facilities of the closed mine are often
vandalized. Mining operations cannot re-open unless the
infrastructure is rehabilitated, which would be at an
extremely high cost to the new mine owner (du Plessis
2011).

     

The pollution and ecological degradation caused by continual
mining is a major concern. Minewater pollution is already a
serious issue in South Africa. Abandoned mine shafts and
illegal mining in these shafts also constitute a serious
problem for mining communities. If mine dumps are not
treated, particles containing hazardous chemicals are blown
from the dumps. Mining houses have developed mine closure
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 The mine owners/operators wish to achieve liabilityfree closure within a reasonable timeframe
 The government does not want to be left with large
financial or social liabilities
 Communities want the opportunity at least to maintain,
but preferably improve, their quality of life
 The socio-economic activities around the mine need to
continue in the absence of mining activities
 The environment must be rehabilitated to a point where
pollution does not pose an unmanageable threat to life
or its processes, and a dynamic equilibrium can be
reached over time (Stacey et al., 2010).

    
Mine closures should be designed, planned, and managed so
that they adhere to the principles that uphold sustainable
development. Fourie and Brent (2008) suggest that the
principles of project management should be applied to
address the challenges of planning for mine closure. Project
management is the body of knowledge concerned with
principles, techniques, and tools used in planning,
controlling, monitoring, and reviewing projects (Business
Dictionary, 2013). Fourie and Brent (2008) developed a mine
closure model (MCM) that is based on the Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) to provide a
structured approach for a desired outcome. The advantages of
using the MCM in planning mine closures is that it promotes
proactive planning. The MCM also promotes transparency and
encourages the allocation of funding for the closure expenses
at the beginning of the process (Fourie and Brent, 2008). The
proactive nature of this model offers valuable perspectives
regarding a more contingency-based approach to mine
closure.
A further instrument for the planning of mine closures is
the Socio-Economic Assessment Toolbox (SEAT), which was
developed by Anglo American in 2003. SEAT equips
personnel by improving their understanding, planning,
implementing of, and accounting for mine closure (Anglo
American, 2009). From the point of view of socio-economic
consequences, the toolbox adds significant value by guiding
the design of a comprehensive profile of the operations and
the host mining community. This includes the following
actions:
 Identification of key stakeholders within the
community for effective engagement
 Profiling the community's key socio-economic
development needs
          

 Assessing the impact of operations
 Addressing the socio-economic impact during mine
operation and in case of closure.

  #   

The fundamental aim of general planning is improving the
use of time, human capital, and resources in order to achieve
an organization’s objectives (Knipe et al., 2002). Van
Niekerk (2006) emphasizes that planning efforts as
contingency instruments in the context of disasters should
have as their main aim the preservation of life, livelihoods,
and property. Mitome and Speer (2001) and Choularton
(2007) explain that contingency plans should enable
proactive actions to safeguard the livelihoods of affected
communities. To this Godschalk et al., (1999) add that such
planning should be based on lessons learnt from similar,
previous events.
In the context of a mine closure, a contingency plan
should foster a proactive approach to mitigate the socioeconomic consequences of such an event. Contingency
planning is defined by the United Nations International
Strategy for Disaster Reduction (ISDR, 1999, p. 18) as ‘... a
management process that analyses specific potential events
or emerging situations that might threaten society or the
environment and establishes arrangements in advance to
enable timely, effective and appropriate responses to such
events and situations.’ Choularton (2007, p. 3) adds that
contingency planning can be regarded as ‘... a process, in
anticipation of potential crisis, of developing strategies,
arrangements and procedures to address the humanitarian
needs of those adversely affected by crises’. Contingency
planning can also be viewed as a ‘management tool used to
analyse the effects of a potential crisis and ensure that
adequate preparedness measures are in place’ (ISDR,
1999, p. 12).
It should, however, be stressed that no matter how
carefully a management team formulates, implements, and
evaluates its strategies, unforeseen events can make a
planned strategy relatively obsolete in a short space of time.
Contingency planning is especially useful to analyse the
impact of potential crises. These impact assessments ensure
that adequate and appropriate arrangements are made in
advance to respond in a timely, effective, and appropriate
way to the needs of the affected population(s).
Managing the processes of contingency planning remains
a major challenge for mine management beset with changing
circumstances such as competing demands and limited staff,
time, and resources (Choularton, 2007). A few basic
components are part of typical contingency models and
documents and could be considered vital to any contingency
plan. The first component addresses the issue: Who will be in
charge? The answer may include a detailed exposition of the
roles and responsibilities of contingency plan managers and
logistics managers (Wisner et al., 2012).
There are different approaches to contingency planning
and its processes. The most prominent and widely-used
approaches entail scenario building (Choularton, 2007),
project management (Visitask, 2011), and strategic planning
(Scott-Martinet, 2006). In addition to these approaches,
various models were designed to guide contingency planning
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toolkits and best practices to address the issues of
sustainable development and to improve the practices
associated with mine closure. This is done in order to retain
the social license that allows them to carry on mining
adjacent to these communities in the future.
There is a growing awareness in the mining industry that
it is imperative to plan ahead for mine closure (Laurence,
2006, p. 285). This is particularly applicable to unexpected
closures. Globally, codes of best practices as well as toolkits
have been developed that help mining houses comply with
the legal requirements of the MPRDA and the Mining Charter,
as well as the goals of sustainable development (Gammon,
2002 in Stacey et al., 2010). The best practices and mine
closure toolkits seek to address the following concerns of
stakeholders when a mine’s operations cease:

Mitigating the socio-economic consequences of mine closure
in a disaster context. Some of the most prominent of these
include the linear model employed by Disaster Risk
International (DRI), the cluster model of the Inter-Agency
Standing Committee (IASC), and the process model used by
the International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement
(IRCRC). An analysis of these models provides general
insight into the approaches, mechanisms, and components
needed to address contingencies resulting from a hazardous
event.
According to van der Waldt (2011), a contingency plan
should answer the questions: what, where, and how much
action will take place? An important function of contingency
planning is strengthening individuals’ capacity to meet the
needs that develop due to disasters. In this way, they will be
able to respond to the identified post-disaster needs
(Kadzatsa, 2011). A contingency plan should also cover
communication between managers and the role-players who
are involved actively when responding to an emergency. This
component of a contingency plan is referred to as the
communication system. An integral part of such a
communication system comprises a central reporting area,
central communications centre, or contact person who has
direct access to the contingency plan manager and other
partners, and is in contact with the mining community
throughout (Lowrey et al., 2007). A further component of a
contingency plan is that there should be access to adequate
funding in order to address a situation (Toal, 2013). A
literature survey further reveals the following core aspects of
a typical contingency plan:

framework for a thematic assessment of the socio-economic
consequences of mine closure.
The framework provided the foundation from which the
basic livelihood of families could be assessed as well as their
mechanisms for coping in the absence of such livelihoods.
The authors were given access to documents from Helping
Hand (Solidarity), which was involved directly with socioeconomic issues at the time of the mine closure. Life stories
were also collected in person and compiled from media
documents such as newspaper articles, which describe the
mineworkers’ and their dependents’ personal experiences of
the mine closures. Official documents issued by Government
and articles published by the mining industry, in magazines,
and journal articles were also collected and interpreted.
Furthermore, the research was done within the
parameters of an ethical code of conduct (Weatington,
Cunningham, and Pittenger, 2010), as prescribed by the
Ethical Committee of the research entity under whose
auspices the study was undertaken. Participation was
voluntary and interviews took place in the environment of
the participant’s choice. Confidentiality was a priority and
participants involved in the semi-structured interviews, focus
groups, and compilation of life stories were assured that their
contributions would remain anonymous.
The empirical investigation consisted of case-study
analyses, a focus-group interview, semi-structured
interviews, and observation.

 Scenario development to pinpoint possible events
 Response strategy based on the scenario, including
specific intervention objectives, targets, and
responsibilities
 Operational plan to implement the response strategy
 Operational support plan that sets out the
administrative, logistical, and other supporting
requirements of a response, including partnerships
 Preparedness plan proposing actions to improve
readiness and responses to specific and general crises
 Budget developed to fund both the preparedness plan
and the actual response activities.

The closure of two mines formerly owned by liquidated
Pamodzi Gold Ltd., namely the Orkney and Grootvlei mines,
was investigated. These two cases were deliberately chosen
based on the fact that the mines were closed without prior
warning or planning, mainly due to the liquidation of the
mining company concerned.
During April 2009, Aurora Empowerment Systems
negotiated to take over the ownership of the mines, after the
previous owners, Pamodzi Gold Ltd., were liquidated. The
takeover process was finalized in October 2009. The
liquidation of Pamodzi was unexpected, since this was an
established, prospering black economic empowerment (BEE)
company, which had been active in one of the richest goldproducing areas in the world, Orkney, since 2008. The
Pamodzi-owned mines included the Springs Grootvlei, and
Orkney mines as well as the President Steyn mine in
Welkom. It was expected that by 2010, Pamodzi would
increase its output of gold to 1 million ounces per annum.
Instead, from early 2009, Pamodzi struggled to remunerate
all of its workers (van der Walt, 2009). The following
realities occurred at the two mines under investigation.
Insufficient remuneration: Mineworkers did not receive their
full salaries and only certain shafts were in operation.
Workers struggled to make ends meet, and when the mines
closed in April 2009, they were sent home without
remuneration (van der Walt, 2009).
Emergency aid: During the period April to October 2009, the
mineworkers required emergency food aid. Helping Hand, a
welfare organization affiliated to and partially funded by the
labour union Solidarity, began providing food parcels to the
unemployed mineworkers (Esterhuizen, 2015). Schools in
Orkney and Springs also launched projects to feed the

These key elements should be used as a guide by mining
companies to plan proactively for mine closure in general,
and to address potential socio-economic consequences in
particular.

%  
The authors opted for the qualitative research design to
obtain ‘thick’ (data-rich) descriptions of the phenomenon
under investigation (Weatington, Cunningham, and
Pittenger, 2010, p. 526). The methodology consists of two
research procedures, a literature review and an empirical
study. A robust literature review was conducted to map out
the main issues in the field of study. A synthesis was made
of the theories, approaches, principles, and models associated
with the following themes: disaster risk reduction,
contingency planning, vulnerability, sustainable
development, corporate social responsibility, and livelihood
(i.e. CARE’s Household Livelihood Security Model). This
synthesis served as general conceptual and analytical
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 Safety risks, since mining equipment was not
maintained
 The continued non-payment of workers
 Cutting of the electricity supply to the mines due to
Aurora’s failure to pay Eskom accounts (du Plessis,
2011).
In October 2009, the liquidation of Pamodzi Gold was
finalized and the mines were handed over to Aurora
(Oberholzer 2010). The closing of the Aurora mines in
Orkney and Springs affected an estimated 5300 mineworkers
(with dependents) who lost their income (Esterhuizen,
2015). As a result, the mineworkers and their dependents
were living in dire circumstances and needed immediate
humanitarian assistance. The sudden and unexpected closure
of these mines left the surrounding communities in a state of
crisis (Klopper, 2011). It also demonstrated the significant
impact that the closing of mines has on the socio-economic
welfare of communities. These events also highlight the fact
that purposeful and proactive contingency planning is
essential to mitigate the consequences (Godschalk et al.,
1999).

  
One focus-group interview was conducted at the Orkney mine
hostel that served Shaft 4. The Helping Hand organization
provided a full list and contact details of employees affected
by the closure. A random sample of 15 employees was
selected. The purpose of the focus group was to determine the
effect this closure had on people’s livelihoods and general
family life. From the participants’ contributions,
recommendations were formulated and possible gaps
identified to consider when designing a contingency plan.
          

   
Semi-structured interviews were held with purposive as well
as randomly sampled employees and stakeholders to gain a
detailed picture of their experiences of the mine closures in
question. These interviews included firstly, key persons at
the NGO (Helping Hand) who provided regular assistance to
the mining communities after the mine closure; secondly,
fifteen randomly-sampled mineworkers and their wives in
Springs and Orkney. These interviews provided the authors
with information on the impact the mine closure had on a
personal level. These interviews were conducted
approximately four months after the closure of the mines.

 
The two mining communities, Aurora-Orkney and Grootvlei
in Springs, were observed by visiting the sites and the
surrounding areas, making field notes, and by taking
photographs. A few short interviews with business owners
and managers were also conducted during the site visits, to
establish the impact the mine closures had on them.

 
The data was processed through thematic analysis. This
involved sorting the data according to themes and phrases
which the participants repeated (Oplatka, 2001). The aim of
data analysis is to understand the various constitutive
elements of the gathered information. This is done by
examining the relationship between concepts, constructs, or
variables. It also entails artery or channelling and finding
patterns or trends that can be identified or isolated, or by
determining repeated themes (Mouton, 2006). The
Sustainable Livelihood Framework (DFID, 1999) and the
CARE Household Livelihood Security Framework (2002)
were used to identify themes and categories according to
which the collected data could be analysed (Table I). The
identified themes or trends were documented and gave the
authors a clear and in-depth understanding of the
phenomenon.
The analysis was done by examining the three categories
mentioned in the livelihood frameworks, namely:
 Assets expressed as different forms of capital (e.g.
human, natural, financial, social, and physical)
(category A)
 Strategies described as activities of a household in its
socio-economic environment (e.g. activities involving
production and income, consumption and production,
as well as exchange and marketing) (category B)
 Outcomes as results from activities performed in the
context of livelihood strategies (e.g. food, nutrition,
health, education, water, shelter, personal safety, and
community participation) (category C).
In each category, certain themes were identified and
listed. The themes were identified according to variables that
indicate an increase or decrease in vulnerability of a
community or household. These categories and themes,
outlining the various dimensions that a comprehensive mineclosure contingency plan should address, are presented in
Table I.
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affected children. Parents began collecting funds to support
the mineworkers and their children (van der Walt, 2009).
New (mis)management: In October 2009, the Orkney and
Grootvlei mines were placed under the management of
Aurora Management Systems Ltd., which undertook to
purchase the liquidated mines from Pamodzi Gold Ltd.
(Williams, 2009). The President Steyn mine was bought by
the Harmony Gold group in December 2009 (Competition
Tribunal, 2009, p. 1). Most mineworkers were under the
impression that their situation was restored. Six shafts at the
Aurora Orkney mine and seven shafts at Grootvlei re-opened,
raising the hope that the socio-economic conditions in the
communities surrounding these mines would change
(Williams, 2009). The new owners began to pay out partial
salaries from December 2009, but the crisis under the
previous owners, as described above, was repeated in 2010
(van Rensburg 2012). From April 2010, most mining
activities ceased except for limited care and maintenance
activities (Tempelhoff, 2010, p. 12). The workers involved in
care and maintenance activities were not remunerated, in
spite of working their normal shifts and beyond to keep the
mines safe and to prevent the mine and the surrounding
environment from being flooded with toxic minewater
(Oberholzer, 2010).
According to Joubert (2011), all the shafts at Grootvlei
finally closed down early in 2011. This was mainly due to the
following factors:

Mitigating the socio-economic consequences of mine closure
Table I

    

A. Livelihood
assets

B. Livelihood
strategies

C. Livelihood



 

Represents a variety of procurement strategies for
food and cash and includes natural, human, social,
and economic capital. Access to livelihood assets
represents the degree of vulnerability of a community.

Human capital

• Unemployment
• Could not afford travelling for job interviews
• Lack the skills and abilities required to work
outside the mining industry
• Feeling of hopelessness and despair

Natural capital

• Acid minewater
• Vegetable gardens of hostel residents
watered by untreated minewater

Financial capital

• Loss of income
• Lost medical aid, unemployment insurance
fund (UIF), and pension benefits

Social capital

• Deterioration of networks and social groups
• Change of lifestyle
• Depression and feelings of hopelessness in
communities
• Escalation in substance abuse, domestic
violence, and divorces
• Suicides, suicide attempts, and attempted
family murders

Physical capital

• Stripping of mining equipment and tools,
sold as scrap metal
• Flooding of mine shafts
• Non-payment of companies that supported
the mines with basic services such as
electronics, electricity, and security
• No maintenance of infrastructure
• Cutting of electricity supply
• Faulty safety equipment

Consumption
activities

• Loss of income seriously impacted social
activities including entertainment and
recreation as well as purchasing of basic
personal items

Production and
income activities

• Loss of income; could not support families
• Damage to mining sites negated
the possibility that the mines will resume
operation soon

Processing,
exchange and
marketing
activities

• No contribution to local market.
Limited livelihood strategies
• Production and exchange opportunities
not a priority; low community resilience

Nutrition

•
•
•
•

Health

• Deterioration in physical and psychological
health
• Increased incidence of diabetes, heart
conditions, mental health issues, substance
abuse, suicides, and learning difficulties in
children

Education

• Children experienced learning problems;
low levels of motivation
• Children taken out of school because of
non-payment of fees
• Limited access to year-end academic
results
• Children arrived hungry at school; as a
result feeding schemes were launched

Food security
Water

• Limited access to food; no proper nutrition
• Polluted minewater posing a health threat
to the community
• Flooding of mine shafts

Shelter

• Loss of houses; forced to find less
expensive accommodation.
• Increase in informal settlements
• Various families staying together in one
house

Community
participation

• Change in social status and lifestyles
• Impact on local businesses, schools, and
churches

Personal safety

• Exposure to dangers associated with faulty
tools, unsafe shafts, and defective mining
equipment

Refers to the levels of human, social, economic,
and natural capital owned by different types of
household, and the nature of production, income,
and exchange activities that result from them.

Refers to households’ access to livelihoods,
as well as security through access to food, water,
shelter, education and community participation.

 

Malnutrition
Miscarriages
Depression among children and adults
Suicide attempts and suicidal behaviour

Source: Adapted from the Sustainable Livelihood Framework (DFID, 1999) and the CARE Household Livelihood Security Framework (2002)
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From the data gathered, as outlined in Table I, the
following key findings emerged.
High-risk industry: Mineworkers are at risk if they depend
solely on the mining industry to help sustain them and their
dependents for a full lifespan until and throughout
retirement. The mining industry in South Africa, with its
large workforce, is currently a high-risk business riddled
with problems. Therefore, this industry cannot provide the
prospects of a stable working environment, nor promise a
secure income to the mineworkers who depend wholly on a
salary for their livelihoods. The employees did not prepare in
advance for the mine closure; they also did not expect this
closure to become permanent.
Additional skills training: The mining industry employs
numerous unskilled workers who are then trained and
developed for mining operations. However, these workers do
not find employment easily in other industries after a mine
closure. In most cases, they have to settle for a severely
reduced income and a considerably lower quality of life. It is
clear that retrenched mineworkers are reluctant to leave their
communities at the mine sites. They prefer rather to wait for
new owners to take over the mine, which may provide
employment.
Official assistance: Mine closures have a devastating effect on
the quality of life of the mining community, as well as that of
the mineworkers and their families who are affected directly.
However, this issue does not receive sufficient attention in
the form of official assistance from governmental institutions.
In the cases that were investigated, assistance was provided
by the mineworkers themselves, by community members
providing mutual assistance, as well as by the NGOs together
with the labour unions.
Debt counselling: Mineworkers who lost their homes and
possessions in most cases still owed money on household
items. The need for debt counselling was expressed in the
interviews, and such counselling could be one of the
measures to protect families from losing their material
livelihood in future incidences of mine closures.
Longer term aid: Local churches supported the families who
were part of their congregations on a longer term basis than
the food aid provided by Helping Hand (HH). However, these
church initiatives did not receive any media coverage or
outside financial assistance, especially after the media ceased
reporting on the situation.

Implementing legislation: There are laws with sufficient
provision to prevent the negative effects of a planned, and
also an unexpected, mine closure. This entails regulations
according to which mine-closure planning and the social and
labour plan must be submitted even before exploration of a
mining site. However, there is not enough evidence that
these acts are implemented and that non-compliance is
punished, as prescribed in the Mining Charter (South Africa,
2010). Evidently this was not the case with the mine closures
under investigation.
Declaring a disaster situation: The local and provincial
governments did not become involved. These institutions
could not discern this development as a socio-economic
disaster, seeing that the government did not declare the crisis
formally as a disaster. This may indicate that disasters
caused by natural events receive more attention from
government than human-made events.
The concepts that were operationalized, and data
collected, clearly indicate that the situations at Grootvlei and
Orkney have left the mining communities socio-economically
vulnerable. Certain sources have described the events as a
‘human tragedy’. There is a need to address these
vulnerabilities by means of a detailed contingency plan for
mine closure.

%
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The thematic analysis (Table I) of the research findings
revealed that mine closure plans generally do not comply
with the MPRDA, and more significantly, do not make
adequate provision for unexpected and unplanned mine
closures. A contingency risk-mitigating approach is thus
recommended to make adequate provision for the identified
socio-economic consequences. A detailed analysis of the
complexities associated with socio-economic development in
general, as well as the operational details pertaining to a
contingency plan such as responsibilities, design, funding,
and time frames, falls outside the scope of this article. The
purpose is rather to reflect on the findings of the case study
survey and to present the contours of a proposed contingency
planning approach to mine closure. With this perspective in
mind and viewed in terms of socio-economic consequences, it
is recommended that mines should incorporate a contingency
planning approach in their existing mine closure and social
and labour plans. Such an approach should have a twofold
function:
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Mitigating the socio-economic consequences of mine closure
 Provide assistance to build resilience into the livelihood
assets of mineworkers and their dependents, as well as
strategies to ensure favourable outcomes
 Enable a mining company to respond to and meet
immediate needs for sustenance in a mining
community after an unexpected mine closure.
Based on triangulation of the methodology and data, the
procedure depicted in Figure 1 was followed to outline the
dimensions and content of a contingency planning approach
to mine closure.
The authors analysed the principles, processes, elements,
and best practices of the respective contingency planning
models, approaches, and ‘toolboxes’ (A) to establish a
synergised perspective. During stage B, a verification process
was followed to assess the extent to which these elements
were evident in the analyses of the two case studies. Based
on the gaps identified between processes A and B, a
contingency planning approach to mine closure is proposed
(C). The fundamental aim of such an approach is to mitigate
the effects of a mine closure on the socio-economic
vulnerability of mineworkers and their families.

       
 
In order to design and incorporate such a contingency
component in mine closure plans, we propose the phases and
associated activities as expounded below.


During this phase, potential stakeholders and role-players
will be identified and a detailed assessment conducted of the
socio-economic, political, and physical mining environment.
A contingency plan manager should be appointed during this
phase to oversee the various activities. The assessment of
risks and vulnerability should be supported by a database,
which should contain not only detailed information of the
mine and its expected life-cycle, but also profiles of the
mineworkers in terms of age, skills development, and
dependents. The primary function of the database should be
to provide the management team with accurate, relevant, and
up-to-date information on the various mining operations in
the company. As such, the database could also serve as an
early warning system. Based on the cluster model, this phase
activates the following four clusters:





Cluster 1: mine profiling
Cluster 2: mining industry’s watchdog
Cluster 3: scenario planning and early-warning
Cluster 4: finances and procurement.

 
During the second phase, the mining company’s management
team should prepare a detailed plan covering the dimensions
of short-, medium-, and long-term planning as well as the
respective strategic, tactical, and operational aspects of such
planning. Scenario planning should form part of this phase,
and be based on the database developed in the previous
phase. The relevant role-players should be invited to
participate in this phase. These are the mining community
and other stakeholders such as environmental specialists and
leaders of the local municipality.

 
The third phase, execution, documents the actions to address
the questions: where and when will the plan be executed?
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The inter-agency approach is recommended in this phase, as
well as in the previous two (the assessment and planning
phases). In the execution phase, the contingency plan
manager makes important decisions on utilizing the budget
and the logistics that were made available in the strategic
planning phase. Activities for this phase should take place
after thorough consultation between the parties mentioned in
the planning phase. Clear indicators of roles and
responsibilities must be planned and communicated
beforehand. To avoid duplication and waste of resources, this
phase should take place in the clusters responsible for each
activity.
In the execution phase the following clusters should be
activated:





Cluster 3: scenario planning and early warning
Cluster 4: media and communications
Cluster 5: finances and procurement
Cluster 6: emergency aid, response, and restore.

 
The final, review phase should include exercises and
workshops for rehearsals and improvement. The mining
community should be involved in this phase to advocate the
contingency plan in its general application. The focus should
be on updating the plan regularly in light of changing
circumstances and mining conditions.
Under the leadership of the contingency plan manager,
the management team should continuously confirm whether
(i) the contingency plan is still relevant to the mining
community; (ii) the plan covers the actions needed to address
potential socio-economic consequences; and (iii) the plan is
feasible by allocating adequate resources. It is recommended
that the plan should be updated regularly to ensure that the
respective databases profiling the mines of South Africa (e.g.
Gemcom, Mine RP Solutions, MRM Mining Services, and
Datamine) are up to date. Furthermore, this provides the
opportunity to focus on reports from mineworkers who could
act as whistle-blowers. These agents attract attention to the
warning signs of mine closures and mine owners’
noncompliance with the existing social and labour plans.
When updating the plan, these reports could be received and
analysed to ascertain the appropriate action.
Unexpected mine closure implies more than a ‘human
tragedy’. It also affects the economy and environment.
Furthermore, these calamities occur globally. Therefore, the
proposed framework for contingency planning should be
expanded and contextualized for other mining industries in
developing countries that have a similar socio-economic
situation and socio-ideological dynamics. Contingency
planning can also be applied and refined in collaboration with
mining industries from developed countries worldwide.

 
The primary purpose of this article was to outline the socioeconomic consequences of mine closures. The secondary
purpose was to make recommendations regarding the
mitigation of the consequences. In this regard, a contingency
planning approach to mine closure is proposed in order to
mitigate potential socio-economic consequences for affected
communities. The respective phases and associated core
activities were highlighted. The contingency planning
approach is based on a gap analysis of empirical research
conducted at two mines that underwent unexpected and
unplanned closures.
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It is evident that current legislation and regulations for
the mining industry in South Africa make adequate provision
for planned mine closures, even before mining operations
commence. However, cases where mine closure takes place
outside the normal project life-cycle are a major concern.
Such events lead to severe socio-economic upheaval in the
affected communities. A further area that deserves attention
in this regard is building the resilience of mining
communities and developing additional skills for
mineworkers. Mass unemployment may lead to socioeconomic disasters. The further refinement of the proposed
contingency planning approach could add significant value in
this regard with a view of rendering proactive humanitarian
assistance – not only within the South African mining
industry, but in cases where unexpected mine closures
devastate communities and economies globally.
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NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
2018

11–14 June 2018— SAIMM: Diamonds — Source to Use 2018
Conference
‘Thriving in Changing Times’
Birchwood Hotel and OR Tambo Conference Centre, JetPark,
Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
27 June 2018—Global Mining Standards and Guidelines
Group
‘Interoperability and Underground Communications
Infrastructure’
Mandela Mining Precinct, Cnr Rustenburg & Carlow Roads,
Melville, Johannesburg
Contact: Yolanda Ndimande
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: yolanda@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
9–12 July 2018— Copper Cobalt Africain association with
The 9th Southern African Base Metals Conference
Avani Victoria Falls Resort, Livingstone, Zambia
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
30–31 July 2018 —Introduction to Process Engineering
School 2018Volume 1
Birchwood Hotel and OR Tambo Conference Centre, JetPark,
Johannesburg
Contact: Yolanda Ndimande
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: yolanda@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
6–8 August 2018—Geometallurgy Conference 2018 ‘
Back to the Future’
Lagoon Beach Conference Venue, Cape Town
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
15n August 2018 — The SAMREC and SAMVAL CODES
‘Advanced Workshop: Can you face your peers?’
The Wits Club, University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
Contact: Yolanda Ndimande
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: yolanda@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
29–31 August 2018 — MineSafe 2018 Technical Conference
and Industry day
Gallagher Convention Centre, Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

          

10–11 September 2018 — ASM Conference 2018
‘Fostering a regional approach to ASM transformation in
sub-Saharan Africa’
Nasrec, Johannesburg (Electra Mining)
Contact: Yolanda Ndimande
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: yolanda@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
18–19 September 2018 — 4 th Young Professionals
Conference
‘Creating a sustainable African minerals industry through
applied innovation’
Focus Rooms, The Core, Sunninghill, Sandton
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
14–17 October 2018 — Furnace Tapping 2018 Conference
Nombolo Mdhluli Conference Centre, Kruger National Park,
South Africa
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
24 October 2018 — 15th Annual Student Colloquium
‘Mining and metallurgy in a sustainable world’
Johannesburg
Contact: Yolanda Ndimande
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: yolanda@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
25–26 October 2018 — Higher Education Development
in the Extractive Industry Workshop 2018
Glenhove Conference Centre, Melrose Estate, Johannesburg
Contact: Yolanda Ndimande
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: yolanda@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

2019
24–25 June 2019— Ninth International Conference on Deep
and High Stress Mining 2019 Conference
Misty Hills Conference Centre, Muldersdrift, Johannesburg
Contact: Camielah Jardine
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: camielah@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za
13–15 November 2019 — XIX International Coal Preparation
Congress & Expo 2019
New Delhi, India
Contact: Coal Preparation Society of India
Tel/Fax: +91-11-26136416, 4166 1820
E-mail: cpsidelhi. india@gmail.com
president@cpsi.org.
inrksachdevO 1 @gmail.com
hi. sapru@monnetgroup.com
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6–7 June 2018— Digitalization in Mining Conference
‘Mining business make-over –Exploiting the digital resolution’
Focus Rooms, The Core, Sunninghill, Sandton
Contact: Yolanda Ndimande
Tel: +27 11 834-1273/7, Fax: +27 11 838-5923/833-8156
E-mail: yolanda@saimm.co.za, Website: http://www.saimm.co.za

Company Affiliates
The following organizations have been admitted to the Institute as Company Affiliates

33M South Africa (Pty) Limited

Duraset

Multotec (Pty) Ltd

AECOM SA (Pty) Ltd

Elbroc Mining Products (Pty) Ltd

Murray and Roberts Cementation

AEL Mining Services Limited

eThekwini Municipality

Nalco Africa (Pty) Ltd

Air Liquide (PTY) Ltd

Expectra 2004 (Pty) Ltd

Namakwa Sands(Pty) Ltd

AIRT Sheet Metal

Exxaro Coal (Pty) Ltd

Ncamiso Trading (Pty) Ltd

Alexander Proudfoot Africa (Pty) Ltd

Exxaro Resources Limited

New Concept Mining (Pty) Limited

AMEC Foster Wheeler

Filtaquip (Pty) Ltd

Northam Platinum Ltd - Zondereinde

AMIRA International Africa (Pty) Ltd

FLSmidth Minerals (Pty) Ltd

PANalytical (Pty) Ltd

ANDRITZ Delkor(pty) Ltd

Fluor Daniel SA ( Pty) Ltd

Paterson & Cooke Consulting
Engineers (Pty) Ltd

Anglo Operations Proprietary Limited
Anglogold Ashanti Ltd

Franki Africa (Pty) Ltd-JHB

Perkinelmer

Fraser Alexander (Pty) Ltd
G H H Mining Machines (Pty) Ltd

Atlas Copco Holdings South
Africa (Pty) Limited

Polysius A Division Of Thyssenkrupp
Industrial Sol

Geobrugg Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd

Precious Metals Refiners

Aurecon South Africa (Pty) Ltd

Glencore

Rand Refinery Limited

Aveng Engineering

Hall Core Drilling (Pty) Ltd

Redpath Mining (South Africa) (Pty) Ltd

Aveng Mining Shafts and Underground

Hatch (Pty) Ltd

Rocbolt Technologies

Axis House Pty Ltd

Herrenknecht AG

Rosond (Pty) Ltd

Bafokeng Rasimone Platinum Mine

HPE Hydro Power Equipment (Pty) Ltd

Royal Bafokeng Platinum

Barloworld Equipment -Mining

IMS Engineering (Pty) Ltd

Roytec Global (Pty) Ltd

BASF Holdings SA (Pty) Ltd

Ivanhoe Mines SA

RungePincockMinarco Limited

BCL Limited

Joy Global Inc.(Africa)

Rustenburg Platinum Mines Limited

Becker Mining (Pty) Ltd

Kudumane Manganese Resources

Salene Mining (Pty) Ltd

BedRock Mining Support Pty Ltd

Leco Africa (Pty) Limited

BHP Billiton Energy Coal SA Ltd

Longyear South Africa (Pty) Ltd

Sandvik Mining and Construction
Delmas (Pty) Ltd

Blue Cube Systems (Pty) Ltd

Lonmin Plc

Sandvik Mining and Construction
RSA(Pty) Ltd

Bluhm Burton Engineering Pty Ltd

Lull Storm Trading (Pty) Ltd

SANIRE

Bouygues Travaux Publics

Magnetech (Pty) Ltd

Sebilo Resources (Pty) Ltd

CDM Group

Magotteaux (Pty) Ltd

CGG Services SA

SENET (Pty) Ltd

MBE Minerals SA Pty Ltd

Senmin International (Pty) Ltd

MCC Contracts (Pty) Ltd

Smec South Africa

MD Mineral Technologies SA (Pty) Ltd

Sound Mining Solution (Pty) Ltd

MDM Technical Africa (Pty) Ltd

SRK Consulting SA (Pty) Ltd

Metalock Engineering RSA (Pty)Ltd

Technology Innovation Agency

Metorex Limited

Time Mining and Processing (Pty) Ltd

Metso Minerals (South Africa) Pty Ltd

Timrite Pty Ltd

Minerals Operations Executive (Pty) Ltd

Tomra (Pty) Ltd

Data Mine SA

MineRP Holding (Pty) Ltd

Ukwazi Mining Solutions (Pty) Ltd

Department of Water Affairs and Forestry

Mintek

Umgeni Water

Digby Wells and Associates

MIP Process Technologies (Pty) Limited

Webber Wentzel

DMS Powders

Modular Mining Systems Africa (Pty) Ltd

Weir Minerals Africa

DRA Mineral Projects (Pty) Ltd

MSA Group (Pty) Ltd

Worley Parsons RSA (Pty) Ltd

Arcus Gibb (Pty) Ltd

Chamber of Mines of South Africa
Coalmin Process Technologies CC
Concor Opencast Mining
Concor Technicrete
Council for Geoscience Library
CRONIMET Mining Processing SA Pty Ltd
CSIR Natural Resources and the
Environment (NRE)
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Programme in Project Management (PPM)
20 years of developing practical project managers. Thousands of people have benefitted from
this programme since 1997.
t
t

Taught by a variety of subject matter experts from the University of Pretoria – to a large extent the same lecturers that
teach Africa’s only master’s degree internationally accredited by the Global Accreditation Centre of the PMI.
Skills are developed during contact sessions and practised on workplace assignments.

This multi-disciplinary programme is presented over eight modules by a variety of experts in
the different disciplines:
t Project Management Principles, Practices and Scheduling
t Project Procurement and Contract Management
t Project Risk Management
t Legal Aspects for Project Managers (Law of Contract, Labour Law, OSH Act)
t Financial Aspects and Project Cost Management
t The People-Side of Project Management
t Project Quality Management
t Project Management in the Business Context

The first module
of PPM is also
available online



5 CPD points (ECSA)

Book your seat today on one of the most renowned and respected training interventions in the industry.
For further information, frequently asked questions and to enrol, please visit

www.ppm.up.ac.za.
Shifting knowledge to insight

+27 (0)12 434 2500 | info@enterprises.up.ac.za | enterprises.up.ac.za/training-solutions

